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CONDITIONS OF LABOUR IN THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES AND BERAR. 

CHAPTER I-INTRODUCTORY. 

For th~ purposes of this memorandum industrial. undertak-. 
ings in the Central Provinces and Berar may be roughly 'divided 
into tive daiie& :-

i.-Cotton ginning •nd prening factoriH in the cotton 
tract of the province (the four Brrar districta, 
the Central Province• diatrictl of W ardha, 
Nagpur, Nimar and Chhindwara). 

H.-Cotton spinning and wraving milia in the towna 
of A kola, Ellichpur, Baduera, Hingt~nghal. 
Pulgaon, Burhanpur, Nagpur and Jubbulpore. .. 

Number of 
induul'ial 
eatabliah

menta. 

613 

15 

111.-Mines_ mainly mang.tnese (in the district. of 
Balal!hat, Bhandara, Nagpur) and coal (in the -
Chanda and Chhindwara districla), but including 
a few limestone and other quarriea. 

260 

IV.-Other minor industrira to which the Factoriea Act 
apply-

Operath·u. 

(~) Factories owned by the Govern- 3,000 

1,1!,0 
1,500 
1,500 
1.750 
3.250 

ment or local bodies Ill). 
(b) Rice mills (senonal) (33) 
(c) Engineering (18) 
(d) Food, drink and tobacco (11) 
(<') Chemicals, dyes, etc. (33) 
1/) Processel relating to atone, wood 

and glau (11), 

Total 12,180 

121 

Average 
number o( 
ocerativea 
employed 

daily. 

39,500 

19,EOO 

# 

38,300 

12,200 

• 

\'.-Other inJustrial establish menU, to which the 
Factoric:s Act doet not apply (bidi or tobacco 
factories, lac factoriea, etc.). 

850 . 30,000 

Total 

/ 

' / ----------
139,480 

A rough map is appended indicating the areas of the province 
under the 1hree principal crops of cotton, wheat and rice and the 
pri ncipai : ndustrial undertakings in the province. The cc;>tton 
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area coven the four Berar districts, the Central Provinces 
districts of Nimar, Wardha, Nagpur and portions of the Chanda, 
.Hoshangahc.d and Chhindwara districts. All the ginning and 
pressing factories belong to this area and as also fourteen out of the 
fifteen cotton mills, the fifteenth mill being at Jubbulpore. It 
should be noted that the concern known as the Empress Mills at 
Nagpur consists of five separate mills. (One cotton mill in the 
Rajnandgaon Feudatory State in Chhattisgarh, employing about 
4,000 operatives daily, is excluded from the scope of this 
memorandum as the Local Government has no control over it.) 
The important manganese mines lie in a strip of country falling 
in the Nagpur, Bhandara and Balaghat districts; and the important 
coal mines are situated in the Chhindwara and Chanda districts. 
Of the important minor industries, to which the Factories Act 
apply, the cement and pottery works are found in the Jubbulpore 
district, the seasonal rice mills are mostly in Bhandara and the 
Raipur and Bilaspur districts of the Chhattisgarh Division, while 
the remainder are scattered over the province. The most -

· important unorganised industries, to which the Factories Act has 
not been extended, are bidi, shellac and myrobalan factories, 
of which a number are found in the town of Gondia, on the 
Bengai-Nagpur Railway in the Bhandara district; while the others 
are scattered over the province. 

The first cotton mill established in the province was No. 1 
Mill of the Empress Mills, established at Nagpur, in 1877, and by 
1900 the number of such mills had increased to 7. Nine mills 
have been added durin~ the first quarter of the PTesent century. 
The number of workers employed per diem in these mills is :b 

follows:-

1913 
1923 
1928 

• ># 

12,981 
.17,630 
19,389 

The progress of the growth of the cotton ginning and press
ing factories is &hown in the statement below:-

1903 

1913 

19?..3 

1928 

Year. I 
Number oi 

factoriea. 
' 

108 

454 

519 

613 

IN umber of workcra 
employed daily. 

Not known. 

30,800 

38.651 

39.351 
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but the increase in the number of registered factories is due to 
the extension of the definition of factory by the Factory Acts of 
1911 and 1922, as well as to the industrial development of the , 
province. ; 

The first prospectin4 license for manganese was granted in 
1899; and the growth of this industry has therefore been confined 
to the present century. The Mohpani coalfield (in Narsinghpur 
district) opened in 1862, and the Warora coalfield (in Chanda) 
opened in 1873, have now been closed down. The Ghugus coal 
mine in Chanda which was opened in 1870, is still working; all 
other coalfields started working during the last 20 years. The 
number of manganese and 'Coal mines now workin_g is approxi
mately 30 and 190. Out of these, the most important manganese 
mines are the property of some half a dozen companies and 
proprietors, while the bulk Qf the coal industry is in the hands 
of four companies. The other mines are \'ery small and do not 
employ labour on a large scale. It may be noted_ that the Central 
Provinces mines are responsible for nearly 87 per cent of thQ 
manganese produced in India. The coal mines increased from 
five (employing 3,024 persons) in 1911 to 17 (employing 9,580 
persons) in 1921, while the manganese mines increased by only 
two, totalling 42, during the decade ending 1921. The increase in 
the number of the coal mines was .due to the war boom: The 
Central Provinces mines produce only 700,000 tons or 3t per cent 
of the total annual output of 22,000,000 tons of Indian • coal. 
The cement and .pottery works were established between the years 
1901 and 1923. Of. the unorganised undertakings, bidi-making 
establishments grew from six (employing 379 persons) in 1911 to 
133 (employing 6,440 persons) in 1921 and today number about 
775 employing some 29,000 workers. 

The condition of the 139,500 workers, employed in the five 
main classes of industries, specified above, thus falls within the 
scope of this enquiry. Out of the above undertakings, the mines 
are administered under the Indian Mines Act by the Chief 
Inspector of Mines from whose annual reports most of the informa
tion now given is taken. To this is added such information as 
if h:id been found possible to collect for this report, regarding the 
recruitment, housing, health and wages of labour .in mines. The 
Indian Factories Act applies to undertakings employing 
altogether about 70,000 operatives, and it is only with regard to 
these that accuracy c;:an be claimed for the information 
collected. As the Indian Factories Act has not been applied to 
unorganised industries, the information available is meagre.· It· 
should be noted that the cotton ginning and pressing factories are 
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seasonal and usually work for not more than six months in the 
year from No,·ember to April. Similarly the rice mills, employ
ing about l,ln workers, are in operation for 8 months in the 
year from November to June. The most important of the minor 
industrial establishments are the three cement factories in the 
Katni tahsil of the Jubbulpore district, employing 1,850 operatives, 
the two pottery works at Jubbulpore, employing 1,110, the 
Government Gun Carriage Factory at the same place employing 
2,426, and 25 oil mills, employing 715 operatives. 

The principal industries of the province, employing labour 
on a large scale (with 97,300 workers or about 70 per cent of the 
total labour falling within the scope of the enquiry), are thus the 
cotton industry and manganese and coal mining. It is the con
dition of the labour in the~e industries, 1lpecially that of the 
labour in the cotton industry (with 69,000 operatives or SO per 
cent of the total labour force) that has been the basis of the brief 
survey of labour conditions set forth in this report. The condi
tion of labour in the cement, pottery, Gun Carriage Factory and 
oil mills (employing about 6,220 workers or 4.5 per cent of the 
total) has been the basis of the survey of labour conditions in the 
minor industries of the province. ·The information that it has 
been found possible to obtain in answer to the varioiJS questions 
of the questionnaire is given separately for each of the five main 
classes of industrial undertakings. 

The existing records do ·not yield complete information 
regarding the various matters· under enquiry.· The only sys
tematic reply to the questionnaire, has been received from the 
Empress Mills, Nagpur, the premier .mills of the province, and 
from one or two mining firms. The former is based on reliable 
statistical information accumulated by the authorities of the mills 
by a careful study of the changing conditions in their works 
during several decades. A copy of this report, which is as 
thprough as existing statistical information makes it possible to 
be, is being sent by the mills direct to the Secretary of the Labour 
Commission. No extensive quotations therefrom have therefore 
been made in the present report, but it should be emphasized that 
the Empress Mills report deserves the most careful study. The 
condition of labour in these mills is, however, more advanceJ 
than those of other mills and should not be taken as typical of 
conditions prevailing in other industries in the province. 

As Railways are a Central subject, labour conditions on 
railways have been excluded from the scope of this report, which 

-is confined to matters with which this province is conc~rned and 
on which information is available. 



CHAPTER II.j._RECRUITMENT. 

ORIGIN OF LABOUR. 

In the seasonal cotton factories, the bulk of the labour comes 
from the surrounding villages, while even in perennial factoriei 
a considerable portion of the labour force is recruited from the 
same source. In large industrial centres like Nagpur and Jubbul
pore there is also a considerable labour population permanently 
settled in the towns. The only estimate it is possible to make of 
the percentage of local labour ~to ·the total at some of the 
industrial centres is given below. ·: 

EXTENT OF MIGRATION. 

The movement of industrial labour follows the same lines 
a~ that of the general immigrant-population, since an appreciable 
portion of the total migration is i:aus"ed by the demands of indus
tries. · The main labour-recruiting grounds for this province f' '. . 
are- '· . 

(a) In the north the Buridelkhand and Rewah States, which· 
supply the hereditary earth workers, Kols, for the mining indus- . 
try as well as high caste unskilled recruits for the mills: Trained 
or semi-skilled labour from various parts of the United Provinces 
mingle with this stream, as temporary unemployment or the 
disappearance of hereditary occupation induces· them to seek 
employme~t and higher: wage"- elsewhere. 

(b) In the south-east, Mahars, Gonds and Chamars are 
recruited from Bhandara and the Chhattisgarh districts, as well 
as from the Indian States of Chhattisgarh.· · 

(c) In the south a number of Telegu castes (known as 
Telingas) come from· His Exalted Highness the Nizam's 
Dominions and the Siro!lcha tahsil (Chanda district) mainly for 
employment in the Chanda coal mines. 

(d) In the south-west, several districts ol the Bombav Presi
dency (mainly Ahmednagar, Poona and Sho1apur distri'cts) supply 
a certain amount of specialized labour mostly for the seasonal 
cotton factories of Berar. 

Stream (a) is particularly strong in the northern districts and 
Berar, supplying the cement factories and potteries, the seasonal 
cotton factories of the Hoshangabad and Nimar districts, the 
textile mills of Berar, as well as the mining areas in the northern 
and eastern parts of the province. 
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Stream (h), which was the strongest until the. scarcity in the 
northern distiicts and Central India in recent years, is still one 
of the main sources of labour supply in the province, speciallv 
for the htanganese mines· and textile mills of Nagpur and Akola." 

Stream (c) and stream (.1) are much weaker and the former is 
mainly restricted to coal mines and seasonal factories in the 
south, while the latter distribt~t~s itself over the cotton tract of 
the provigj,e (the Marathat Plain divisioq) . 

. The approximate distribution of local and immigrant labour 
jn the ·cottoq, industr:ies at tne following centres is given in the 
table below:- · ,. 

Str;a~' Str~:m J Stream 
(at. J (b). (c). 

Stream 
(d) . Local. 

• . 
I • I . , I 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Percent. 

Jubbulpore 10 ... • 90 
• Nagpur • i 6 10 2 ~ 2 .. 80 . 

••• 1 4 2 6 '3 85 Hinganghat . . ~ .. 
Amraoti ! 20 • *8 . 2 5 ·65 ... , 
Akola • 25 *30. 15 30 

'"J .. , _.._ 

•Jnc:ludea worken from Bhandara, Nagpur and the neighbottrhood. 

In the decade ending ~in 1921, the extent of migration from 
different sources was approxHnately as follows:-

Central India Agency States .. 
Un~ted Provinces 
.Bombay Presidency • 

... ... 

P_erccntage 
of 

immigrants. 
24 
12 
11 

His Exalted Highness the Nizam's Dominions lJ 
9 

33 
Bhandara district · · 
Chhattisgarh districts 
' ' ' 

Causes. oJ parliwlar streams oj migration. 

~ It appears that .jhere are two. main streams of migration, the 
one comes in a south-westerly direction from the United Prov· 
inces and the Central India Agency States, which is caused by 
the general po"verty and .periodic scarcity in Central India and 

the lure of good wages and opportunities for obtaining work in the 
industrial centres of the Central Provinces. The other comes in 
a westerly direction ~rom the Chh.attis~arh Plain division and 
Bhandara district which is caused by the poverty of the not very 
fertile land-locked plain and periodic failure ·of crops in the same 
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region, as also the preyafence of a higher standard ·of wages in 
the developed portion of the province. 

These iwo streams are streams (a) and (b) which ha.ve been 
described above. The third stream, which flows to the north· 
east from the bordering districts of the Bombay Presidetu.·y anJ 
the Hyderabad State, is on the wane on account of the d~velop
ment and more settled conditions \Of these parts.: This north
easterly flow consists of stream (c) and part of str-eam Cd). The 
&treams of migration are illustrated by a map which is appended' 
to this report (Appendix 1). · ·· · 

The principal c~uses of migration ·are enumerated as famine 
and scarcity, unemployment, eitfi~r permanent or temporary, 
the disappearance of hereditary. occupations or cottage induotries, 
the' prospect of higher wages in urban areas, and inability of 
hereditary occupat~on to absorb an increasing population._ ••. 

Migration of labour. }las thus followed the path of easy sub
sistence, that is, labour has congregated where the means of sub.r 
sistence ·are. in excess of the demands of the indigenous popula
tion. This general tendency is traceable in the above-mentioned 
streams of migration. The last census report shows that the vit:ll 
etatistics of the decade (19]]-1920) ·record a deficiency of births 
over deaths in the Nerbudda Valley division, the Plateau divi
sion, and the Nagpur, Amraoti and Akola districts of the Maratha 
Plain division, accompanied by a ·small excess of 3 per cent in 
ihe Maratha Plain division taken as a whole. There is little 
doubt, however. that but for. th~ influenza epidemic of 1918-19 
which exterminated not less than 10 per cent of the population 
an increase would have peen recorded in every division. The 
increase or decrease of natural population during the •decade is 
as follows :- ' 

Nerbudda Valley division 

Plateau division 

Maratha Plain division 

Chhattisgarh Plain divisio_n 

Increase (of) ~Total 
, or . · natur~J 

decrease(-) p~pulahon 
. 10 1921. 

J. 

-134,240 2,595,442 

i-55,113 1,601,359 

'. +75,072 6,014,171 

+336,365 4,847,278 
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The increase i)l the Marntha Plain division is so sli~ht compared 
with its total population and level of development that it could 
not have. affected immigration to any great extent. 
- On the other hand, the Chhattisgarh Plain division in spite 
· o£ its present undeveloped and backward condition shows a con
siderable increase in natural population indicating. a surplus for 
emigration.. Conditions in those Central India Ago!ncy States 
which contribute most to the south-westerly stream of migration 
are similar, an additional impetus for emigration bein~ provided 
hy the poorer quality of the soil, ~ ... • 

Movements of "labour like those of commodities ori~inate 
from places where it is abundant and proceed to pbccs where 

. the demand exceeds the supply. The census figures indicate the 
existence of a surplus of labour at the origins of the parti~ular 
streams of migration and a demand in· excess of the local supply 
at the places to which the streams converge. 

Chat~,f!cs in recent ·years. .. . 
There is no information to justify any definite conclusion. 

It, however, appears that acute scarcity in' the Central India 
Agency States and in districts situated on the northern border of 
•he province in recent years has resulted in a greater influx of 
l"dbourers by the south-westerly stream, and a considerable pro
portion of it has been deflected further south into the cotton 
districts and industrial centres by reasQn of failure of the wheat 
crop in the Nerbudda Valley di~ision, which usually ~ttracts :1 • 

quantity of this labour at the time of the wheat harvest. More
over, there being a direct route provided by the openin~ of the 
Nagpur-ltarsi. railway ·line, the southern influx to· the industrial 
centres if gaining in strength. ... 

. Agricultural deveiopment in the Chhattisgarh districts due to 
the provision of' irrigation facilities has to some extent reduced 
migration from this source. At the same time the lar~e irrigation 
works under construction in Chhattisgarh ·have absorbed a con
siderable numbe; of l~bourers during the last decade. In 1927-28 
the irrigation works employed 8,600 labourers, most of whom 
were recruited locally: 

CoNTACT WITH VILLAGES. 

Extent and frequency of return . 
. _ Five different types of migration are recognised in the 

census report of the province. They -are as follows:-
(1) Casual, consistin~ of movemenli between adjacent 

villa~es; (2) Temporary, caused by movemen!s of labour on works 



of construction or by the exigencies of trade or the stress of 
famine (in this type of migration there is a predominance of 
male&); (3) Periodic, due to the seasonal migration of agricultural 
labour, or to the industrial demands for labour depending on the 
ripening of a particular crop; (4) Semi-permanent, when the 
inhabitants of one place migrate to another for trade, but return 
at intervals to their native place where they sometimes even leave 
their families, and usually spend their declining years; (5) Penna
•;t.:nt, where economic or other reasons have caused a permanent' 
displacement of population, . \ 

Casual migration does ::Oot come within our purview as it 
mainly consists of movement~ between adjacent villages for 
non-industrial purposes. Temporary migration caused by move
ments of labour on new works of construction or by the exigencies 
of trade or the stress of famine are of short duration and the
labour generally returns to its native place after the stress ;s 
removed or the work is completed. Famine in the northern. 
districts and the border States of Central India in the current 
year, the comtruction work of railway bridges and alignment on 
the Itarsi-Nagpur line are instances in point. A predominance· 
of males is noticeable in these cases, indicaitng that the emigrants 
are likely to return after a short interval. Periodic migrations, due 
to the demand for labour in seasonal industries and agricultural 
operations, are of the nature of an annual exodus, and such 
labourers return to their villages after the season is over. The 
attraction of labour to the. cotton ginning and pressing industries 
and to the wheat fields of the northern districts for harvesting 
are instances in point. Both males and females migrate together 
and return within nine mo.nths or less. The employees in season-
al factories thus almost invariably return to their villages after 
the season is over. · · · 

The permanent and semi-permanent' migration of labour is 
due to the attraction of labour to coal and manganese mines, to 
the cotton mills of the Maratha plain or to· the cement and 
pottery works of Jubbulpore and other industrial centres. The 
majority of these labourers return to their villages for a short 
visit after two or three years' interval, but a considerable minority 
has settled down at these industrial centres.. l'here are no data 
fur enabling us to fix even approximately the extent of 
this permanent labour movement. The following quotation 
from the Provincial Census Report for 1921, however, gives an 
accurate indication of the position :-

"The urban population has hardly kept pace with the natunl 
increase ?f th~ populatio!l since 1'901, when 90 out of every 1,000 
penon& hved 10 towns. fhe real reason for the slow progress in 



to 
the urban population is that the inhabitants of this province are 
nearly a.ll. at he~rt agricultu~ists, .and take much .more 1eadily to 
the traditional life of an lnd1an v1llage than to exastence in towns. 
Even the lure of higher wages frequently only proves 3 temporary 

·attraction, and the male labourer will leave his family in his 
village and work for a time to earn the higher wages in the towns, 
only to returo again to his home at a later date. This was 
iecognised by the Indian Factory Labour Commission of the year 
1908, and their remarks, which are quoted below, still hold good. 

'The habits of the Indian factory operative are determined 
by the fact that he is primarily an agriculturist, or a lalJOurer on 
the land. In almost all cases his hereditary occupation is 
agriculture; his home is in the village from which he comes not 
in the city in which he labours; his wife and family ordinarily 
continue to live in .that village; he regularly remits a Jjortion of 
his wages there; and he returns there periodically to look afteJ 
his affairs, and to .obtain rest after the strain of factory life. There 
is as yet practically no factory population, such. as exists in 
European countries, consisting of a large number of operatives 

·trained from their youth to one particular class of work, and 
dependent upon employment at that work for their livelihood. 
It follows that the Indian operative is, in general, independent 
of factory work, to the extent that he does not rely exclusively 
upon factory employment in order to obtain a livelihood; at 
most seasons he can command a wage sufficient to keep him, 
probably on a somewhat lower scale of comfort, by accepting work 
on the land; and there are also numerous other avenues of 
employment, more remunerative than agricultural labour, which 
are open to every worker in any large industrial centre. If the 
operative is not merely a landless labourer, he will in general be 
bound by strong ties to the land and to the village from which 
he originally came; he can at any time abandon factory life in 
order to revert to agriculture; and the claims of the village where 
he has a definite and accepted position are in practice, as 
experience has shown, sufficiently powerful to recall him from 
city .life for a period which extends, on the average, to at least 
a month in each.year .' 

This tendency to temporary immigration to towns of the male 
labourers receives further confirmation from the fact thai of the 
total urban population 754,989 are males and 686,441 females, or a 
proportion of 1,000 to 909, and this distinction is even more 
marked in the larger places, for the proportion of females to 
1,000 males is 864 in Nagpur and 762 in Jubbulpore, in which 
place the presence of troops accounts for the low figure. A 
similar phenomenon is also to be found among certain of the 
trading classes, such as Marwari.s and Bohras, who often reside for 
a portion of the year at their place of business, and. retire for 
considerable periods to their homes, which may be ~ituated in 
distarit parts of India. Another noteworthy feature is the almost 
comp.ete absence of new towns. It might have been expected 
that the opening up of the province to railway communication 
would by now have resulted in the formation of new centres of 
trade and industry. The reason {or this must be found i·n the 
love of the labourer for village life. Industries do not necessarily 
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' result in the establishment of towns. This is noticeable in the 

coal mining areas of the Pench valley and the Chanda district, 
in the manganese mines on the southern slopes of the Satpura 
plateau and in the cement works of Katni· and Murwara in the 
J ubbulporc diLtrict. The labour for these industries does not 
congregate together, and so foriiY a town, but will live in a circle 
of villages having as their centre the work by which ihe labour 
i; supported. An exception is to be found to this in the cotton 
country of the Maratha plain, where the cotton market forms the 
nucleus of urban life. Owing to the bulk of the commodity and 
the rush of work at the height of the season, time and space are 
of importance, and gins and presses will spring up in the 
immediate'· vicinity of the cotton market, while in the more 
important places cotton mills will also be found. It is therefore 
in the Maratha Plain division that the onlt appreciable tendency 
to urbanisation exists." 

The labourers in the cotton mills generally visit their villages 
once a year or once in two years, either for the purpose of 
renewing their home relationships or for marriage or social ' 
ceremonies. In Nagpur, however, textile workers are much 
more permanent in their holds and the average frequency of 
return to villages does not exceed once in four years and the 
workers are mostly permanently settled in Nagpur. In the. 
manganese mines about 30 per cent of the labour· force return!! 
to its villages yearly on leave for a period varying from four to 
twelve weeks. · 

In the unorganised industries, labour is mostly local 
and lives in surrounding villages. A few skilled workers from 
Mirzapur in the United Provinces are employed in the lac fac
tories and a few from Maharashtra in the glass factories. The 
former return home after four to six months' work and the latter 
about once in two years. . ,.~ 

The extent of the perm.a11e11t labour force. 

In the seasonal factories there is practically no permanent 
labour force. · 

In the cotton mills, the extent of the permanent labour force. 
ranges from 90 to nearly 100 per cent, as in the Empress Mills 
and the Berar Manufacturing Mills in Badnera. At Akola how-· 
ever, the proportion of permanent labour varies from 60' to 15 · 
per cent. • · · • 

The Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association 
reports that the permanent labour force consists of 
monthly paid servants from 10 to 15 per 'cent of the total · 
and about 50 per cent of the recruited labour. The .Centra) 



Indian Manganese Mining Company reports that the percentage 
of their permanent labour is 43. In the Chhindwara coal mines 
it is reported to be less than 50 per cent. Trade fluctuations 
"<~ffect the extent of labour force in both tht: coal and manganese 
mines. .MoreoHr, many of the man&ancbe and other quarries 
suspend operations during the monsoon; and hence the extent 

• of casual labour in the mining industry is very high, 

In the cement and pottery works permanent labour amounts 
to about 60 to 70 per cent of the total. In the Gun Carriage 
Factory, Jubbulpore, it is about 85 pe«> cent. 

The extent of perina~rit labour in unorganised industries to 
which the Factories Ad docs not apply is at most 2 per cent. 

METHODS OF RECRUITMENT. 

Existing methods. 

· , The cotton mills obtain their recruits at present from 
applicants at their gates. The location of the various industrial 
underakings which employ immigrant labour is now fairly well
known through employees who return to their homes, and by 
this means recruits are attracted from the various sources of 
supply. But formerly m11kadams were sent to recruit, or labour 
contractors were invited to supply the amount of labour required 
on payment of commission. The latter method is still adopted 
when a new mill is started or a new section is added to an exist
ing mill. Casual work like that required for building construc
tion is given on contract and the contractors supply and employ 
their own labour. · 

Well-established perennial factories such as the Gun Carriage 
Factory, Jubbulpore, and the Pottery Works at Jubbulpore 
similarly receive their labour supply from applicants at the gate. 
The cement works, quarries and newly established factories recruit 
labour through mukadams who, in addition to their usual wages 
as ·-employees, receive some commission from the new recruits. 

Seasonal factories recruit their labour either through 
mukadams and mukadammins, who receive three pies per head per 
week from the labourers and wages from the employers, or through 
labour contractors who are paid (up to Re. 0-4-6 per bojha) on 
the basis 'Of total output;.. or sometimes through a combination 
of both these methods. In the manganese mining areas labour is 
recruited by 'Contractors through their nwkadams or sirdars who 
get into touch with villages _at districts where it is known tha\ 
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labour is available and recruit them by families as far as ,possible. 
In the local mines recruitment is similarly done on a commis
liion basis through colliery sirdars or labourers visiting their",homes. 

I 

Possible improvement. 

The system of recruitment through sirda'Ts, nwkadams or con
tractors has severa1 evils, the chief of which is the payment of cash 
advances without which it is impossible to obtain recruits. These 
cash advances are seldom fully repaid' b~· the recruits, and, on the 
one hand, are apt to keep them in a state" of p~rpetual indebted
ness; while on the other they cause loss and annoyance . to 
employers as many recruits abscond with advances outstanding 
against them. The following extract from the· Provincial Census 
Report of 1921 sums up the position:- • 

"'Two systems ~£ recruitment are employed. Agents may 
be sent to the recruiting areas, who are 

Th~ syst~m of cash • !'en·ants of recruiting establishments· they 
advance to labour. h 1 b h f h' · ' pay t e a ourer t e expense o u: JOurney, 
and also advance him a sum of money as an inducement to 
leave his home; or labour may be bought from a private 
contractor at so much per head. In one of · the Chanda coal 
mines a gang of Kols was working under a Pathan headman. 
This gang was recently working on the Mahanadi Canal head. 
works in the Raipur district, had then been employed on railway 
earth work in Chanda, and finally had reached the coal mine. · 
As each transfer occurred, the headman received a sum which 
was supposed to represent the loans outstanding a~ainst the 
labourers on their previous work. In this case it is doubtful if 
the labourer& themselves ever received any of the ddvances in 
ca~h. \Vhere advances are directly paid to the labourers, the 
amount varies considerably. In the Chanda coalfields as much 
as Rs. 90 per labourer is paid for immigrants from f.he United 
Provinces, and Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 for labourers from Hyderabad 
State. Rs. 60 per head mav be paid for Chhattisgarh labourers 
in the manganese mines. The advance system is a vicious one, 
which is to the advantage neither of the labourers nor of the 
employers. The advance is seldom, if ever, repaid, and though 
the more reputable employers have agreements by which they 
decline to employ labourers recruited by other concerns, there is 
always a number of smaller and less scrupuloull employers who 
avoid the expense of importation. of labour by bribing ·the 
labourers of a nei~hbouring concern to desert them. From the 
point of view of the labourer also tile system is unsatisfactory; as 
it fastens about his neck a load of debt to the avoidance of which 
he de\"otes much in~enuity. At present, however, it i~ the onlv 
method by which labour can be recruited from a distance and 
e\"en if wages were raised so as to attract labour without adva';,ces 
it is the experience of most employers that the labourer~ •whe~ 
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he hu received sufficient for his maintenance, ceases to work, so 
that a rise of wages is generally accompanied by a corresponding 

·decrease in the work done." 

Direct recruitment without any intermediary to intercept a 
portion of the charges of the labourer would, therefore, be much 
better, but as the great mass of Indian labourers is illiterate and 
ignorant, it is diffic;ult in practice to suggest any improvement 
on .the present system .. The same factor operates against the suc
cessful working of a public employment agency. The difficulty 
of direct recruitment is,. illustrated by the fact that the Pench 
Valley Coal Company reports that it established a recruiting 
agency 'at Bilaspur in 1916 and closed it in· 1928, as the results 
achieved were not commensurate with the cost incurred. 

Extent and effects oj disturbance oJ family life. 

As the majority of the workers returns to their villages 
annually, there is very little disturbance of t.he family life of the 
worken in 'the 1easonal factories. Temporary or quasi-permanent 
recruits from· the United Provinces generally leave some members 
of their family at their homes to look after the family cultivation 
and other affairs. If they decide to stay longer at the industri:JI 
centres, their family generally joins them. Labourers per
manently settled in large towns like Nagpur and Akola usually 
bring their families with them. 

In the manganese mining area the extent and effect of di,-. 
turbance of family life are reported to he negligible as it is the 
custom for comylete families to be recruited. In the coal mines. 
nearly 60 per cent of the labour force is reported to consist of 
whole families. 

RECRUITMENT FOR AsSAM. 

Need of retention of co~trol. 

The bulk of such recruitment is from the three Chhattisgarh 
distritts and during the last two years from the Chanda district. 
From such information as is available it appears that although 
there may be disagreement as !O the form of control, there is non.e 
whatever about the necessity of controL If all control IS 

abolished, recruitment will be exposed to the old evils associated 
with the system of Arkattis (professional recruiters). Recruitment . 
by thet:e agents often resulte4 in kidnapping and abduction, th~ 

' . . 
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~oplitting up of families and the deceiving of the people ~ith false 
t.lorics regarding the conditions obtaining in the tea estates_ It is. 
<llt;o reported that free recruitment will result in lavish ~nd un- • 
cuntrolleJ expenditure while it will not improve the lot of the.; 
I Ahourers. · 

Administration of present system. 

About 90 per cent of the recruitmen(for Assam is diected by 
the Tea District~ Labour Association, who have appointed loc.1l 
agents in the different recruiting districts under whom garden· 
sardars work. The local agents are, on the one hand, subordi
nate to the Tea Districts Labou~ Association, i.e., indirectly to 
the tea industry, and on the other hand, to the'District Magistrate 
and the Assam Board. The industry, however, has a predominant 
representation on the Board. The local agents provide accom- · 
modation, clothing~."'niedical aid, etc., to properly registered 
r~ruits till they reach the "forwarding centres". All instances 
of abuse which are disdosed at the time of regiateriog a recruit 
are reported to the District Magistrate. If th~ local agent is 
found to be untrustworthy, his license can be cancelled by the 
District Magistrate. 

Defects of the existing Act and system. 

The cost of the present system is high involving as it does 
the maintenance of an expensive recruiting agency, but it is an 
undoubted improvement on its predecessor and it is difficult to 
S'Jggest a substitute which will maintain the present safeguards 
without imposing unjustifiable limitations on the free movement 
of labour. The representation on the Board of the districts from 
which the recruits are taken might be strengthened by the addition 
of labour repre~entatives. 

UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Exte11f and character. 

In the sea!:'onal factories .. the skill~d and semi-skilled labourer 
is thrown out of employment at the' ~lose of the season and often 
experiences considerable distress. The percentage of such 
labourers is, however, small. • 

No accurate figures are available regarding unemployment 
in the perenhial industries. The Empress Mills report that there 
is a good deal of unemployment both amongst the skilled and 
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unskilled workers; they experience no difficulty in filling up 
\"acancics and e\·ery fortnight many apply in vain for admission. 
Some of the other mills report that about 10 per cent of the 
applicants for work are turned away. Some of the manganese 
mines in the Bhandara district report that owing to the present 
c~cpression in the industry there is a certain amount of unemploy
ment among local labour, but imported labour finds full employ
ment. The ·Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association 
reports that since the inception of the manganese industry there 
has been little unemployment on account of shortage of work or 
excess of labour. Should, however, the cost of production of ore 
continue to increase, without a corresponding enhancement of 
n1arket prices, the industry will no doubt have to face this question 
of unemployment.' The Pench Valley collieries report that un· 
employment does not prevail in that area .. 

There has "been some unemployment .caused by dismissalll 
in some of the low grade manganese mines which have been 
recently compelled to close down on account of depression in the 
manganese ~trade . 

• 
Unemployment insurance. 

Unemployment insurance does not exist in any industry and 
all employers are of opinion that any such scheme would be un
workable. 

LABOUR .. TURNOVER"". 

A t•era}!e duration of employment. 

Here again no definite figure is available except in the case 
of one or two miils. The Empress Mills, Nagpur, have for· 
warded a detailed statement indicating the turnover of their labour 
since 1908. The average period of continuous service put in by 
a worker at these mills comes to 7.89 years. Two "turnover .. 
charts are appended, indicating in the form of cun·es-the turn
ovt>r in the Empress Mills and the Pulgaon Cotton Mills. The 
rapid rise in 1924 was due to a strike. In the Pulgaon Mills the 
average duration of employment is 40 months. On a rough 
estimate the average duration. of employment in other perennial 
fac10ries may be put at 30 months. 

The Pench Valley Coal Mines report that out of 3,700 workers, 
800 have been in continuous employment for three years or 
longer, 700 for two years or longer, 6..SO for one year or longer 
and 1,550 for less than one year. The manganese mines report 
that the average duration of employment in any one year for 
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the whole of the labour force is 9 to 10 m_onths continuously, the 
remaining two or three months being usually utilised by approxi
mately 30 per cent of the labour in returning t<? their ·villages 
for seasonal cultivation. · Normally the bulk of these return after 

•. b d • tlte crops have een reape . 
Absenteeism. 

From such information as is available the · number of ·. 
absentees is said to be from 10 to 5 per cent per day. The per· 
centage of absentees increases after pay day. For example, 
the manganese mines report that attendance decreases by 50 per 
cent on the day immediately following the weekly bazar day:. 
and the Chhindwara coal mines report that the number of 
absentees on days following pay day is as much as 30 per cent 
over that on other days. 

Extent of casual employment. 

In the seasonal cotton facto~ies about 20 per cent of the 
labour force are casuaL In the perennial factories the extent of 
casua~ labour is not appreciable and does not exceed 3 per cent 
of the regular labour force. Such casual labour is employed 
mostly on building construction or on loadint and unloading 
work. Mine owners report that there is no c~sual labour at 
their works. 



CHAPTER III-STAFF ORGANISATION. 

The cotton ginning and pressing factories are mostly in the 
private ownership of Indian Banias, nearl)' one-third bein~ owned 
hy limited joint stock companies with Indian directors. 
A few of these companies are European and Japanese. Messrs. 
Ralli Brothers and Volkart Brothers arc the two mmt important 
among European firms and Gosho and Company, Toyomenkwa 
and Company-and the Japanese Trading Cotton Company amon~ .. 
Japanese firms owning such factories. The European and 
Japanese firms have managers of their ov:n nationality, and other 
factories' are under Indian managers. 

Of the 15 -textile mills, 11 are owned by public joint stock 
companies, fi\·e with purely Panee directors, t\VO with a mixed 
directorate of Parsecs and other Indians, one with a mixed 
directorate of Europeans and Indians and three with Indian 
directors. Four cotton mills are privately owned by Indian 
Banias. ·Two of the mills are managed by Europeans, t~·o by 

· Anglo-Indians, Jtix by Parsecs and four by other Indians. The 
three cement factories and two of the pottery works arc public 
joint stock companies under a mixed directorate of Europeans 
and Indians. The third pottery w;ork is under an Indian direct
orate. The local managers of two of the cement factories are 
Europeans, while that of one is an Indian. Two of the potteries 
have Eur()pean managers and the third, an Indian manager. 

Of the six railway workshops, two have European managers 
and four Anglo-Indian managers. Three of the five motor car 
repairing shops are under Indian management, two under Euro
pean and Anglo-Indian managers. 

The tobacco (bidi) factories, the lac factories, the myrobalan 
factories and the two glass factories are owned and managed by 
Indians, with the exception of one myrobalan factory -which ia 
owned by a European company. 

English Boards of Directors predominate in the manganese 
and coal mining industries. They own the most important 
deposits and work the bigger mines, having been l~t first to 
enter the field for prospecting. Out of 250 mines anJ quarries, 

. the agents (as defined in the Indian Mines Act) of 92 are 
Europeans or Anglo-Indians, of 21 are Parsecs and of 11 
more are other Indians .. Of the mine managers, 80 are Europeans 
or Anglo-Indians, 14 Parsecs and the n:st are other Indians. 
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SELECTION OF MANAGING STAFF. 

l he appointment of the managing staff is made as a resulfot 
open selection by the B~ard of Directors or controlling partners 
generally with due regard to the merits of the persons selected. 
The selection, however; is generally confined to the parti'cular 
community to which the capitalists owning the concern· belong. 
The predominance of the Parsec element in the managerial 
.>taff of the larger cotton mills in the province with large Parsee 
interests is a very prominent feature· in this province. In the 
smaller factories this kinship plays a more important part and 
selection is seldom free. 

There is no open selection in the seasonal factories which 
,generally recruit persons known to the management or owners. 

In the mining industry selection is more open and based more 
on the qualifications of the persons, as the Indian Mines Act 
prescribes certain qualifications for work in the mines. 

In these industries the head offices sometimes appoint 
specially qualified persons on agreements or covenants and in 
respect of such appointments the technical or managerial quali
fications of the applicants are the main criterion. Europeans are 
sometimes covenanted in Europe and sent out. In the Gun 
Carriage Factory appointment .on the managing staff is made by 
the Secretary of State after selection by a Board in England. · 

' 
RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING OF SUBORDIN~TE SUPERVISING 

STAFF. 

Methods in force. 

l'he ginning and pressing factories mainly recruit their sub
ordinate staff from outsiders. In a .very few cases apprentices · 
trained in the same factory are employed. 

In the larger textile mills and the bigger perennial factories 
the subordinate staff is generally obtained by promotion from the· 
ranks and from apprentices trained in their own factories. 
Apprentices trained in sister factories are also recruited. Jobbers 
are mostly promoted from the ranks in the same mill. 

In the cement factories apprentic.es are recruited. In the 
Gun Carriage Factory foremen and assistant foremen are recruited 
by selection after advertisement, but chargemen and supervisors 
are promoted from the workmen and apprentices. 

In the mining industr)' foremen are generally recruited direct 
or from students or apprentices trairted for the. Mining -Board 
.exanlination& ;n some of the coal mine&. Matea and sardan are 
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recruited by promotion from mincn. In the manglnese mines 
new applicants are appointed by mine managers who after train
ing them place them in ~radcs accordin~ to their ability. 
In the coal mines in making selection' Tonsideration is given 
largely to the ability of the existing emplorees to handle labour 
dec~tl~ · • .... 

f'acilitieJ /or training and promotion oj U"orkmen. 

The only facilities of thi1t nature provided in the province are 
the following:-

The Empress Mills, Nagpur, ha,·e had a regular system 
of training apprentices which has been in force since the inception 
of the mills. The system provides for training apprentices (some
times with University qualifications) . both for managerial and 
supervising positions as well as for the subordinate supervising 
staff. An apprentice receives an incremental scale of pay during 
the full five-year period of apprenticeship and practically the 
whole staff of the mills is recn~ited from such apprentices. Many 

-apprentices trained in this mill have also joined other concerns 
and-lhe· mill authorities report that "there have been instances 
of ambitious young men of ordinary education who by dint of 
self-help and unremitting toil ha' e outstripped their brothen 
with superior initial qualifications''. 

·• ~ The Gun Carriage Factory, Jubl?ulpore, maintains a regular 
Apprentice Class with a scheduled course of instruction for five 
years both theoretical and practical. Such apprentices are admit
ted after an entrance examination; and chargemen and super
visors are recruited from these. This institution aiso maintaina 

·a Boy Artisans' Class for the benefit of the sons of their employees. 
- Some of the other perennial, and a few seasonal, factories 

c.Iso provide facilities for training their own workmen and 
.apprentices, but no accurate figures are available. In important 

. mines like the Ballarpur and Ghugus collieries in the Chanda 
district and the Pench Valley and Amalgamated collieries in 
the Chhindwara district and the Central Pro,·inces Manganese 
Ores Company's and the Central Indian Mining Company'a 
manganese mines, training is ·given by the managers to min era 
who desire it for the _qualifying examination. The ma'laging staff 
always tries to train the ordinary miner as well; and mates and 
sardars are recruited from such trained hands. \\'ith the assistance 
of Messrs. Shaw \Vallace and Company's collieries mining lecture 
classes were opened at Parasia and fi,·e students passed the third 
year examination in 19ll. These classes, however, had unfortu
nately to be closed last year on account of the lack of studenta du~ 
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perhaps to the trade slump. Mr. G. 0. Burgoyne, the 
Manager of the Pench •• Valley coalfields, who was in charge of 
these classes, • i·cportsc . .,"Ne"w '"applicants of the right sort for 
apprenticeship at the co1lferies have become rare and unless coat 
mining takes a turn for the better the classes wiiiJlOt continue to 
justify their existence." 

Relations bet'U'een the staff and rank and file. 

The relations between the staff and rank and file are reported 
to be good in. all the industries. 

WORKS COMMITTEES. 

Their extent and achievements. 

\Yorks Committees are conspicuous by their absence in the 
industrial undertakings of this province and the employees are 
generally in direct touch with the managing staff. · • • 

The only exception was in. the case of the Governmen~ Gun 
Carriage Factory at Jubbulpore. where a Works Committee had 
hcen in existence for some time, but has been in abeyance si'oce 
1926. The objects of this Committee were-

... 

(a) to promote feelings of good fel!owship all_ round1. 
(b) to improve outturn; 
(c) to improve educational qualifications of workmen; 
(d) to suggest means of welfare work. . 

CONTRACTORS AS INTERMEDIARIES, 

f\·te11t and character of 'lt•ork git•en on contract. 

In the ginning and pressing factories a good deal of. work 
is done on contract. The labour contractors supply labour-on·· 
p:tyment on output with a stipulated minimum, or nn 2 commis
sion basis. Pressing of bales, filling of cotton bojhas, picking and 
carrying of cotton seeds and carting are some of the i'tems of 
work done on contract. In the perennial cotton mills the work· 
done by contractors consists of building construction, cartage, 
the loading and unloading of goods at railway stations and at mills 
and stacking of bales of cotton yarn and cloth. 

In some of the pottery works, qu:trryi.ng and removing of ·. 
ci:Jy and limestone are done bv contract. 
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The most extensive employment of contractors as interme
diaries exists in ,the mining industry .• MQre than 50 per cent of 
coal is raised by contract. In the.:B;Ilarpor colliery all work 
~xduding safety work, ultimate super\:'ision and management is 
done through contractors. In the manganese mines, ore excava

_tions, loading a~d building work are done on contract. 

Extent oJ Sllb-cont;aciing. 

Sub-contracting does exist on a small scale, but is not of much 
importance. The mines do not recognise sub-contracts. 

Control exercised ot•er trorking conditions. 

The employers report that the fullest control is exercised by 
the officials of the industries over contractors' labourers and their 
working conditions. But the experience of the .factory depart· 
ment is that there is a certain amount of slackness of control over 
conditions of work done on contract. 

Effect. 

A certain amount of laxity in. the observance of factory rules 
and regulations is observed in factories where much work is done 

.on contract. This is specially true oE the seasonal cotton and 
(inning factories. Control in the mines over the conditions of 
~onttact work appears to he adequate. - . 



CHAPTER IV-HOUSING. 

EXTENT TO WHICH HOUSING IS PROVIDED. 

By emplo)•ers. 

Housing accommodation is provided for about 7,500 workers 
by some of the larger factories and mills. Of these, approximate
ly 3,700 are in the textile mills and 2,000 in cement pottery and 

'-Other works; and 1,800 belong to other minor industries. Details. 
of these employers and the extent of housing accommodation. 
provided by each are given in Appendix IV. It appears 
from this state~ent that 19 per·cent of the labour in the textile 
industry and 7.5 per cent of the labour in the minor industries, 
is provided with housing by the employers. · ?"' · ... . . 

In addition to housing accommodation the Pulgaon Ct>tton 
Mills maintain a settlement covering an area of 15 acres qn which 
the mill hands are allowed to build their own huts on payment of. 
:1 nominal ground rent of 4 annas per annum per 100 square feer. -

The improved housing scheme started by ·the Empress 
Mills at lndora, a suburb of Nagpur, deserves special men
tion. This scheme is the outcome of a desire for estab
lishing a model village. In 1923 a plot of land measuring about 
200 acres was selected at lndora, t·-vo miles from the mills, as a 
considerable number of the workers of the mills lived there. 
The Go\'ernment has co-operated in develop1ng this scheme and· 
granted in 1925 a lease of the land for 27 years on favourable· 
terms. The whcle scheme will require several years for- com-· 
pletion and when com;;:>leted will cost about Rs. 25 lakhs·. Most 
of the houses so far huilt have been occupied by the mill hands 
and more houses are likely to be built gradually.·~ The follow
in4 are some of the_ noteworthy features of this model. village:-

(i) The houses will be of the bungalow type standing 
on their own ground. 

(ii) The plots measure 36' x ;:\3' and nobody is a1Jowed 
to build on more than one-third of the space. 

(iii) Each house wiil have in course of time its own flush 
latrine and water tap. 
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(iv) The village will be provided with good roads and light-
ing. . 

(v) The village will consist of .both. puce a and kuchha 
houses. Only pucca hou~es ·wm be built by the mills, 
but the work people are atJiberty to construct· their 
own houses in accordance with approved designs. 

(vi) Hundreds of trees have been planted in and round 
about the basti which in course of time will make the 
colony shady and beautiful. 

(vii) The residents are encouraged to grow gardens in the 
· open space in their compounds. 

(viii) The ,-mage will e,·entually also have its play grounds, 
market places and public gardens and in a central 
situation a hospital, an institute and residential build
ings for Welfare Work Secretaries. A building hc.>s 
already been constructea for a primary ~chool. 

At present only one section of the proposed lay-out is being 
developed and there are 108 houses of which 42 h.1ve been con
structed by the mills ana the remainder by the people them
selve&. The pucca houses built by. the mills cost Rs. 960 each, but 
they are being sold to t'he work people for Rs. 840 each. The 

. cost of the houses built by the ·worker5 themselves ranges from 
Rs. 300 for an ordinary kuccha dwelling to Rs. 600 for a fairly 
large pucca house. Liberal advances at reasonable rates of 
interest recoverable in monthly instalments spreading over five to 
se-ren years are granted to enable the workers to construct houses. 
75 familie& with an average of five members to a family are :tt 
present ·living .to- the settlement. \Vhen the scheme is fully 
developed it will provide for 1,500 houses. This is the most 
systematic attempt made to solve the housing problem of 
the work people. It should, however, be noted that only the 
better paid employees can a\·ail themselves of the advanta-ges 
of "this scheme. 

A large proportion of the labour in the mining areas is housed 
in brick-buill quarters provided by the mines, but no exact figures 
are available. The Central Provinces and Berar Mining Associa
tion reports that labour is fully provided with housing by 
the employers with the exception of such proportion of it as 
does not wish to live in PIICCa houses and prefers to build their 
own kuchha huts. The Central India (Manganese) Mining Com
pany reports the same about the conditions in their mines. The 
managers of the larger Chhindwara coal mines report that at most 
of their mines the Company has built up-to-date quarters for 



housing the labour force and staff resident on the mines. This 
housing scheme is still in progress at the mines. · At the present 
time about 50 per cent of the resident labour force is quartered 
in well-built houses and during the next few years this percent
age will be lr.creasea.' The report seems to indicate tha• man)' 
of the labourers prefer to live in their own kuchha huts'. The 
employers provide those who do with a free supply of land and 
hutting materials. 

/Jy Got•en1meut or other public agencies. 

No housing accommodation .is ·provided by Government for 
labourers. Government, however, fully co-operated in 
developing the lndora scheme of the Empress Mills at Nagpur 
hy setting apart a large area of 200 acres and granting a lease 
on favourable terms. Local bodies like municipalities have 
done very little hitherto for the housing of workers, but some 
municipal schemes for the removal of congestion in working 
class localities are at present under consideration. The Nagpur 
Municipality proposed a housing scheme for workers in. a part 
of the city called Pachpaoli, but dropped it for lack of funds. 
The Khamgaon, Shegaon and Khandwa Municipalities have also 
similar proposals under consideration for removing congestion in 
slums and providing better housing facilities for working class 
people. These schemes however, have not, as yet materialised.-

By private landlords. 
' 

No houses have been built by private lafldl?rds in the indus-_ 
trial towns specially for the accommodation of the working classes. 
A considerable percentage of the older established workers in the 
larger industrial towns, however, does live in houses provided by 
private landlords. A rough estimate puts the percentage of 
lahour utilising such accommodation at 25 per cent at Akola and 
Nagpur. 'I 

Ry -u:orkers themselves. 

About 85 per cent of the workers live in houses constructed 
by themselves. No detailed figures or information are available. 
Some factory owners provide free land for huts (or labourers· . ' but an most cases the labourers have to take a lease -of Govern-
ment or private land. Government land is leased for buildi·ng 
purposes in poorer quarters without any premium and at a rent 
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of 1 anna per 100 square feet. Settlements of working classes 
of this nature are common in the larger industrial towns like 
Nagpur, Amraoti and Akola, specially in the cotton districts, 
and are locally known- as "Files". Although the amenities 

• provided by municipalities for these labour colonies arc 
negligible, the occupants have generally to pay house-tax or 
haisiyat-tax to .the ·local municipalities at the rate of Re. 1 or 
Rs. 2 per annum. 

As already mentioned above, a certain percentage (roughly 
about 40) of mine lahourcrs live in huts constructed by them on 
.land and with materials su~plied free _by their employers. 

NATURE OF ACCOMMODATION PROVIDED IN EACH CLASS. 

In relation to workers' demands.-

All the re~ular houses provided by the factories and mines 
are brick built and are of the type of one-room tenement, with 
a small verandah or open courtyard attached. The plinth of the 
room does not exceed one foot except in the case of the big chawls 
like that of the Model Mills, Nagpur. The average dimensions 
of the room~ are 10' x 8' x 7' and the dimensions of the doors 
are gen~rally 6' x .3'. Small windows are provided but they are 
not generally so located as to provide cross ventilation. The 
houses are generally constructed in the form of barracks, each 
block consisting of 4 to 10 rooms. The Model Mills quarters are 
of the type of double-stori~d chawls. The average number d 
inmates .per tenem~nt does not exceed five. The floor of the 
houses provided· by the larger mills is generally of cement or 
murrum, but many of the houses in these mills and the houses in 
the -smaller factories have kuchha floors. These houses compare 
favourably with those which the labourers generally occupy in 
the rural areas before they take to industrial life; but these 
colonies, except in the mining areao;, have not the advantage of 
the op'en air and ventilation of rural areas. Consid_ering the 
fact -that the standard of life of the lower classes in India is low 
it cannot be said that the accommodation provided is unsatisfactory 
f~om the point of view of the workers' requirements .. The area 
available in the environment of the tenement for subsidiary domes
tic purposes like cooking, bathing and washing is, however, very 
small and very often the workers have to supplement the accom· 
modation which is provided by enclosing the small verandah with 
bamboo partition or screens of cotton stalks, sometimes plastered 
with cow dung and mud. 
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As already indicated the standard of the quarters provided 

by the Empress Mills at ihe lndora extension is superior to that 
of the ordinary rooms provided by other mills. Each room is 
10' 8" x 10' 8" and has a front verandah 61 6" wide as well as a 
hnck verandah 5' wide which latter has been enclosed ~ serve 
as kitchen and store-room. ' · 

With regard to · mining· areas, the Central Provinces 
:md Berar Mining Association says that the houses provided are 
nt least equal to those that the employees normally occupy in 
their vi II ages. The Central Provinces (Manganese) Mining Com- · 
pany reports that the houses arc JO' x 12' to 15' x 2i)' according 
to the number of members of th"e family and the average number 
of inmates is three. Labourers prefer a type of building 
which does not contain windows, hut the houses are so constructed 
that there is an air space between the walls and the roof. Reports 
from the Chhindwara coal mines show that the hoJ.Ises 
provided more than satisfy the derr:ands of the mines. Wherever 
pucca quarters have been constructed. each man with· his wife 
is accommodated in an one-room teaement with a private 'cooking 
\'erandah. These quarters are built in blocks of not more· than 

·four with high plinths and good roof, and the surroundings of 
these blocks are free of all obstacles so that the labourers ca"n 
construct compounds if they so desire. For the better 
class of skilled l~bourers slightly better accommodation 
is provided, in that they are given two rooms with verandahs. 
For the Indian supervising staff the' coal mines provide small 
detached bungalow~ with thre~ or four rooms and a verandah, 
walled compounds, kitchen, latrines and bath rooms.". From the 
1 eports received the standard of ho.using at the mines, specially that 
provided in recent years, appears to be superior to that of the 
accommodation provided generally by employers in urban areas. 

The huts constructed by the workers themselves in the indus
trial towns and in the mining camps are of course .. of a 
lower standard. In these settlements all grades of houses from 
double-storied buildings of mud, bricks and country tile11,. (owned 
by some 'of the better paid workers) to mere hovels made of 
bamboo matting not unlike wigwams are to be seen. The most 
common type is a hut constructed of wattle a~d mud walls • 
roofed with grass thatching, country tiles or sometimes with 
corrugated iron sheets, the height of which barely exceeds 6 feet 
even at the ridge. Plinths are' practically non-existent and 
windows or openings are rare. In mining areas huts are generaJly 
of wattle and thatching, the door is too low and the inmates 
generally cann~t pass upright through the doors. Leaking ·roofs 
and damp floors are common during the· rains. · · 
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The hc~t tyfle from the health point of t'ic~·. 

From the point of Yiew of ideal hygienic conditions the 
present accommodation of the labourers in urban areas must b(. 
considered to be capable of considerable improvement. A lar~e 
percentage of the houses provided by the factories and mines 
are perhaps adequate in that they are not a danger to health. 
But it is most unsatisfactory that the same room should have to 
he used for residence as well as subsidiary domestic purposes 
like cooking. The inmates often improvise more accommoda
tion by enclosing the verandah with bamboo tatlas and other 
partitions. But this practice is not universal. Similarly, part 
of the courtyard is very often enclosed for a "nahani" (bathing 
and washing platform), but many of the workers have to perform 
these operations in the open without any privacy. EYen the 
confinement of women takes place in the same room in which 
the family lives and cooks. There is very little cross ventilation 
although it must be admitted that such windows as are provided 
are generally blocked up by the inmates themselves in order to 
keep of the sun and rains for the sake of warmth in winter. 

There is practically no provision for outside street Jightin~ 
in these settlements of the labourers even in areas where the 
municipalities levy some tax on the occupants. Most employers, 
however, maintain sweepers for keeping the areas fairly clean. 
There is no sort of drainage and the sight of the waste water of 
every house accumulating into an insanitary cess pool is more 
the rule than the exception. Most of the mills and some of the 
factories provide common latrines for their labour colonies and 
in many cases these are used e~pecially by the women. But it is 
more usual for these labourers to resort .to the open land and 
fields adjoining their colonies. This is particularly the case in 
mining camps where conditions are more rural. \Vater supply 
from wells or taps in some towns, is generally adequate. · 

There arc many cases of two or three hrothers with their wives 
and sometimes with the addition of their parents using the same 
small room. But the results of inquiries into overcrowding in 
town made in connection with the last census of 1921 do not 
disclose any acute overcrowding in these areas. The number of 
families per house shows an average figure of less than ·1, the 
maximum average being 1.05 family per house. The number of 
persons per house varies between the average of 1.73 to 6, the 

. general figure being somewhere between 4 and 5. The average 
figure for the whole province has been 5 since 1891. The average 
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number of houses per square mile was 23 in 1891, 21 in 1901, 
25 in 1911 and 24 in 1921. lnqui.ries in connection with the 
preparation of Living Index Numbers disclosed ~he following 
average and maximum figures per house at Nagpur and Jubbul
pore. For workers with incomes ranging from Rs. 70 to ~s. 100 
per month. 

1 

A t•erage persotis per house. 

Nagpur 

Jubbulpore 

{

Male adult 
.. Female adult 
.. Children (under 14) 

-. {Male adult -
... Female adult 

Children (under 14) 

)"47 
1'47 
1'39 

1"28 
1"17 
1"31 

Total 3·.76 

llffl.:rimum number of persons per house . . 
... 
• 

I\agpur 

Juhbulpore 

{
Male adult 

.. , Female adult 
_Children (under 14) 

Total 

{

Maie adult 
... Female adult 

Children (under 14) 

2"4 
2"4 
2"4 ." ---
7"20 

2"2 
2"1 . 
2•3 

·!""' • ......____.... 

• Total -"' ~-;..·. 6•60 · .... 
The greater danger to the ~·riri~ing people springs from the 

insanitary surroundings rather than from the inadequacy of 
accommodation. The census report of 1921 says "The conclusion 
hased on the statistics is that, whet,ller we look at the 'number. of 
persons per house or the number of houses per acre, there is 
nothing at all comparable wiih the congestion in lar&_e•citiea in 
India, to say nothing of the slums of European co~ntries. 
Indeed, from a ._§anit~ry point of view, it is probable tha·t there 
is much ·more danger to the public health, -arising from inrper
fect facilities for drainage, breeding grounds. for mos
quitoes formed by stagnant water, and impure water supply, 
than there is from the too great pressure of humanity on space:• 

In mining areas the housing provided by employers is reported 
to be suitable i11 every way from the hygienic point of view. 
The houses are so. built that they can be cleaned cheaply and 
with ease. ' -
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Utilisation. 

The major portion of the regular .accommodation pro\'iJed 
by the employers is utilised by the workers, but in the mining 
area a large percentage of the workers seems to prefer to li"e in 
huts in the open. In urban area nearly 75 per cent of the 
families are often in a position to rent better accommodation out
side the mills by pooling what they are prepared to spend on 
house rent and sharing houses. There is perhaps also some 
prejudice against the standar,d tenement provided by the mills 
and a small percentage of the rooms provided thus remains 
unoccupied.. · . .. .. . ~. ,.. , 

In mmmg areas the entire accommodation provided ti 

reported to be utilised. 

Rent rates in t•arious classes. 

A comparative statement of average rent rates on the v:uiou~ 
classes of accommodation in some of the leading industrial to\\ m 
is given below :-

Class. 

I j I . r I I P.s. 11. p. Rs. a. p.· RF •. a. p.,Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

(i) Ry employers 

{ii) By landlords• 

I 0 0.. 0 6 0 0. 12 0 ! 0 8 0 0 12 0 Free. 

200 t200 2 001100 2 00 100 
I ... • . to 

• 3 0 0 

Ground rent of l,OO!J square feet. 
~ . 

. (iii) By workers themselves I 0 8 0 j 2 0 0 I 2 0 C I 0 8 0 I_ 

. per· ·- per per per 
.. month. annum. annum. month. \ 

.: I . . 
No ~ent is charged for housin§. provided by mines. 

-~· .... ~ .... 

-· 

I 

II 4.0 
per 

month . 

• Special_problems arising in connection -.dth t•arious dasses of 
• ·" housing. - ' 

Subletti~g doe~ not _exist to 'any appreciable extent and is pro-
hibited in die quarters provided by the factories and mines. In 

, some cases persons coming from the same villages as the occupanb 
in quest ~f employment are temporarily accommodated. Reports 
have heen received of stray cas~s of attempts to evict the workera 
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from the chawls provided by the employers at the time of strikes, 
but the intervention of th~ executive authorities has usually stop
ped this. During the strike last year in the Akola Cotton Mills, 
Limited, the • ~trikers refused to vacate their quarters wh~n an 
attempt was made to evict them and con.tinued to oc<:ul)y the· 
quarters throughout the period of the strike which lasted 46 
days. The milt authoritie~ pave since then imposed monthly 
rents varying from 4 annas to 8 annas to emphasise the position 
of the_.workers as tenants . 

. ·~ ' 

Moral effect on 'ii'orkers of industrial co.ndition: 

, It is remarkable that low-standard of housing accommodation 
does not~ appear to have ·a serious moral effect. The standard 
of privacy is of .. ci>urse very low, but it is- a fact that serious 
moral irregularities occur very rnrely in these settlements. This 
)nay be attributed t9 the influence of religious and social tradi
. tions which are deep-seated even in the lower classes of Indians. 



CHAPTER V-HEALTH. 

GENERAL HEALTH CONDITIONS OF WORKERS. 

General health conditions of workers are reported to be good 
on the whole in all recent annual reports on the administration 
of both the Indian Factories Act and the Indian Mines Act. The 
ravages of epidemic diseases such as plague, cholera, influenza, 
relapsing fever, small-pox, etc., are mentioned in the factory 
reports of l915 to 1920. In 1921 too mention is ma<!e of mo~t 
of these diseases, but the attacks are said to have been milder. 
Later reports seem to indicate a healthier condition. • In the 
mining areas, slight outbreaks of small-pox, cholera,· plague and 
-influenza in a few mines were reported in 1927, while in 1928 
outbreak of cholera, influenza, malaria and small-pox in several 
labour camps occurred. 125 attacks and six deaths occurred in 
1927, and 280 attacks and .6J deaths in 1928 from those diseases. 
It Fhould be noted that most of these diseases prevailed durin~ 
these y~ars in an epidemic form in these areas and were by no 
mea'ns peculiar to the labour population. 

Figure} ~f_· mortality. 

Mortality figures excr:u-;iveT}r amongst work people are not 
available. But private infor~a·fion from the following sources 
indicates that death rates are~--- • 

-Factory Owners' Association for Khamgaon "20 per mille. 
Ginning and Pressing Factories. 

Burhanpur Tapti Mills 

.Pench Val ley Coal fields, Parasia 

The.Empress Mills, Nagpur 

11 

15 

6"26 

, 

" 
" per annum 

from last five 
years' average. 
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The death rates between the ~ges of 15 to 50 years at the important 
industrial centres may be considered a fair index of the de;~th 
rate~ of factory labourers. A few figures are given below:-

' . ( Death rate 
General death between the age 

period 15 to 50 rate per mille. 
Industrial centres. years, per mille. 

• 1927.1 1928 . 1927., 1928. . 
!· 

Nagpur'town ... 9"70 Ji·s8 i 4"25 5o·8· 

Amraoti ... 9"72 8"15 39·4 41"7 
' 
A kola •.• ! 7•03 7•55 28•0 35"0 

; I 
, 

~ 

Khamgaon ... 6"86 5"46 37•5 30•3 . 

Mortality figures for the Empress Mills, Nagpur, a~e :~ 

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Peaths in all. 
51 
43 
74 
79 
66• 

Total 313infiveyean: 
66"6 per annum. 

On the 31st December 1928, the number of hands on the muster 
roll was 8,934, and on 31st Di:cerhher 1927 it was 8,782 •. · So, the 
death rates work out to : - · 

Per mille. 
1927 ..... 8.8·. 

. •• 1928 ... .· 7.5 
and ·thes~ figures are approxim~tely the same as the Nagilllr figures 
of mortality between the ages of 15 and 50 years. 

Birt~ rate and infant mortality. 
Figures for birth rate ~nd infant mortality amongst ·labouring 

classe<J alone are not available. The figures of birth .and infant 
·mortality relating to these;. classes cannot, howeve.r, diverge 

' 
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to t~ny ~reat extent from those of the &eneral birth rate and general 
infant mortality in industrial towns. These figures for the 
principal industrial towns of the proYince are given below:-
----------~-------------------------- ------------------

lnduatrial 
IOWDI. 

Birth rate 
per mille. 

1926.,1927.11928. 

Nagpur ... 59·23 58·47 56·35 
Gondia ... 34·00 46·41; 41·73 
Hinganghat ... 45·23 4a·oz 1 47 09 
Pulgaon •.. 32·38 39·50 37 75 
Jubbulpore ... 40"24 33·68 38·64 
Katni ... 48 83 52 59 53·75 
Kbandwa .. . 37"61 40·26 46·79 
Burbanpur ... 52·43 51·84 56·69 
Amraoti ... 51·24 55·31 56 06 
Akola ... 43·00 42·63 oU-57 
Ellichpur ••. 49·f3 51·84 50·29 
Yeotmal ••. 48·32 48·96; 49·48 
Khamgaon -· 41'53 42"98 · 40·23 
Raipur ••. 39·64 38·65 j 41-86 
Badnera ... 42•60 46·07 43-73 

Death Tale 
per mille. 

Infant mortality 
per mille. 

1926.11927.,1928. ·.- 19;~. -~1927. I 1928. 

I I 
48·28 42·50 50·861 302•33 . 353•59 290·47 
26·75 36·92 30•23 271·47 303·03 221·22 
49·30 30·64 29'42 2i8 92 213-08 241'98 
26·50 21·63 22'57 248·96 221·09 227•76 
37·oz 28·55 30·95 278·56 221·ss 2S1·M 
39·12 43•59 49 59 299•69 263-77 40•86 
32-16 36·52 34·03 308•53 336·42 271·13 
42-118 35 64 40 96 292 09 220·73 277·12 
48-10 39·39 41-68 318·44 231-95 254·99 
33-86 28 02 35 oz 266·58 ' 214•37 276"67 
42"64 36·99 37-40 ' 288·82 ; 196·13 237•10 
34·05 28 95: 29 93 I 2~·50 i 201'43 236·81 
35·12 ' 37·57 I 30 31 I 267·79 : 291·38 241•59 
33·33,38·70 I 36·33 1 300·00 I 303·64 315·89 
33-94 34·35 125·46 231·50 1187•72 140~48 

WORKING CONDITIONS. 

At ·work places. 

\Vorking conditions in the perennial factories, specially the 
larger ones, are satisfactory. There is plenty of scope, however, 
fur improvement in ventilation, maintenance of a suitable tem
perature, suitable flooring, general cleanliness, proper spacing of 
machinery and provision of places for meals and locKers for 

. keeping them way from dirt and dust. ·In addition to these, con
siderable improvements are required in the seasonal factories for · 
alleviating the dust nuisance arid.Jor proper lighting . 

. . 
!A rhome. 

. Very little information; is· available regarding the working 
conditions obtaining in home ·industries. · 

The Handloom indrtstry.-The conditions are not veri bad. 
\Veavers are generally cleanly m their habits. Conditions 
at the homes of carpet and durrie makers are, however, not so 
satisfactory. 

The Bidi industr)• . .:.._Home conditions are certainly inferior 
to those of the neighboudng popualtion and some over-crowding 
has been noticed. 
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Shellac factorics.-Conditions are not satisfactory as over

nowding and insanitary surrqundings caused by insufficient 
drainage of wa~te water exist. The Director of Public Health 
wh'J has recently inspected a few of these factories has recom
mended earl~'.. action to effect an improvement. 

Dietary. 
Tahle No. II on page li of the Bulletin on Index Numbers 

for cost of living .at Juhbulpore and Nagpur gives a list of dietary 
and average annual consumption per family of working: class 
people in both the~e town!l. These data are fairly representative .. 
of the industria(centrcs of the pro\'ince. The articles of diet. 
and the quantities consumed per annum are--

l 

Cereals
Rice 
Wheat 
Jawari 

Pulse~ 
Arhar (tur) dal 
(;ram · , 
Lakhori , 
Masur , 

. Urad , 

Nagpur. Jubbulpore. 

488 seers. 
266 .. 
39 " 

65 " 
26 " 
24 " 
2"8 " 1·s , 

331 seers. 
411 .. 
1()1 .. 

64 . " 
13"8 .. 
1'5 .. 
15 .. 
8 .. 

Other food artichs-
Gur 9 ,. 14 , 
Sugar 9 ,, 15 , 
Tea 0·7 lbs. 1'2 lbs. 
Fish 2 seers. 1·2 &eers. 
Beef 0·2 , 2'1 ,; 
Mutton 16 , 10 , 

· Milk 13 ., 43 .~ 
Ghee 4 , 10 ~ .. 
Salt 25 , 18 .•• 
Chillies 14 , 3'3 ,. 
Turmeric • 2 , • 2·2 , 
Potatoes ... 17 , 21'4 , 
Onions~ ,18. , 7'8 ,. 
Mustard oil • 2 I!'.. 4'2 , 
Til oir ..:-.:.! 17 :.. 7 •• 
Coconut oil 1Jseer . 1·5 ,. 

In Chhattisgarh Division, the dietary is slightly different as the 
inhabitants in those parts eat very little wheat and jawari, which 
can, therefore, be neglected altogether, and their main cereal is 
rice which is often take in the form of .. Basi" that is, rice kept 
soaked in water over-night or for several hours and the consump
tion of vegetables, pickles and pulses is much smaller. Oil, ghee 
and potatoes find only a small place in. the dietary~ and tea and 
sugar are rarely taken. 



The diet indicated ahove is not satisfactory from a scientific 
point of view. The nourishment ohtaincd compares unfavourahly 
wit!: that of \\'estern countries or Japan, as is evident from the 
comparison made in the statement given below:-

Annual C011SIImption per man. 
United States. Japan. 

Meat 
Fish 
Eggs 
Legumes (pulses) 
Bread and cereals 
Vegetables 
Sugar 
Fruit 
Other foods 
Milk .. 

lbs. lbs. 
140 21"5 

21 so·5 
30 2'1 
28 35"5 

340 309"4 
420 459"4 
63 14"1 

200 29"7 
33 0 

500 2"2 
In the United States of America 500 lbs. of milk is consumed 
per head as well, whereas an entire worker's family in this 
province does not consume more than 90 lbs. of milk. 

A statement showing the average constituents of the diet of 
a single man has been obtained from Akola in which the monthly 
cost is also shown:-

Wheat 24 Jbs. in one month 
Rice 16 '•• ,, 
Pulses 10 ,. ,. 
Salt ! lb. ,, 
Red peppec i ,, ,. 
Ghee 1 ,, •• 
Fresh vegetables • • 
Tobacco, betel nuts. etc. 

Total 

Physique. 

Cost. 
Rs. a. p. 

2 4 0 
1 10 0 
1 5 0 
0 I 6 
0 3 0 
1 0 0 

~-.-6 1 0 0 
1 8 0 

... 8 15 6 

Considering the general inferiority of Indian physique, the 
physique of ·workers is said to be good on the whole in this 
.Province, though the average stature is short. 

Some individuals were selected at random from textile mills 
and oil mills. Reports r~garding ph~ique have also been received 
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from some collieries and seasonal factories. The average figures 
thus obtained are given below:-

Height. Weight 
Textile mills- lbs. 

Hinganghat {5'-4~" 117 
... 5'-3" 120 r-4· 113 

Burhanpur 5'-6" 118 
... 5'-2" 119 

4'-11" ·108 r-6· 116 
A kola 

S'-4" 103 
... 5'-2" 101 

5'-0" 90 
{5'-8" 125 

Juhbulpore .. 5'-5" 125 
5'-1" 101 

Coal mi11es- Weight 
Ballarpur- lbs. 

Telegu i••• 140 
Mahar - 120 
U. P. Man 150 

Seasonal factories-
' Khamgaon -130 
Nagpur (Ra-lli Brothers] -102 
Raipur 125 
Pandhurna • • 118 

The differences betwce.n "the weights of workers hailing from 
different places is often due· to heredity. For example, the 
wheat-eating labourers from the United Provinces and Central 
India have as a rule a much better physique than those from 
other places. The recruits from the Bombay side tome next, 
while the rice-eating labourers from Chhattisgarh are born with 
the poorest physique. . 

Th~ chart published by the :Factory Labour Commission of 
1907 gives the following comparative figures:-

. . 
Province. l Average l AvmO• weight of weight of Differenc~. 

! spinners. prisoners. 
I 

. 
Bombay I ... 102·9 .· . 112-12 10·3 
Central Provinces and Berar ... 100·92 .. 110·45 9·53 
United Provinces ... 107·01 115·08 . 8·01 
Burma ' ... 117·14 125·70 8·56 
Bengal ... 107·93 . 115·05 7-12 
Eastern Bengal and Assam ... 108 110·8t 2·84 
Punjab ... U3·08 . 115·05 1·97 
Madras ·' •... 113·63 . 

114·38 0·75 -. ' . 
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E6eets of dist11rbance oJ se:r ratio in industrial cities. 
Disturbance of sex ratio in the industrial towns of this 

province is no~ so marked as in larger cities like Bombay, 
C:llcutta or Ahmedabad, and very little practical effects of such 

. dlsturbance have been noticed. In this province the tendency 
;s for labourers to work as a family and to move together from 
(lJle place to another both man and wife contributing to the 
common purse. The census report of 1921, however, reveals that 
the proportion of females to 1,000 males is 8~ in Nagpur and 
762 in Jubbulpore. The total urban population consists of 
754,989 males and 686,441 females, or a proportiof' of 909 

·• females to every 1,000 males. The difference is not large and is 
partly· due to the presence of certain trading, classes such 
as Bohras, Marwaris, Bhatias who reside for a portion of the year 
at their business centres and retire to their homes periodically. 

In Akola, where the percentage of immig.rant labour is 
high, it. is. reported that 25 to 30 per cent of labourers live 
with their wives and families. There is no conclusive evidence 
to show that the prevalence of venereal diseases amongst industrial 
labpurers is high or what the extent of these diseases is in 
this class. Mill ·.authorities say that labourers so affected 
avoid the hospitals. The dispensarr figures for venereal 
diseases at one mill at Akola are .only 2 per cent. Published 
figures from all the mill dispensaries are generally. as low and in 
most cases lower still. The Tirody-Manganese Ore Company 
report, however, that at their mines, the chief diseases are 
venereal, but no figures are given. The prevalence d venereal 
diseases is high in the Chhattisgarh districts and Nagpur. 
·Figures for the incidence of vene~eal diseases in some of the main 

; towns are as follows:-
. . 1925 . 

.. Total Percentage Percentage of venereal 
Venereal number cases to with respect 

Districts. diseases ' of cases total to the 

treated. I trf'ated number population 
! during the of casea of the 

I year. treated. district. 

I 

I I I 
Nag pur :::j 2.640 I 219,540 I 1•21 '0•3331 
Wardha 1 034". 100,043 i 1.03 o·m• 
Chanda '"j 

'596li 72,756 I 0·82 0•0901 
Balaghat 498"1 59,624 : 0•84 0·097 
Chhindwara ::f .. 30~ 43.491 1 0'71 0•062~ 
Amraoti ... 1.460 ' 156,4871 0•93 0·176. 
A kola ... 1 1,8061 ~ 159,994 l-13 0·226 
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J Percentage Percentage 
j Total of venereal with reapec:t Venereal number of c:asea to 

Diuric:ta. diseases c:asea treated total ' to the 
I·. treated. during the number population 

',of the , year. ofc:asea district. · treated. ... ., I 

-
Yeotmal ... 737 80,951 0·!11 0'098 
Buldana ... 1,030 137,362 0•75 0•147 
Jubbulpore ... 1,0';2 105,458 o·998 0·141 
Nimar ... 805 8~786 0·90 0•229 ----

22.s9i 1 1._894,025 1 Total for Central Provinces 1·19 0•163 
1nd Berar. -----.-----

1926. 

N1gpur 2,886 243,195 1'19 0·365 
Wudha 926 106,102 0·87 0·199 
Chanda 547 78,667 0.70 0·082 
Balaghat 622 60,089 1•03 · 0·121 
Chhindwara .. 1 404 45,525 0·89 0·011 
Amraoti '"! 1,487 182,750 0·81 0•178 
Akola '1,i53 195,872 0•89 · 0·219 
Yeotmal 749 98,950 0·76 0•100 
Buldana 919 157,704 0•58 0·131 
Jubbulpore 1,241 104,055 1·20 0·166 
Nimar 690 89,440 0·77 0•173 

Total for Central Provinces -.~23:257, 2,108,152 -'"'iJi6j 0•167 
11nd Bo:rar. --. --------------,---

1927. 

Nagpur ... 

'·"'/ 
244,601 1·60 0·494 

Wardba· ... 738 118,700 0·62 0•159 
Chanda ... 755 85,153 o·89 0·112 
Bala&lhat ... 479 57,264 0·84 0·093 
Cbhindwara 328 46,895 ·. o·85 0·081 ... 
Amraoti ... 1.132 191,940 0·59 0·124 
A kola ... 1,678 199,318 0·84 0·210 
Yeotmal ... 1,676 108,316 1·55 0·223 
Buldana ... 959 165,761 0·58 0·137 
Jubbulpore ... 671 110,973 0·60 0·089 
Nimar ... 813 93,886 0·87 0·205 _. 

~-261-. -0·126. Total for Central Provinces 27,634 2,195,902 
and Bernr • . 
There is no reason to suppose that the incidence of venereal 

diseases among labourers is iligher than ~mong other cl~sses, 
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ExTENT OF MEDICAL FACn.ITIES PROVIDED. 

By employers. 

The law requires that first aid appliances shalt be provided 
in all factories employing more than 500 persons a day, and in 
all important mines. But the employers in many "ases have· 
provided well-equipped disoensaries. Medical facilities are with
in easy reAch of almost allthe factories borne on the register as 
well as of every important mining area in the province. In many 
caset a retaining fee is paid to the local doctor in charge of the 
Government hospital or that maintained by a local body or 
some annual contributions are made to the hospitals by the 
employeri for the treatment of factory cases. 

Thirteen perennial factories (with a total daily number of 
operatives of 20,380) maintain dispensaries of their own under 
qualified doctors. Altogether 1,86,634 cases were treated in these 
in 1928. Free medical treatment including attendance in their 
quarters or in camps is provided. Almost all the important 
mines maintain welt-equipped dispensaries of their own. There 
are eight dispensaries with doctors and three without whole-time 
doctors. For the Pench Valley and the Amalgamated Coalfields, 
Shaw Wallace and Company maintain one main hospital and 
five branch dispensaries near Parasia. At the Ballarpur 
Colliery, 7,892 cas~s were treated in the mine dispensary. At 
all the larger mines of the Central Provinces Manganese Ore 
Company, Limited, well-equipped dispensaries with beds for 
male· and female patients are provided. There are eight dispen
saries with doctors and 15 without whole-time doctors. \Veekly 
visits are paid to the smaller mines by Assistant Medical Officers. 

By Government. 

Government hospitals are provided in all important towns 
and industrial centres. Grants-in-aid are also given to hospitals 
2nd dispensaries maintained by local bodies. 

By o!her agencies. 

• Local bodies such as municipalities and district councils 
maintain dispensaries and hospitals and women's hospitals are 
maintained out of the Dufferin Fund in the larger towns. Private 
charitable dispensaries or hospitals financed entirely by public 
subECriptions, are extremely rare, 
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£xTENT TO WHICH MEDICAL FACILITIES ARE UTILISED. 

Generally. 

Generhlly medical facilities are utilised freely :by male 
labourers. In the dispensaries of mills and perennial' factories 
the number of cases treated was- -

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Cases. 

111,669 
184,900 
358,300 
186,634 

The figures obtained from three important mines for the year 
1928 are-

Cases. 
Ballarpur colliery "' 1,892 
Bharweli manganese mine 4,115 
Pench Valley coalfields, Amalgamated 10,208 

coalfields. -

By women. 

Women workers are" --somewhat reluctant to accept medical 
facilities from male doctors. Hence they do. not take advantage 
of the facilities provided except in case of serious illness. This 
prejudice is disappearing,. Women workers, however, freely resort 
to women's hospitals wherever available. In the Empress Mills, 
Nagpur, two dispensaries for women are maintained under a 
qualified lady doctor, and it is reported by the management that 
the female employees are taking full advantage of the medical 
facilities and relief thus provided. A maternity and child 
welfare centre attached to a dispensary has been recently establi.sh
ed by the Central Provinces Manganese Ore Company, Limited, 
at their Kandri mines under the charge of a qualified nurse. 
Although the services of the .nurse are not as yet readily utilized 
by the labourers, it is reported that more advantage of the· 
facilities provi_ded is now taken than a few years ago .. 

The reports of maternity and "child welfare work in N~gpur 
given in the annual report of the Public Health Department, as · 
well as the attendance at the women's hospitals at different centres,. 
•how that women workers resort freely to these institutions. 
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The average attendance, including that of women in dispens
aries maintained by the different industries, is given below:-

Textile mills ... Six mills maintain dispensaries. Ave-
rage number of cases-398 daily. 

Be~taJ-Nagpur Railway Average number of cases from the 
workshop. workshop to the general dispensary 

Manganese mines 

·Coal mines 

Cement works ·. 

of the railway-7 daily. 
Eight mines maintain fully equipped 

dispensaries under qualified doctors. 
Average number of cases-90 per 
day. Jn 15 more mines medicines 
are stocked and medical officers pay 
periodic visits (weekly) 

Eight collieries have fully equipped 
dispensaries under qualified doctors. 
Medicines are stocked in 3 more 
mines visited periodically by 
Medical Officers. Average number 
of cases-141 per day. 

All three maintain. dispensaries. 
Averagenumberof cases treated-36 
per day. 

Pottery workl ... Two ·maintain dispensaries. Average 
· number of cases-9 per day. 

Gun Carriage Factory ... Two dispensaries are maintained. 
Average number of cases-90 per 

• day. 

LATRINES AND OTHER SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS. 

At work plafeS. 

Latrines and urinals are provided at work places. There is 
also provision for the supply of drinking water. Sections 13 and 
14 of the Factories Act make such provision compulsory on the 
following scale :-

Seara. 

Where the number of operatives . does 1 · 
not exeed 20. 

Where the number of operatives exceeds 2 
20. but does not exceed 35. 

Where the number of operatives exceeds 3 
35, but does not exceed 50. 

Where the number of operatives exceeds 4 
50, but does not exceed 150. · 

Where the number of operatives exceeds 5 
150, but does not exceed 200. 

·Where the number of operatives exceeds One seat for 
200. every 50 or 

fraction of 50. 
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If females are employed, separate latrines I!Creened from those 
for males and marked in the vernacular i'n conspicuous letten 
"for women only" and indicated by a female figure shall be 
provided on the scale laid down in rule 25. Those for males shall 
be similarly 1 marked "for men only" and indicated hy ~ male 
figure. : 

Scale for provision of drinking water. 

If the public water supply is intermittent, then there shall 
be provided a storage of water, fit for drinking, supplying at least 
as many gallons per day as there are persons employed in the 
factory. In the seasonal factories in the smaller towns latrinea 
are, however, seldom used as Indian workers invariably prefer 
the neighbouring fields or open land. Arrangements for washing 
or bathing or retiring rooms for women are not provided. · 

At the workers' homes. 

Latrines are not generally provided as workers are accusto~ed 
to resort to the open fields. In some of the larger towns, 
however, municipal latrines are provided for labour· colo.nies 
and these are utilised. For bathing places most workers set apart 
a corner of their compound where they improvise a platform 
of stones. These are generally open and have no privacy. Water 
is generally obtained from the public wells provided by the 
employers or local bodies or from public (municipal) water 
standards. At times the supply is inadequate; and for washing 
purposes labourers often resol'l: to nallas or rivulets in the neigh
bourhood. This source of supply is fr~quently contaminated. 

EXTENT AND NATURE OF OFFICIAL SUPERVISION. 

Works of Boards of Health in special areas. · 
I 

There is a Provincial Board of Public Health which inte~ests 
itself in the general public health of the province. The Director 
of Public Health acts in consultation with this Board. There is, 
however, no special organisation for the inspection of health and 
sanitary conditions of operatives in industrial undertakings. Prior 
to 1912 the Civil Surgeon of the district and his assistants used to 
inspect factories and mills; but with the introduction of the Act. 
1911, this has beeri discontinued. The local medical authorities 
have no statutory power to inspect factories and factory owners
do not welcome informal visits by them. The Director of Public 
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ltealth and Civil Surgeons inspect ihe labourers' coionies 1n tfte 
towns and interest themselves in the removal of congestion in the 
settlement of poorer classes and make suggestions from time to 
time to the local bodies for improving the sanitation in these 
areas. The sanitary staff of the local bodies also inspects labour 
settlements in the towns. There is, however, no special inspection 
of mills and factories . . 

SUITABILITY OF EXISTING FACTORIES RULES. 

Control oJ temperature in Jactories. 

Under section 37 (2) (g) of the Indian Factories Act, the 
Local Government has framed rules regarding the standard of 
ventilation to be maintained in factories. Inspectors have paid 
particular attention to this subject, and having regard to the 
climatic conditions, the ventilation of factories in this province 
is not unsatisfactory. There is one point which still requires 
further consideration and that is the invention of some inexpen
&ive and efficient method of alleviating the dust nuisance in 
cotton ginning and pressing factories. With the exception of 
rules regarding ventilation in factories and the control ot humidi
fication in cotton mills, there are no rules relating to the control 
of teQ1perature in factories. It cannot be denied that tempera
ture in most of the seasonal factories, and some of the perennial 
factories, is sometimes ex.:essive, being higher than that obtain
ing in -the majority of cotton mills. During the rains and cold 
weather the natural temperature is moderate and pleasant, but in 
the months of April. May and June, when a temperature of 116° 
F. in the shade is often reached," the sole problem is that of 
endeavouring to counteract the fierce heat of the outside. 

Control oj humidification in cotton mills. 

Under the orders of the _Government of India, following on 
the report of an expert appointed by them to enquire into the 
question of h~midification in cotton mills, the Local Government 
framed rules relating to this subject. These rules came into force 
on the 15th August 1926. Prior to this date there was no control 
exercised by the Factory Department over artificial humidifica
tion. Under the rules systematic readings of hygrometers and 
Kata thermometers were made compulsory. It was not, however, 
until the beginning of 1927 that all mill owners in the province 

,. were able to equip themselves with the. necessary 1 ecording 
lnstruments and they were therefore unable to comply with the 
rules immediately. Many already possessed hygrometers, hut . 
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none the Kata thermometer. It was also found that in many 
instances existing hygrometers were not installed in positions 
necessary to give an accurate indication of the temperatur:e of the 
rooms in which they were placed. Many managers experienced 
difficulty in m~stertng the method of taking readings with a Kata 
thermometer and in consequence the inspecting staff had !at the 
out set to devote a considerable amount of time to explaining 
the procedure and requirements of the new rules. 

In the dry climate of the Central Provinces and Berar, where 
the shade temperature is often 116° F. and the natural humidity 
25 per cent, humidification by artificial means is necessary in all 
departments of the mills except during the rains, when the natural 
humidity becomes excessive. The systems generally in use in this 
province are as follows :-

. (1) The underground gutter system. 
(2) The "Turbo" humidifier. 
(.3) The "Vortex" humidifier. 
(4) The "Carrier" syste.m. 
(5) The "Drosopher" system: 

System No. 1 gives the best results. This method has the addi
tional advantage of ensuring adequate ventilation as 'the air i~ 
being constantly changed. In many mills efforts have been made 
to improve the circulation of the air by fixing simple paddle !ans 
to existing shafting. Large exhaust fans have also been installed 
in some instances. Managers have made every effort to comply 
with the rules and a considerable improvement in atmospheric 
conditions has been observed in many mills. The use of steam 
when the temperature of a department exceeds 85° F. is pro~ 
hibited by the rules and the mills have experienced no difficulty 
in complying with this regulation. 

Prevalence of industrial diseases. 

No record of industrial diseases is maintained in the province, 
but dust-asthma, bronchitis, consumption and other diseases,of 
the respiratory system prevail in the industrial centres of the ~ 
cotton country and pneumonia, tuberculosis, conjunctivities, 
foreign bodies in the eye, ulceration, and respiratory diseases in 
the mining areas. 

Skin diseases, such as scabies, ringworm and ulcers, are very 
common among industrial labourers, but are not peculiar to ~
lhis clas,, 
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In confirmation of the above view, tables of patients treated 
-at the dispensaries attached to the Pulgaon Mill, which is not 
an up to date in its equipment, -and to the Empress Mills 
(Nagpur), which is a very efficient, well-organised and up to date 
concern are given below. The average number of mill hands 
at Pulgaon is approximately 1,500 and at the Empress Mills, 
9,000. Statistics of important industrial diseases are shown for 
these two mills for 1924 and 1928. Tuberculosis is conspicuous 
by its absence : _;, 

Total numbeT of patient• Percentage of total c:aaea 
treated, treated. 

---
- Pulgaon I Empreaa Pulgaon · Empre11 

Mills. Mills. Mills. Milia. 
· Diseaaea. 

Yeara. Years. 

1924.,1928.,1924.,1928. 1924. ! 1928.11924.,1928. 

Reepiratory di~easea ... 1,980 620 1,189 1.677 49:UJ282 4·94 4·93 

Skin diaeasea ... 716 175 4.146 7,391 17'77 8·0 17-18 21'74 

Disea1e1 of the Eye ... Not given 495 945 Not given 2•05 2-78 

Venereal diseaaes ... 1561 53 48 71 s·8Z I 2·41 ·20 24 

-

The figures from the dispensary of Bharweli manganese mine 
(Balaghat) illustrate the diseases of mining centres. These figures 
refer to the year 1928 only :- - · 

Malarial fever 1,802 
Respiratory diseases 287 
Tuberculosis 60 

. Pneumonia 20 
Diseases of the ear 40 
Diseases of the eye (including foreign bodies 

in eye) 193 
Skin diseases 195 
Venereal diseases 15 
Ulcers i:•..!l 584 

Total cases treated 4,115 
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On an average there is one death every month from 

pneumonia. 

Malarial fever is very common amongstworkers and an investi
gation in 1921 revealed that 75-per cent of the labourers in the .. 
Ballarpur coal mines and 22.4 per cent of the labourers in· the 
Bhilrweli Jnanganese mines were infected with ho.ok or other 
6pecies of worm. The management, however, claimS ;that the ' " 
agricultural labourers of the locality are similarly infected.: · In · 
1921 the Provincial Director 'of Public Health made a special 
enquiry in the Empress Mills, Nagpur, to ascertain the incidence 
of hook-worm amongst industrial workers and the following is an 
extract from the letter in which the results of his investigation 
were communicated to the mill authorities:-

"Out of 6,740 employees examined by our staff, 714 or 10.59 
per cent show infection with hook-worm and 1,417 or 21.02 per 
cent with round-worm. The result of our inquiry has brought 
to light a valuable fact that the infection from hook-worm disease, 
which is the more serious, is not nearly so prevalent among your 
workmen as was expected. This is attributed to the good sanitary 
arrangements of your mills. _ . · . . ·. 

The town dwellers seem to make a free use of the mill 
latrines and these men show a. very low percentage of infection 
in contrast to the workmen drafted from the neighbouring villages 
who show a much higher percentage, viz., 23.07 per cent, 

The special staff has treated, up to 7th March, 161 cases· of 
the- hook-worm disease among your employees with some 
apparent benefit, but the disease among your workmen is of a 
very mild type, and does not incapacitate ~hem much." -

Sickness insurance. 

The Draft International Labour Convention concerning sick~ 
ness insurance adopted at the Conference of 1927 has been 
recently considered by this Government. A Committee· of 
experts consisting of representatives of employers and employees 
has considered the subject and come to the conclusion .that .any 
comprehensive scheme of sickness insurance will not be practicable 
at the present stage of the industrial development of the 'prov
ince. It might, however, be possible to devise a scheme of sick· 
ness i.nsurance to be applicable only to well-established perennial 
industries in which the labour force is reasonbly stable. It- is 
however, anticipated that labour would be strenuou~ly opposed t~· 
any compulsory contributory scheme. For example, a vezy 
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liberal teheme of Yoluntary sickness insurance has been in force 
for the last nine y~n at the Empress Mills, Nagpur. 
Under thisteheme employees contributing 8 annas per month are 
entitled to sickneM aiJo..,·ance of Rs. 23 per month up to six 'A'"eeks 
and Ra. 15 per month for a further period of eight 'A'"eeks, and 
employee. contributing 4 annas per month receiYe half benefits. 
But during nine yean, not more than ~ out of nearly 9,(0) em· 
ployces have taken adv~ntage of the scheme. The vie'A'"I of the 
local Government on the other a~ccta of this question are set 
forth in the following letter:-

""Copr oJ lettl'r Xo. C-21-651-XIII, d~tl'd the lith April 1919, 
/rom the Secrl'lary to the Go;;ernment oJ the Central Pro-r:. 
inces Commeru tmd Industry Department, to the Secret~ry 
to the Gournrru.•nt of Indio, Dep~rlment oJ Industries ''"d 
ubour, Simla. 

' 

SUBJECT :-Dr~ft Conrention and Ruommefld~tiOJI concemiflt 
Sicliru>ss Irasuronu adopted b, the Tenth lnternatiofllll 
ubour Cofljerl'fiU, 1927. 

, .. 
I am directed to refer to Go,·ernment of India, Department 

of Industries and Labour, letter No. IA518, dated the 20th Sep
tember 1928, on the subject of the Draft Con\"eniions and Rccom. 
mendation concerning Sickness Insurance adopted by the Tenth 
International Labour Conferecce, 19.!7. 

2. In accordance ..,·ith the 'A·ishes of the Government of India, 
the possibility of introducing iOme provision for sickness imurance 
was examined by a small informal Committee including a few 
representatil"es of employers and employees. The report of that 
Committee, together with the forwardint letter of Director of 
Industries, Central Prol"inces, accompanies this letter. 

3. It will be obserl"ed that the members of the Commiuee 
with the exception of the representatil"es of the employees are 
emphatically of opinion that any scheme of compulsory insurance 
ia unworkable in practice. The Local Go\"ernment agree that 
the introduction of such a. scheme must be attended by greater 
difficulties in a country ..,·here the path to compulsion has not 
been made easier- by the existence of voluntary schemes of in. 
surance, ..,·hich are found ..,·here the system of Trades Unions is 
more developed. The extent of these difficulties cannot, how
ever. be accurately estimated until an auempt has been made to 
put a scheme into operation, and the Local Go¥ernment is not 
prepared to accept the contention that they are imurmountable. 
It will, ho..,·ever. be conceded that, if an experiment is to be 
made, it must in the first imtance be confined to industries in 
which labour is reawnably stable, that is to say, 10 far as the 
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Central Provinces is concerned, to the Textile; Coal and 
Mantanese Industries. Nor is there any valid reason that the 
scheme should not equally apply to labour employed on public 
or quasi-public enterprises such as the railways or under depart-:
ments of Government such as the Public Works Department. 
It follows that sickness insurance must be organized on .an 
industrial and not a regional basis. · 

4. I am further to point out that the time for the introduc
tion of an innovation affecting the relations of capital and labour 
must be carefully chosen. At present labour is in a state of 
unt:est-more so perhaps in other parts of India than in the. 
Central Provinces. The introduction of a scheme "of compulsory 
insurance would at the present moment in all probability be 
accomp~nied by organized attempts on the part of labour to shift 
the whole of the burden to capital. Should these attempts be 
successful, the scheme would in effect lose one of its essential 
features that contributions should be levied alike for employers 
and employees. While, therefore, there is no objection to the 
preparation of a complete scheme, the Local. Government feels 
considerable doubt as to whether the present tjme is propitious 
for its introduction. ~ · 

5. The Government of India has directed attention to cer
tain factors which must receive attention in any consideration of 
the problem. The provision of adequ~te medical facilities 
acceptable to the workers obviously is of 'paramount importance. 
The Director of Industries has suggested in paragraph 8 of his 
letter that in urban areas the labourer should have the option 
of applying to reliable indigenous practitioners. Considerable 
practical difficulti:es would arise, if there were two separate 
authorities to whiCh the labourer desiring a certificate of sickness 
could apply; ind~ed. it might result in such certificates being 
obtainable with insufficient justification. The Local Government 
would therefore suggest. that for all industries, both urban and 
ru'tal, the western system of medicine should be utilized. Any 
prejqdice that exists against that system would probably disappear 
in due course as a result of the benefits to labour resulting from 
sickness insurance. It is clear that the difficulties of administra
tion from a medical point of view would be enhanced, if the 
persons insured do not remain in the area within which the 
organisation applicable to them can effectively operate. These 
difficulties will be minimised by the application of the scheme 
to industries with a stable labour force, but the Local Govern
ment agrees with the Director of Industries that· in order to 
:Simplify the administration, sickness benefits should be confined 
to persons who remain within specified areas. 

6. It is not possible in the absence of statistics as ·to the 
number of workers who would be incapacitated by sickness to 
compute the cost of the scheme, even if the scale on which bene
fits are to be ~ranted were laid down. It follows that it is 
equally impossible to assess the proportion which the expense 
of administr~tion bears to that cost. In the initial stages of the 

....... 
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acheme the administrative machinery for the settlement of disputea 
could probably be the same as that already provided under the 
\Vorkmen'a Compensation Act, but in order to prevent disputes 
either party should have the right of obtaining a second opinion 
in addition to that of the panel Doctor before recourse is had to 
a tribunal for the settlement of disputes. This opinion should 
be that of a Government Medical Officer. 

7. No demand has hitherto been put forward by the workers 
of this province for a contributory scheme of compulsory sick
ness insurance, and the Local Government accept the view of 
the Director of lndustrie'i that employees as a class will be 
opposed to -making any contribution. It is only :when benefits 
are realized that this opposition can be expected to decrease. 
Labour, however, as a whole will obtain an indirect increase in 
ita earnings to the extent of the contribution br the employers 
less any overhead charges borne by the fund. Provided, there
fore, that contributions are not pitched unduly high, there is no 
reason to suppose that the classes whom it is proposed to insure 
will be. unable te> meet those charges. 

-... 8. The question as to the extent to which State assistance 
c:an be granted is an important one. The demand for the 
augmentation of this assistance whether directly or indirectly is 
certain to be insistent; and the finances of the province are not 
in a position to bear the addition of what may prove to be a large 
and growing liability. It is, therefore, necessary that at the 
outset the contribution of the State should be clearly defined. 
If this proposition be accepted, the most· prattical solution 
ia for the State to bear the cost of administration. This will 
include the keeping of accounts, the provision of Government 
Mledical Officers to give a second medical opinion, and the 
P!'ovision of the machinery for the settlement of disputes. 
Ultimately when the financial liability can be more exactly deter
mined, it might be possible for the state to contribute a portion 
of the remuneration of panel doctors representing the cost of 
giving certificates of sickness leaving the fund to bear the cost 
of treatment . 

. 
9. In conclusion, I am to point out that labour welfare is 

a provincial subject though subject to legislation in the Central 
Legislature. The Local Government is fully alive to the necessity 
of co-ordination in matters affecting the conditions of labour, but 
considers that co-ordination can and should be secured by joint 
deliberations between the provinces at which the main principle-; 
can be settled. Control by the Central legislature over a provin
cial subject should be exercised as rarely as possible. Moreover 
constitutional chan~es are now under cosideration, and the Local 
Government would deprecate the initiation of legislation in the 
Central Legislature in connection with a provincial subject, when 
there is a possibility that the provincial legislatures may have 
unfettered control before that legislation has reached its final 
atage ... 
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Maternity Benefits. 

Maternity benefits are at present given at the following five 
factories .. The number of benefideries at each place is shown :--

1928.j1S27.j1926. 

(a) The Empreu Mills (consisting of five mills), Nagcur · ... 202 215 191 
(b) Rai Bahadur Bansilal Abirchand Spinning and Wening 53 61 42 

Mills, Hinganghat •. 
(c) Messn. Burn and Company, Pottery Works, Jubbupore... 15 10 10 

(d) Savatram Rampr&~ad Spinning and Weaving Mills, Akola 18 •.. 
(e) The Akola Cotton Mills, Limited, Akola •.. 4 16 

Total ... 292" 2861 259 

All these schemes are similar, leave of absence on full wages 
for a period varying from one to two months being given to 
expectant mothers, who are required to obtairt irom the Doctor 
attached to the mill or factory an ~pinion regarding the probable 
date of confinement. Details are as follows:-

Mill (a).-Pays two months' wages to women employees 
as have put in eleven months' previous service. Half the amount 
is given previous to confinement, and the other half afterwards. 
The average amount paid every year, t•ide this head, is Rs. 4,800; 

Mill (l1).-Pays ·one month's wages unconditionally.· Half 
is paid prior to confinement and half subse~uently. 

Factory (c).-Pays wages for six weeks at the time of con
finement. .. ...... 

Mill (d).-Pays wages for six weeks to ·au expectant mothers.· .. 
Mill. (e).-Grants leave for six weeks with full pay· or for 

three months on half pay to those expectant mothers as have put 
in at least eight months' service in ·the mill. 

There is no provision for maternity benefits in any other 
industry. In 1924 the Legislative Assembly declined to refer to 
the Select Committee a Maternity Benefit Bill brought forward 
by Mr. N. M. Joshi, the Labour representative. In the Provincial 
Legislature notice of a similar measure was given simultaneously 
:n 1928 by three members of the Council, 'l'iz., Mrs. Anasuyabai 
Kale, Mr. M. K. Golwalkar and Mr. R. W. Fulay, a member 
nominated on behalf of the urban factory labourers. The last 
named obtained the first place in the ballot, and the Bill was 
introduced on the 22nd January 1929, and was referred to a 
Sel~t Committee in Aug1;1st of the same year, The Rill has nQt 



yet reached its final form, but if it follows the Bombay Bill which 
was passed by the Legislature of that province in March 1929, it 
will provide for maternity benefits consisting of eight weeks' wages 
to women workers for -a period of one month, both before and 
after confinement, provided they have been in the previous con
tinuous employment of the same factory for at least eleven months. 
It will also penalise the employment of such women, or their 
acceptance of employment, in other factories during the period 
for which they draw maternity benefits. Government accepted 
broad principles "of the Bill, but was unable to secure a post
ponement ·until the views of the Royal Commission on Labour 
wer~ known. It is anticipated that little opposition will come 
from the proprietors of perennial factories to which alone the 
Bill will apply. 



CHAPTER VI-WELFARE. 

EXTENT OF WELFARE WORK BY EMPLOYERS; 

Nowhere in the province except at the gro'up of five cotton 
mills in Nagpur known as the Empres& Mi.lls is there any 
appreciable organised welfare work. The Empress Mills have a 
most comprehensive programme carried out with the co-operation 
of the local Young Men's Christian Assdciation and the local 
Catholic Sisters. The Catholic Sisters devote their attention parti
cularly to the welfare and education of women workers. A full 
description of the welfare work carried on by these ,mills is given 
in the report which they have already submitted to the Labour 
Commission and· details are not therefore repr6duced here. The 
main activities of the mills in this respect ar~ f.~ 

(1) Granting of credit chits. to workpeople for purchase of 
grain, etc., at the mills' co-operative stores. 

(2) F~e medical help to employees and their relatives in 
the mills' four dispensaries of which two are for men and tw"' for 
women. 

" (3) Provision· of creches for the babies of women employees. 
>-- ""' ... 

(4) A system or'maternity allowance to women employees lVho 
havt. worked for at least eleven months in the mills. --

(5) Provision of educational classes for small boys who come 
to the mills, to bring babies to their mothers and food for their 
parents. -

(6) ·Educational classes for half day workers. 

(7) A yearly contribution of Rs. 600 to the factory·schools 
where the half day boys attend classes. These schools 41re under 
~he management of the municipality. 

(8) Contributions to other schools which are attended by the 
children of employees. . , 

(9) A system of pensions, long service bonuses, monthly 
bonl!ses for regular attendance, sickness benefit fund, provident 
fund, the mills' co-operative credit' society, and gratuities. A full 
?escription of these will be found in the mills' welfare work report-
Issued last year. · 
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\Velfare work outside the premises of the mills is conducted 

by the Young Men's Christian Associati~n and by the Catholic 
Sisters. · Their activities extend to educational work, recreation 

·and "amusement," gam~. medical work and the boy scout move
: ment. The Catholic Sisters carry on similar activities amongst 

the women wor%ers living in the town. In all 238 women workers 
and 89~ male ~dults, 545. boys and half-timers, 205 children, 99 
wotnen, 166 girls are -receiving educatioa and other benefits. This 
i.; the only industrial undertaking in the province with a com
prehensiv-e and up to date welfare· organisation. The total cost is 
Rs: 1,74,880 p~r yea_r. 
~ 

Eight other cotton mills and four minor industries also carry 
·on welfare work on a small scale. The benefits consist ma.inly of 
educational facilities for the children of workers, creches, cheap 
~rain shops, and facilities for games. A tabular statement of 
these is ·attached.:_ 

• Names pi industrial concerns. 
The Akola Cotton Mills, Limited, 

Akola. Number of operative• 
. 984. 

The.Tapti Mills, Limited, Bur
hanpur. Number of operatives 
1.551. 

The Berar Manufacturing Com
pany's Testile Mills, Badnera. 
Number of operatives 1,482. 

I 

Reckcband Mob :Ia Cotton Mills, 
Hingangbat. Number of oper..: 
atives 1,482. 

The Savatram Cotton Mills, 
Limited,· Akola. Number of 

• operatives 750. 

Facility provided. 
(a) A creche under a competent nuue, 

visited daily by a doctor. Average 
number of babies 30 per day. Free 

·milk and sugar supplied. 
(b) Free grinding of corn. 
(cJ Free use of soap water for washing. 
(d) Occasional cinema shows. 
(e) Free primary school for childrrn ot 

workers and half-timers. 
(a) Gymnasium (akhada), sports club and 

. football ground. 
(b) A creche under two qualified nunc•· 

Average number of babies SO per 
·day. · 

(c) A factory school run by the municipali ly 
is attended by 138 half-timers and 
children of workers. Bonus for regular 
attendance, free books and stationery 
supplied to half-timers. • 

(d) A cheap grain shop was opened, but has 
b.et-n closed for lack of support. 

(a) A factory school for the education of 170 
half-timers. 

(b) A night school was started, but dissolved 
· for lace of sufficient allendance. 

(a) Contributions are made to the municipal 
school maintained at the mill, and 
half-ti~ers are sent to it. 

tb) A cheap grain. and cloth abop wa~ in 
existence praor to 1927, but has s1ncc 
been closed. 

(a) A creche under the supervision of 
competent nurse. Average number of 
babies 15 per day. 

(b) A aport• club for football and other out
door aamel hal been ltarted. 



Name• of industrial concern. 

The Gun C~rriage Factory, 
Jubburp•ne. Number of oper
atives 2,42G. 

ss 
Facility provided.· : 

(a) One Anglo-Vernacular Middle School 
with the aod of the J.ocal Government 
for education of workers, J:hildren lind 
balf-timera. • 

(b) Gratuity to workmen of long approved 
service or to their widow• is paid out of 
a Fine Fund. 

Cement Worka and Potteries. (a) Two cement works and one pottery work 
Cement WorkP 3 and Pottcwies maintain primary achools for th~ child-
3. Total number of operatives . ren of employee• a_nd half-timers. 
3,070. 11:. (b) In one cement works, a club for recrea,ion 

Raja Gokuldaa Cotton Milia, 
Jubbul!"ore. Number of opera· 
tivel 651. 

The Pulgaon Cotton Mills, 
Limited, Pulgaon. Number of 
operatives 938. 

The Bansilal Abeerchllnd Mills,. 
Honganghat. Numbet of opera
tives 1,536. 

1o known as· the Kymore Gymkhana is 
provided. ~ 

·(c) Two cement works' and one pottery 
provide a ground and · accessories • for 
out-door sports. · 

(a) A gymnasium . (Akhada) is establiahed . 
within the mills. · 

(b) Attendance of h!llf-timers to a municipal. 
factory school controlled. by the mdla 
is compulsory. · 

(c) Small dining sheaa have been erected 
inside the mills. 

(d) A Temperance society has been • started 
amongst the mill hands. 

(a) A factory school for half-timera and 
children of mill hands. 

.... 
(b) A Provident Fund to which contribution• 

equal to that of the workera and inter .. ts 
are paid by the mill. · 

(a) A creche under competent ayah• I Average 
number of babies 15 per day. 

(b) A factory school for half-timers • only. 
Books are supp~ed free of charge; . 

(c) Interest is paid oa the Provident Fund 
deposits. 

The mines make provision for the elementary education of 
the children of workers. The Kandri manganese mine has 
recently ~dded a maternity and child welfare centre··to its dis
penury and one is proposed to be opened near Parasia fot 
Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company's coal mines. 

· By other Agencies. 

There is very little welfare work' done by agencies othet than · 
the employers except the work done by the Young Men'8 
Christian Association of Nagpur ~nd Catholic Sisters of the 
Nagpur Convent under Mother Superior Naomi in co-operation · 
with the Empress Mills authorities. These two bodies conduct 
welfare work amongst the labourers of the Empress Mills,' living 
in the town. The work ·of the: Young Men's ·Chri~ti41D 
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Association is supervised by a Board consisting of the representa• 
tives of the mills and the Young Men's Christian Association. 
The Mahar Association of Nagpur also carries out some edu
cational work amongst workmen of the depressed classes. Dur
ing the last three years infant welfare centres have been estab
lished under the auspices of the Provincial Red Cross Association 
and the municipalities in some of the larger industrial towns like 
Nagpur, Amraoti and Akola. Some o~ these are in niohollas 
containing a large working class population; and workers are 
taking advantage of such centres in an increasing degree. 

Missionaries are responsible for some welfare work in the 
mining areas of the Chhindwara and Chanda districts particularly 
1n respect of education and temperance. Educational facilities 
provided by local bodies are also accessible to the working classes, 
the Independent Local Board for the mining areas of Chhindwara 

• having provided _si~: primary schools for the coal mines. .... . ,. .• . 

Employment o/ ·welfare officers and workers. 

· Except at the Empress Mills no regular staff of welfare officers 
and workers has been appointed. At this mill the authorities have 
entrusted the administration of this work mainly to the Young 
Men's Christian Association: Medical officers, lady doctors, 
nurses, assistant and nursery school teachers are appointed by the 
mill authorities directly. The officer in charge of the co-operative 
cheap grain shop is also appointed by them. 

At other institutions doctors, nurses and ayahs and the few 
other welfare worli:ers that are required are appointed by the 
mill authorities. The child welfare centres established during 
the last three years by the Provincial Branch of the Red Cross 
Association direct their efforts particularly towards improving the 
condition of working class mothers. There is no other•official or 
non-official organization of welfare workers, and welfare depart
ments such as are found in Eu~opean countries. 

Results achiet•ed. 

\Vh.ere the work is systematically and conscientiously carried 
out the results achieved are very satisfactory as in the case of the 
Empress Mills. Welfare work has in this undertaking un
doubtedly made the operatives more contended, more efficient, 
and more stable. Sir Sorabji Mehta, the General Manager of 
the Mills, reports : "All these forces have tended to create a better 
outlook. on life. This may be gauged from the fact that the 
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people are giving up some of their old evil customs. There is a 
distinct movement towards temperance and there is also a desire 
for the education of their children. The results of welfare work
can never be accurately measured, but such work by its verY. 
nature provides facilities for the development of personality, 
gives opportunities for self-expression and organisation and meets 
certain needs of the people which perhaps would not be met i!' 
they were left to themselves." The benefits provided at the 
Empress Mills amou::tt to a real increase in wages, and are of -more 
advantage to labour than an increase in cash earnings which might 
be misspent. Creches are very popular and are much 
appreciated by women workers of all classes. The proviston ot 
them militates against the pernicious custom of mothers druggint . 
their children with small doses of opium to keep them quiet. At 
other industrial concerns, however, there is. scope for improving • 
and expanding welfare arrangements. }With "this objeef .. 
Mr. Fulay, M.L.C.., has introduced a Welfare Bill in the local · 
Legislative Council applicable to all factories employing more 
than 100 workers. The Bill is pending the consideration of the 
Council. 

Provision of educational facilities by employers. 

Educational facilities have been provided by employers in 
the following industries only:-

(a) Textile mills-
- . 

• . (i) One mill provides night schools fot adult workers and 
the a\·erage attendance at these is 400. 

(ii) Seven mills have schools for children (half-timers) 
~ • employed therein. Total average attendance is 700. · 

(iii)~hree mills have schools for workers' children. Aver
age total attendance is 575. 

In all about 1,680 persons receive instruction in the' three 
Rs. 

(b) Coal m~nes-
{i) An evening school, provided for adults in one mine in 

the Chhindwara district, is progressing satisfactorily. 
(ii) Three mines started schools for children, but these h~~e -

now been taken over by the Independent Mining 
I .ocal Board (in the Chhindwara district) which 

-rrovides six schools in the mining areas. The mine 
owners contribute towards the cost by means of a 
echool cess. · · 
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(iii) One school for children is maintained by a mine at 
Chanda •• 

(c) M anganest ore mine.t-
(i) There are no educational facilities for adult workers, 

except short lectures given at some of the mines for · 
.. First Aid" training and instructions on safety and 
other regulations to the mine mates and Indian 
supervisors. , 

(ii) Schools are provided for children in eight mines, the 
avc:rage a.ttendance in three of which is 80. 

(d) C emenJ tcork.t-
(i)-Schools are provided for the children bf workers in two 

factories, the average total attendance being 66 or 70 
nearly. · 

(e) Pot~ry tcorf~ 
· One pottery has a school for half-timers and the 

• children of the worke1s, the average attendance 
_ being 88. 

(f) Gun Carriage Factory-
• There is an Anglo-Vernacular Middle School for the 

children of tb.e workers, including classes for 15 half
timers and 51 boy artisans. The average attendance 
in the school is 270. 

Co-operation. 

The co-operative movement has little hold on the workers of 
the province: but the following instances may be cited :-

, 
The Empress Mills, Nagpur. 

. (a) A co-operative store for the supply of cheap grain and 
cloth . to the mill-hands, registered under the name of Empress 
Mills" Co-operative Stores, Limited, is in existence where credit 
chits obtained by the employees froni the mills are exchanged for 
grain or other necessaries ·of life. The amount is 'deducted from 
the pay of the purchasers. Cash sales are also encouraged, the 

_net profits being over Rs. 15,000 in the year 1926-27. Monthly 
sales were Rs. 27,7':JJ in 1926-27 against Rs. 16,319 in 1924-25, 
and cash sales increased from Rs. 300 per month to Rs. 2,500 
per month. At the beginning of 1927 a branch store was 
'opened at lndora, and other branches are expected to he opened 
in different bastis of the to,.n. 
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(b) The Mill authorities maintain a voluntary provident fund 
open to their employees. The number of memb,ers on the roll 
on the 30th·. June 1927 was 3,850, and contributions at Jhe rate 
of 1 anna per rupee of wages are levied. The contribu'tions of 
the members in two years ending on the 30th June 1927 amounted . 
to Rs. 1,80,700. 

(~) The Empress Mills' co-operative credit society "{as started 
in 1921, to provide credit at reasonable rates, and to free the 
employees from the grip of the money-lender. The condition 
of the society is apparent from the following figures:-

Number of Loan given membera Society"• Dividend 
Yrar ending 30th June. on the to members per share 

society" a in the year profits. of Ra. 10. 
register. in rupees. ;. 

J I 
.. 
Rs, 'a. P· • Ra. a. p. 

1926 2,9071 2.18,888 9,507 8 3 1 3 3 -1927 3.053 2,82.997 12.612 12 1 1 0-0 
' 

The Gun Carriage Factotj, lubbulp~re. 

(a) A co-operative credit society is in existence in the factory 
for advancing loans to members at a low rate of interest. 

(b) A co-operative supply store was in existence in the work
men's lines, where any workman could obtain food-stuffs at 
reasonable rates and on credit up to a certain limit varying 
according' to his pay. But, unfortunately the concern was 
mismanaged and has been closed down this year. 

The Akola Cbtton Mills, Limited, Akola. 

(a) A co-operative grain shop with 200 members has been 
recently started for providing grain at cost price to the mill hands. 

The· Pulgaon Cotton Mills, Pulgaon, and Rai Bahadur Bansi
lal Abeerchand Mill, Hinganghat, have organized provident funds 
for their workers. · · 



CHAPTER VII-EDUCATION. 

fACILITIES FOR CENERAL EDUCATION IN INDUSTRIAL AREAS. 

Of children 110t in employment. 

The children of workers in industrial areas are admitted to the 
existing educational institutions under the same conditions as apply 
to the rest of the population. Local bodies maintain an 
adequate number of primary schools at all the urban industrial 
centres in the province. The children in industrial areas are not 
under any special disadvantage in respect of educational facilities. 

Of ·children employed in factories . 

. All t}:te educational facilities provided in the factories have 
been mentioned in the previous chapter. As a result of the recom
mendation maoe by the Factory Labour Commission of 1908, 
schools were opened by Government in the vicinity of factories 
for the benefit of the juvenile workers during the shift hours. 
These schools in accordance with the general policy that 
vernacular education for boys should be controlled by local 
bodies were transferred to tlie local authorities concerned in 1917, 
but Government continues to meet the whole of their cost. 

Of adults. 

Beyond such facilities as are provided by the industrial under
takings which have already been described in the previous chapter, 
no special educational facilities for adults exist. Local bodies 
and Government maintain institutions for secondary and higher 
education in the industrial areas of the province. 

Facilities for industrial and 'l.'Ocational training. 

In this province there· are three Government industrial 
schools and six aided industrial schools to which Government 
gives substantial grants. Two more industrial schools are to be 
opened next year. These schools give training in carpentry and 
smithy. The course in most of the schools covers a period of 
two yeJrs. A vocational Training Committee was appointed in 
1923 and in accordance with its recommendations a certain 
amount of general education has been included in the course, 
which has been extended to three years, in some of the institu
tions, while proposals for extending the course to three years in 
others are now \lnder consideration. A considerable percentage of 
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the passed students of these schools find employment in the indus.r 
trial undertakings of the province. During the four years from 
1924 to 1927 nearly 400 students passed out of these schools, nearly 
30 per cent of whom found employment in existing concerns and 
40 per cent started business of their own. There is also a Govern• 
ment Engineering School at Nagpur the students of which have· 
no difficulty in obtaining employment after the completion of the 
course. This institution ·provides courses of training, covering a 
period of four years, in civil engineering, mechanical engineering 
and automobile engineering, while the addition of a course in 
electrical engineering is under contemplation. - The school 
pays special attention to practical work. For other scientific~ 
industrial and technical training for which the lo~al demand does 
not justify the expense of establishing separate institutions in the 
province there exists a liberal provision 'of scholarships for 
enabling the young men of the province to obtain training 
in institutions in... India or in Europe and America. Every 
year a number of scholars are sent under this scheme to the 
Victoria Technical Institute, Bombay, the School of Technology, 
Cawnpore, the School of Mines, Dhanbad, and the Institute of 
Science, Bangalore. One technical scholarship is also awarded 
every year for advance~ study in Europe or America. 

' Effect of education on standard of living and industrial efficiency 
of workers. 

There is no doubt that education effects a considerable 
improvement. The experience of the Empress Mills at Nagpur 
testifies to this fact; but no information based on a systematic 
study of the question is available. 



CHAPTER VIII-SAFETY. 

ExiSTING REGULATIONS IN FACTORIES. 

The existing regulations unc!er the Indian Factories Act 
(section 18) prescribes a number of guards and fences for dangerous 
machinery used in a few major industries and also empower the 
Inspector to require such additions as he considers necessary. But 
there has been .. nothing in the form of an agreement between 
employers, operatives and inspectors concerning fencing of 
machinery, prevention of accidents in the textile or any other 
industry as has taken place in Great Britain and other industrially 
advanced countries. As a result, the prescribed guards do not 
cover such ·a wide range as is customary in Europe. Even the 
lily-out of new mills is not subject to any regulation for securing 
the above · object. A comparison of the existing provincial 
regulations with the Notes of Agreement in the cotton spinning 
and weaving industry of Great Britain will bear this out. 

Incidence of accidents in factories. 

The Incidence of accidents in the different classes of factories 
is shown in the· analytical statement (Appendix V). The daily 
average number of persons employed in individual industries and 
the number of accidents throughout the year are taken separately 
and the latter is expressed as a percentage of the former. The 
percentage incidence of some of the important industries is 
illustrated year by year for the last five years by means of 
diagrams in Appendix VI. 

The incide·nce of accidents in cotton spinning and weaving 
mills is steady with a slight tendency to decrease in recent years, 
showing that arrangements for the prevention of accidents are on 
the whole satisfactory. In the cotton ginning and pressing facto
ries the incidence· of reported accidents is very low. Consider
ing the number of unskilled labourers employed and the fact that 
work in seasonal factories is carried on in rural areas, the arrange
ments for the prevention of accidents in this class of factory also 
appear to be satisfactory. 

· In cement works and potteries, the incidence of accidents 
fluctuates in tl\e neighbourhood of 1 per c«:nt, there being a 
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gradual decrease in the beginning, then a sudden. rise in -1927;. 
followed by a gradual decline. Though the numb'e,. of persons 
emplo)·ed :n 1828 is greater than in 1927, the latter year was one 
of renewed trade activity, involving an increase in t~e· labour 

, force, which by the following year was in a better positiol!"'-(o 
avoid accidents. The nature of the work dope, and the heavy 
machinery used in tQiS industry conduce to a";higher percentage 

-of serious and fatal accidents than elsewhere . 

. In oil mills there is a sharp rise in incidence of accidents to 
1.36 per cent in 1925 on account of increased trade activity and -
the opening of new factories, but the industry having settled down 
there has since been an appreciable decline. 

Employment in general engineering workshops is very 
limited in this province and the curve does not show any 
peculiarity except the effect of stringent rules and precautions on 
a more or less settled minor industry. The rise in the incidence 
of accidents in automobile workshops is regrettable and is· due 
to increased activity. The industry has not yet settled down, 
and new workshops are ,being opened. • -

'-~ . 

An exceptionally high level of incidence- of accidents is 
noticed in railway workshops and _ ordnance factories .. 
Innumerable minor .accidents occur in these two factories which_· 
are reported very punctiliously. Some· of them are so slight 
that it is doubtful whether any notice would be tak'en of them 
in other industries. The sharp rise in the ·curves in recent years 
i& probably due to the expam.ion of the- factories concerned 
together with a demand for an increa~ed output. _ 

Causes. 

It is an accepted dictum in the field of industrial accidents 
that the rise and fall in accidents depend on the prosperity and 
depression respectively in the industry, and in fact constitutes a 
fair index of trade fluctuations. This applies more particularly 
to settled industries. In factories where increased output is 
obtained by the new erection, extension or modification of plant 
and there is an influx of fresh labour in consequence, a sudde~ 
rise in industrial accidents occurs. But if the prosperity con
tinues and suitable preventh·e means are provided in the light 
of experience, the incidence of accidents declines, even though 
new or partially trained labour may be recruited under continued 
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prosperity. J'he point in question is well illustrated by the curves 
of incidenel: bf accidents in the following industries:-

·. 
.···,I .. 

Cement industry 
I 

... i 

l 

Noeor workahopa 
. . I ... 

(i) Increase of 773 banda in 1926, with consequent 
rise irt accidents (0·1 per cent). 

(ii) Slight decline in number of accidents in 1927, 
with stationary conditiona. 

(iii) Decline in accident curve in 1928 with an increase 
of 655 hands in the year • 

(i) Increase of 12 per cenl in employees in 1927. 
ConsequenD rise in accidents (0·37 per cent). 

(ii) AnoJher rise of 25 per cent in the number of 
employees in 1928. Perceptible fall in in· 
cidence of accidents • 

(i) Rise of IS per cent in the number of employeet 
in 1927, with consequent rise in acc:idenM. 

(ii) Another rise of IS per cent in the number of 
employees in 19.28, with appreciable decline in 
accidents (0•2 per cent). 

Some interesting facts are revealed by the curves shown ln 
Appendix VII. The fatal accidents are all due to unforeseen 
events and the erratic character of their variations shows that 
chance plays the greatest part in such accidents. The curve of 
serious accidents on the other hand is the real index of progress 
in precautionary measures and enforcement of safety regulations, 
the effectiveness of which keeps such accidents at a low level. 
~Causes of m1nor accidents are so very diverse and the scope for 
·such accidents is so ·very wide, that no general deductions are 
possible. · ' . 

• 
The above general deduction, however, does not apply with· 

out qualification to some of the minor works. The incidence of 
accidents in the Gun Carriage Factory and the railway workshope 
is on a different footing, as a rise in accidents is noticed in 
them in spite of the number of persons employed being on the 
decline or stationary. The following is a table of the average 
number of persons employed in these two classes of factories :-

-· 
Gun Increase ( + ) Railway Increase ( +) 

Year. Carriage ' or or 
- Factory. decrease (-) workshops. decrease (-) 

1924 ... 1,937 ... 995 ... 
1925 ... 1,953 + 16 1,016 + 21 
1926 ... 2,200 +247 1,256 +240 
1927- ... 2,400 +200 1,019 -';.37 
1928 ... 2,426 + 26 1,o4o I + 21 

-
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Occasionally a high· percentage of incidence of accidents is 
noticed in electric power houses, ice factories and saw mills, but 
these variations are · due to the limited number of persons 
employed. ·: 

Accidents Prevention (including "Safety First" propagand;):· 
.. ...... . 

The beneficial results of the enforcement. of safety measures 
by the Local Government arc apparent by the decline in the 
incidence of accidents whenever the conditions in the industry 
are steady. The efficacy of safety measures adopted is illustrated 
by the curve of incidence of accidents in oil mills. The curve 
rose to a peak in 1925, but has steadily gone down since then in 
spite of an increase in the number of mills and employees as 
indk:ated below:-· 

----~---· -
I 
I Number of 
1 Number 

Yeat". of Increase ( t) persons Increase ( +) 
' factories. - daily 
i employed. 
I 

-
1923 ... 9 

... +41 
260 ... 

1924 ... 13 356 + 96 
1925 14 +1 368 

. 
12 ... + 

1926 17 • +3 !.' SOi 
.. 

+ 134~ ~ ... .. . 
1927 ... 18 - ~ 1 ~ 654 +152 
1928 ... 25 +7 I 715 . + 61 

l .... -.... -

"Safety First" propaganda has been carried on by means of 
posters at the Health exhibition held by the Nagpur Municipality 
in 1928, in the section of Industrial Hygiene, organized by one 
of the Inspectors of Factories. "Safety first" posters relating to 
cotton tex.tile mills are distributed by the organisation of Mill
owners' Association Mutual Insurance for Workmen's Compensa
tion, to those mills that subscribe 'to the insur~nce fu~d, and are 
being exhibited at about six mills in the province, this year. 

In the Bengal-Nagpur Railway Workshops. too, some "'Safety 
first" posters. similar to exhibited at Nagpur have been prepared 
.and exhibited at different places. 

Accidents in non-regulated establishments. 

There is no information on the subject, but a few accidents 
in such non-regulated factories as flour mills, rice mills and 
power houses. have come to the knowledge of the Inspectors. . .. ... 
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First aid 'and medical relief. 

All factories employing more than 500 persons per day arc 
required under the law to. maintain first aid appliances. But 
many of the cotton textile . mills, important mines, cement 
factories, potteries and the Gun Carriage Factory provide medical 
relief by maintaining well-equipped dispensaries, instead of 
mere -first aid appliances. Altogether eight factories have arrange
ments for rendering first aid, and 15 factories provide medical 
relief in their· own dispensaries. But almost all the other 
factories of any size have made arrangements for accident cases 
to be treated in the local public hospitals, towards the support 
of which they in return make a regular contribution. 

STRINGENCY OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT OF 

REGULATIONS. 

In industry generally. 

0~ an average the perennial .factories are inspected thrice 
a year. The result of action taken for the enforcement of regula
tions wiU be apparent from the following statement of prose· 

- cutions :-..... 

Prosecutions. . • ·. ; •. ,19l4. ~ 1925.,1926. J 1927.11928. 

'in'~ 
'"", ;, I . : I 

(1) For not fencing machinery I 
i 

12 24 i 24 24 
(2) For lack of protective 10 5 lli 31 19 

clothings. I I 
; ----- i I 

- Total ... I 20 17 3sr-n,---n 
' 

(3) Prosecutions on all counts I 68 63 94Tlil!176 
I 

ln Seasonal lnd11stries. 

All seasonal factories are inspected once every season and 
SO per cent of them twice a season. . Most of the prosecutions 
mentioned above pertain to seasonal factories and regulations are 
enforced with sufficient stringency in these. These factories, 
however, &how a tendency to neglect safety precautions. 
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Effect upon safety of_ hours, health, light and working conditions 
· generally. 

No statistics are available to illustrate the extent to which 
these factors "are separately responsible for accidents, bJt it ii 
obvious that long hours, poor health, bad lighting and adverse 
working conditions must result in an increased number of acci
dents. But ftom a perusal of the evidence in a .number of acci- -

· dent cases it is apparent that the usual cause is ignorance or breach 
of rule on the part of the injured person. From this it may 
be inferred that the most frequent cause of accide~ts is lack of· 
discipline in industrial concerns, while a contributory cause is the 
wearing of loose garments which though suited to a warm climat~ 
are a source of danger in the neighbourhood of machinery. 



CHAPTER IX-WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION. 

The Act came into force on the 18th July 1924. All 
District Judges_ ha\·e been appointed Commissioners under the 
Act for the areas within their jurisdiction. The figures of expendi
ture on compensation paid up to the end of the year 1928 are as 
follows:- · • · · 

Awarded through 
Commiasionen. Paid by employen direct. 

Year. 

f 
Fatality.' I ~;!fi:.- d!'erbml anentt1 

Grand total. 

1924 

~925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

• rblement. ISa emen • 

Ra. a. p., Ra~ a. p., Ra. a. p. 
No application. 

••• 15.889 0 0 392 0 j 1.234 0 0 

... 16,656 0 0 7 0 ~~ 3.302 0 0 

•• ;r1.915 s 40 8 12 0

1

2.544 10 0 

... Total f~r 119_.800 2 0 ... 
t h r e cj . I c:la11e1. l · · 

Tempor· p ! 
d. ermanenl . 

ary 11- d" bl i 
ablemenl. 118 ement • 

i 

Fatality. 

Ra. a. p. Ra. a. P·l Ra." a. p., Ra. a. P· 

5.753 0 0 928 0 0 383 0 0 7,064 0 0 

8.332 o o 2.667 o ol 2.368 o o 30,882 o o 
6.~4 0 012,139 0 0 11,660 0 0 39,988 0 0 

8,027 0 o1
2.250 6 6 5,656 2 3 40,402 3 9 

•• ., 12 ·r·6S'J . 11 •• .,. •• 

1 

... 477 •• 

Comparison tdth extent of possible claims. _ 
No reliabfe information is ready, but the Commissioners 

report that there is no method available of ascertaining the total 
number of accidents taking place and the extent of possible claims. 
In the \Vardha district one case in which the employer had not 
paid any compensation was reported by the Factory Inspector to 
the Commissioner, and though the employer was asked by the 
latter to take action, none has so f.u been taken nor 
has the wo~kmail instituted any proceedings. The Commissioners 
seem to be of opinion that provision for enabling them to compel 
the employer to take action is necessary. 

Effects on industry. 
No appreciably adverse ~fleets are reported. Even before the 

Act came into force the lc.rger empJoyers were in the habit of 
paying a certain amount of compensation for fatal accidents and 
permanent disablement. The ir..cidence of increased cost has not 
been severely felt.· 



The other points in connection with this subject have• beeJt 
recently investigated by the Director of Industries in connection 
with the amendment of the Act proposed by the Government of 
India and the co-nclusions he has arrived at are set forth below:-,. . 

"The opinions of leading organisation of -~mployeiiS and 
employees were invited on the matter ... No' reply has been 
received from any organization of employees. - The matter was 
also placed before the Board of Industries who left it to a sub
committee. ··... . , . 

After discussing the matter with leading employers and a few ~ 
individuals associated with the Trade Union movement at Nagpur, 
I have to olier the following views on the 16 main questions raised 
in the letter of the Government of India:- • 

(1) The scope of the Act . .:..:..l do not think it fs necessary to 
extend the Act to any fresh classes of employers in~our province 
for the present. I, however, think that it is unfair to lay 'down 
the restriction on the height and purposes, of buildings, and on 
the length of the bridge, as is done in the present Schedule II (vi) 
(a), (b) and (c). I have known of fatal accidents occurring_to 
workmen employed in the repair· of Government buildings with
out the dependants given any relief. There is no reason why such 
workers should be deprived of the benefits of the Act. 

(2) Compulsory insurance for compensation.-Ali · the em
ployers I have consulted consider this impracticable anhe present 
stage of the industrial development of the province. I think 
this may be dropped for the present, but there is room for a provi
sion for making claims to compensation a first-~charge on the 
estate of an insolvent employer. 

(3) Payment in lump sum.-Considering the improvident 
ways of the Indian labourers it would be ideal to provide for recur
ring payments specially when the beneficieries are women and 
minor children. It will, however, be too hard to impose the obli
gation for recurring payment on the employer. I{ the respon
sibility for making recurring payment is fixed -Qn the Commis
sioner, such a system. would be desirable. Otherwise~ the system · 
of payment in lump sum should continue. 

(4) Scale of compensation.-The present opinion in the 
province is decidedly in favour of leaving the scale of compensa
tion unaltered. I do nqt think any_ increase is called for. 

(5) lV aiti11g period.-L think the present waiting period of 
~0 days is not at all unfair; but when the disability extends beyond 
10 days, compensation should be paid for the full period of 
absence from work. · 
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(G) Addition to the list oJ relatit'es.~It is difficult to give an 
exhaustive list of relatives. It would be best to add the words 
''or any pther relative proved to have been· actually dependent 
on the worker· at the time of his. death". to .section 2 (1) (d) of 
the present AcL·· 

• t T • 

(7) ProoJ oJ pep(mdence.-Proof of dependence should be · 
required 'ffom all relatives other than those specified in the pre
sent definition of the word "dependent" in section 2 (1) (d) of 
the Act.. -• 
~ ~ ' 

.. : (8) Compensation and number oJ dependents.-The" opinion 
received is against the suggestion of c~mpensation being made to 
vary with .the number of depe~dents and with the extent of 
dependence: .J, however, think· that when the number of minor 
dependents is large it is necessary to raise the compensation and 
recommend, "'as has been done by several bodies in the Bombay 
Presidency, that in regard to permanent total disability the 
amount of compensation should be SO months' wages instead of 
42 and the maximum should be Rs. 4,500 instead of Rs. 3,500 
whichever is lower, in cases where the number of minor depend
ents exceed two. Similarly, in the case of death the amount of 
compe~sation should be 32 months' wages instead of 30 and the 
maximum of Rs. 3,000 instead of Rs. 2,500, whichever is lower, 

· in cases where the minor dependents exceed two. 

: (9) Section 12.-lt will cause hardship to the workers if the 
right of recovering compensation is made enforceable only against 
contractors and sub-contractors, as suggested in the opinions 
attached. The business of such contractors and sub-contractors 
is generally unorganized and they often do not maintain any 
record of their employees. They will find it easy to evade their 
obligations to. ignorant workmen. I am definitely of opinion 
that in the firsl place the responsibility for paying compensation 
should be fixed obt the principal and a provision should be added 
for indem~ib:ing the principal against the contractors or sub
contractors. 

it. 

(10) Penalty Jor not complying tdth the. prot•isions oJ sec
ti~n 16.-There should be a provision for a small fine for delay 
or faifure to suhinit returns: ' . •' . 

' .. ..._ .... ,... -· .. . : -..• 
(11) Return· oJ accidents u·hen compensation not paid.-The 

~plnions received are against this suggestion on the ground it 
would cause unnecessary addition to work. I think it is neces

·sary to make som·e,provision which .will bring to the notice of the 
• Commissioner every case of accident so that the Commissioner 
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might .see that nobody entitled to compensation lost the J>enefit 
thereof. · Tne amount· of extra work entailed on the employers 
will be very trifling. 

(12) crailllill.f! compensation, through the emplo)•ers.-1 have 
heard of cases in which the e!T.ployers have sought to make their 
own terms with the injured'wprkmen or with the dependents of the 
deceased workmen. -1 think it is desirable to. make a provision 
which will relieve the dcp~nde.nts from the ne~essity of ~pproching 
the employers. _ . · 

(13) Safeguardillg dependents, against ignorance t>t. their 
ri~hts.-Qpinion is unanimouS" that the intimation of fatal accidents . 
tu the Commissioner should oc made obligatory on the .... employe·rs 
:md the Commissioner should he authorized to advise the depend-
ents to take neCessary action.~ -· -. ..... . ~ 

(14) Register of relatit•es.-All th'e employers 9-re against the 
suggestion as it would be impracticable and would entai1 t1neces-· 
sary work on account of the migratory character of Indian labour. 
I am, however, of opinion that if such a register is maintained and 
vcriodically checked and kept up to date, it will be conclusive 
evidence of the number of relatives and dependents of a worker 
and would facilitate the decision of disputes. Such a register, if 
kept up to date, will be of greater benefit to· the employers 
than to the employed. · 

(15) Po·wer of calling for further deposit.-Such a provision is 
necessary. 

(16) Suspension of distribution pending appeal.-All agree that 
there is no objection to such a provision. 

~ .. 

In the end, I would suggest that it would be better to post
pone further legislation in this matter till the Labour Commission 
completes its inquiry." .~ ... 

It may be added that the views of the Dir~~tor of Industries 
were endorsed by the Local Government with the exception: that 
it was not thought practicable to compel employers to maintain 
a register of emplo~ees' relatives. " •· 



CHAPTER X-HOURS. 

FACTORIES. 

• Hours ·worked per ~eek. and per day. 
· . Under the Indian Factories Acr, working hours are limited 
to 60 per week in accordance with the International Labour 

'Convention. The daily hours of work arc limited to the maxi
mum ·of'll hours with a recess of at least one hour after a period 
of work 110t exceeding six hours· at a. time. The above limits 
are not exceeded except under special exemptions granted 
by the Loc~l Government. . . 

But in' industries working on a shift system, the total actual 
hour~ per week fall a little short of 60. For example, in textile 
mills and all ordinary factories (both seasonal and per.enniall, 
there are six working days in a week with ten hours of work per 
day. But for those seasonal and perennial ·(e.g,, oil ,mills) 

· factories which are worked by shifts, the weekly total for each 
man varies from 54 to 60 hours (i.e., 9 hours to 10 hours a day). 
Exemptions from sections 21, 22 and 26 of the Indian Factories 
Act are generally extended to cement factories, pottery 
works, electricity supply works, water works, furnaces, kilns, and 
such factories as have to maintain a continuous technical process 
or -service. Workmen thus employed work eight hours con
tinuously every day or 56 hours a week. Other workers in these 
facto-ries generally work 9! hours a day (with the usual recess) 
for six days in the week or 57 hours a week. 

Persons employed in railway workshops or other engineering 
workshops have duties fixed for eight to nine hours a day or 48 
to 54 hours a v.:eek. 

' .. ~ 
... • Normal, i.e., as determined by custom or agreement. 

,: Number of factories in which the normal weekly • ~ hours are. 

-
Total number of Men. Women. Children. 

facfloriea. 
. ·Under~ Bet~een• Above/Under! Between Above 'under, Above 

• 48. 8 and 54. 54. 48. · ~8 and 54. 54. 30. I 30. 

677 
I I ... .. } 27 I mj 37 31 463 IS 1 10 784. ... 47 36 38 34 482 14 I 10 

756 : $1 52' 653 42 46 530 ... , IS I 12 
I 
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It is clear from the above that factories with hours 'of wo~k 
exceeding S4 hours per \veek predominate . . 

Actual, i.e., includi11g o·vertimt:. 

The amount of overtime is negligible even where it is allowed. 
Some mills and perennial factories employ a few of the. exempted 
workmen on cleaning and machinery tests for about 5 hours .on·· 
the weekly holiday, which brings their total to 65 hours' a week.' 
Otherwise the average actual hours of work are from, 54_ to 60 
per week. 

Spreadot•er. 

Spreadover applies to a very limited number of. workers in 
this province, and no estimate can be made with any degree of 
accuracy. · The operatives mainly affected by the question of 
spreadover are- . 

(1) Jobbers and members of the supervising staff in the 
textile mills. 

(2) Firemen, assistant firemen, engine drivers,. mechanics 
and mochis in all factories. 

(3) Furnace attendants, kiln attendants, motor and switch 
board operators, persons employed in the raw 
material preparation department, crushing depart
ment, cement mill and power house departments of 
the cement works. 

(4) Firemen and persons in the burning department of 
po'ttery works. 

No reliable figures are available, but the Empress Mills report 
that spreadover does not exceed one hour per day: 

Days tr:orked per ·week. 

The number of days worked per ~eek is generally six. Only 
40 factories, or about 5 per cent of the total number are .exempted 
from section 22 of the Indian Factories Act, · prescribing one 
holiday in a week. ·These factories work throughout the week 
for seven days. 

Effect oJ the 60 hours restriction on u.•orkers. 

The reduction of hQurs has pu.t a stop to conditions wh.ich 
were not easily distinguishable from 'Sweating'. · Prior··to"Uie 
restriction of hours imposed by the Act of 1911, textile mills used 
to work, from sunrise to sunset with. the same gang of workers. 
that is, for nearly 12 hours in winter and about 14 hours' work in 
summer. The seasonal cotton factories used to work from 5 a.m. 
in ibe morning to 9 p.m. in the evening, generally with the same 
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batch of workers without cessation, and sometimes they worked 
e;,en longer when the state of the cotton 'market placed a premium 
on early delivery. 

Wages on the other hand were not affected by the reduction 
in working hours. On the contrary they have increased slightly 
with the rise in the standard of living. Piece rates have also been 
increased so that the total earnings of the piece-workers should 
not be diminished by the decreased outturn. \Yorkers have more 
leisure and undergo less fatigue. Leading employers, however, 
maintain that efficiency has not increased in the same proportion 
as working hours have been restricted and that the workers as a 
body have not learnt to make better use of their increased leisure. 
The general health of workers too, must have improved, though 
there is no statistical evidence on which to base this conclusion. · 

On Industry. 
The immediate effect on industry has been an increase in the 

capital invested and also in working costs, to maintain the same 
levet of production. The burden, however, does not appear to 
have been excessive, for there has been considerable expansion 
in the cotton industry even during the last five years two cotton 
mills and 97 seasonal factories having been newly constructed 
during this period. Perennial and seasonal factories of all kinds 
have also increased by SO and 169, respectively. The level of pro
duction ·has not fallen but has risen in many cases, particularly 
.during the post-war boom. In cotton weaving and spinning 
mills, there was an increase of 41 per cent in the number of 
employees within the decade 1911-21; and from 1921 to 1928 
there has been a still furth~r increase of 20 per cent. Old plant 
and inefficient machinery had to be scrapped or renewed and 
new machinery pf .a more modern type had also to be installed 
in order to maintain the output. 
' . .. -

Effect of daily limit. 
As already stated, the daily limit has put a stop to the inor.din

:ttely long hours of work which were previously in force, an abuse 
which was most common in seasonal factories, and has led to the 
introduction of the shift system with an adequate number of 
relievers and proper periods b£ rest for all. The number of indus
trial workers has as a result greatly increased. Employers, how
_ever, complain that it is impossible to comply with 'rush' orders 
during the busy season for even though they are prepared to 
employ additional labour for that purpose, it is not always avail
able. Employees, too, often deplore their inability to add to their 
ear_nings by working overtime on such occasions. 
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Possibility of reduction in maxima. 

There bas been no genuine demand for a reduction of hours 
and the employers are opposed to any further reduction parti
cularly during the present trade depression. Sir Sorabji Mehta of 
the Empress Mills, however, would welcome a reduction in 
hours, provided that it is of universal application. He considers 
that present hours are too long for the physique of the Indian· 
worker who in consequence absents .himself without permission: 
At present workers have insufficient interests in life to enable them 
to utilise increased leisure to the best advantage, and it is there
fore better to concentrate on the improvement of their education 
rather than on a reduction of working hours. • 

Interval. 

Section 21 of the Indian Factories Act provides for rest 
intervals of one hour after a working period not exceeding six 
hours. 

1 

2 

3 

EXISTING PRACTICE. 

In relation to fatigue trnd u•orkers' meal times. 
The existing practice differs in different classes of factories-

(a) In factories working without the shift system for the 
first eleven hours an interval of one hour is allowed 
after five hours of work, generally about 12 noon or 
for the night shift midnight. 

(b) In factories which work on the shift system, shifts are 
arranged to suit the convenience of the workers' 
meal times. Two typical time tables are shown 
below:-

. i ! 
1st shift. 2nd shiftJ 3rd ~hift. ; 

-
st period {from··· · 5-~0 a.m. 8-00 am. 5-30 a.m. 

to ... 11-00 a.m. 12-15 p.m. 8·00 a.m. 
~------

nd period {from ··· 12-15 p.m. 1-30 p.m. 11-00 a.m. 
to ... 4-30 p.m. 7-00 p.m. 1-30 p.m. - ------

rd period {from··· ... I ... ·4:30p.m. 
to ••. ... . .. 7-00 p.m. __ __.__ __ 

··-I Recess ... , H hours H hours 3 houra·each . I . :----,---
1 9f hours 

1 
71 hours. .-

' . . 

·- -,,----
Total hours of workj 9i hour11 
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The above time table is only suitable where.the number of shifts 
does not exceed three; for a greater number the following i'i 

substituted:-

Shifte. 

···l from let period 
to 

Recen 

{
from 

2nd period ... 
to 

Rece11 

~
from 

3rd period ... ~ 
to 

I No.1. I No.2. No, 3. l No.4. l No.5. 

5-30 a.m. 5-30 a.m. 5-30 am. 5-30 a.m. 7-30 a.m. 

... 8-00 a.m. 9-00 a.m. 9-00 a.m· 7-30 a.m. 11· 0 a.m 

... , ~ hour I 2 hours I 2 houn,lj houral 2 boun. 

I ... 9-00 a.m.,ll-00 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 9-00 a.m. 1-30 p.m. 

... 11-30 a.m. 2-30 p.m. 3-30 p.m 1-30 p.m. 6-30 p.m. 

·:·12i houu Ill hours Ill hours 12 houn I 
... 

1

1 2.00 p.m.I4-00 p.m.! 5-00 p.m./3-30 p.m. 

... 6-30 p.m.! 6-30 p·m.~ 6-30 p.m. 6-30 p.m. 

--------------~-----~ 
···! 9t hours 191 houn 191 ho~n \ 9j ~:;~:-~-;-~oun. Total hour• of work 

Suitability oj th.e law. 

Labourers in this province usually take 3 m·eals at 8 or 9 a.m., 
1 or 2 p.m., with a third, the principal meal, in the ~vening after 
return from work; ·but the times may be altered ·to suit their 
hours of work. So long as these do not exceed ten the existing 
system in non-d•.ift factories allows sufficient time both for meals 

. and for periods of rest But in factories which work by shift~ 
the rest interval coincides with the time of a meal and workers 
have often to work continuously for an unduly long period of 
6 hours. It is, however, difficult to suggest a more convenient 
time-table for a ten-hour day. 

DAY OF REST. 

Existing practice. 

Sunday or the local hazar day is observed as a weekly holiday. 
Sometimes, however, Muh;~mmadan proprietors substitute Friday 
for Sunday. 
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Suitabilif)• of the law. 

'fhc law ili liUitable and well adapted to local conditions fqr 
.the days on which local festivals fall can be observed as holiday& 
i11 place of' the Ul.iual day without any inconvenience either to 
employers or to employees. 

The exempting prot:isions- atzd the use made of them. 

The exemption provisions are enumerated in section 30 of 
the Indian Factories Act. The exemptions which have been 
granted are tabulated below:-

Factories. ~- E•emption provision. Exemption from • 

3 Cement work. 

5 Electricity ~upply 
aions. 

••• Under sedion 30 (1) (c) Section 21 (rest period) 
due to nl.cessity of con·. and section 22 (weekly 
tinuous production for: bolidlty). 

sta
' l 

technical reasons. 

Do.· Sectio.ns 21 and 22. Em-
ployed on 8 hours ahih 
a day. 

1 Water pumping dation Do. Sectiona21 and 22. Em-

24 Oil mills 

4 Distilleries . .' 

1 Gu worb ..... 

;l Ice factories 

• 

ployed on 8 houn lhift 
a day •. 

Do. Sections 21 and 22. 

Do. Section 22. 
~ 

Do. Sections 21 and 22. To 
be P.mployed ,n a houn 
~day. 

Under seCiion 30 (1) (J) Section 22. A holiday to 
for supplying articles of be given to each worker 
prime neces&ity wbi once a fortnight. 
must be made every day •. 

_Exemption from observing the rest period (section 21) and the 
weekly holiday (section 22) is allowed roughly to 5 per cent of 
factoriea. 

. . 
Exemption from section 27 (i.e., weekly limit) and section 

28 (i.e., daily limit) are given only to special classes of worket.o 
in different factories. Exemption under these sections has been. 
allowed in the case of a few classeS of workers in cotton milia. 
ginning and pressing factories. pottery works and glass works. 
with limits on the maximum overtime allowed; detail& are to 
be found in the Central Provinces Factory ManuaL 

Under section 30. sub-section (3). the Local Government 
baa exemted work on .. Urgent repain n from the re&trictiona 
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~mposed hy sections 21, 22, 27 and 28, proviaed that previous 
intimation of the same is sent to the Inspector and adequate pay_· 
ment is made for all overtime work in excess of 60 hours. 

Advantage is usually taken of all these exemptions, and the 
factory owners and managers are opposed to any reduction in 
their number. At one time improper advantage was taken of 
exemptions for· work on .. Urgent repairs" and it oc~asionally 
happens that the conditions subject to which exemptions ar~
granted are not properly observed. 

Mi11es. 

The limit prescribed by the Indian Mines Act is 60 hours :~ 
week for surface work and 54 for underground; but in actual 
practice these limits are usually not reached, and are never 
exceeded. At some mines the surface worker does not work 
for more than 6 hours a day, though at others he attains the 

. maximum .. Underground miners, who are piece-workers, work 
for 8 to 9 hours a day and 48 to 54 per week. No overtime is 
paid. No interval is prescribed, but no ill effects result from 
~ight hours shifts, as in practice the miners break off work from 
time to time for rest or· meals. • 

;. A wee,fy holiday either on Sunday. or the local hazar day 
is observed. ~ · 

There is general" agreement that the provisions of, .the. la'w 
regarding ho11T& of work are adequate, but employers are .opposed 
to any lurther restriction on the working hours. The restrict~ona 
imposed by the Mines Act of 1923 did not in "!act. make ·any 
difference, as the hours of work at that time did iiot exceed the 
(llaxima allowed by f.aw. . . ·" 

. I 

The exemptions ~llowed by sections 241 and 25 of the Indian 
Mines Act are adeqdate, though not mu4 use is made of the . .. . 
lattet sectton. · 

Other Establishments. 

, . . The most important 'of the industr:ial establishments, to 
·which the Indian Factories Act does not apply, are shellac facto
ries~ bidi factories, dal, i.e., pulse grinding factories, myrabolam 
(harra breaking) factories, ·hand or treadle printing presse", 
brick and tile works, tanneries, .forage pr,esses and one glass 

·factory. The hours of work QOt being subject to any regulation 
in ·these establishments, no accurate infoqnation is available; but 
work in excess of ten hours a day is certainly common·. 

. . . . . 
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>' Most of the establishm~nts :t&e St:c>5onal in character, and 
payment being made in many cases under .. ship" system (i.e., 
lump payment at piece-rates to a group of workers consisting 
either of members of the same family or of friends) no fixed 
hours of work are observed. l . 

Glas! Factory (Gondia). . 
The n~rmal hours of work are 8! hours a day or 56! hours 

a week. 
The actual hours are 7-30 a.m. to 12 noon and l;J() p.m. 

to S-30 p.m. But on the hazar day work. is limited to the first 
period only, i.e., from 7-30 a.m. to 12 noon. Furnaces are 
worked l-ty three shif.ts of eight hours each, each shift being 
composed of two persons. Shorter hours are observed in the glass 
works, as efficiency falls with longer hours. Children even below 
12 years of age, however, work for the same hours as adults. 
The management treats its labour sympathetically. 

Bidi factories (Gondia). 
The normal hours of work ·at these establish~ents are about 

ten hours a day and nearly 70 hours a week. ·. . ; • 
\Vork commences between 7 and 9 in the morning after the 

morning meal, and finishes by 6 in the evening ;.ith intervals 
for meals not exceeding half an hour per day. Payment is made 
on the V.·<>rkers output of bidis with the result that no weekly 
holdiav is taken. On hazar days, however, wQrk ceases about 

:2 hou~s earlier than usual. Numerous children are employed 
in this i!l~ustry, and they work for the sallie hours as adults. 

Shellac factories (Gondia).- • 
. ""The normal hours of work are nine hours a. day and 58 

hours a week for .labourers, and 7! hours a day and SO hours 
a week for the class known as Bhattawalas who melt the lac. 

\Vorking hours are from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. for Bhattawalas 
with an interval of about half an hour for the morning -meal, 

·and 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. for the other 
labpurers. A half holiday i.s given on bazar days. Few children 
are employed, hut those that are, work nearly as long as adults. 

Dal (pulses) factories, M)·rabolam factories, etc.- . • 

The normal working hours in _ dal grinding factories, harra 
f3ctories, brick and tile works, tanneries, etc., are from sunrise 
to sunset, with a midday interval for nearly two hours for meals. 
Half holidays are granted on hazar days or on day11 of local 
festivals. 
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The actual houn of work, however, vary considerably 
depending upon the season, the pressure of work, and various 
other factors. The dal factories situated at Piparia and Gadar· 
wara are during the dry months open late at night, sometimes 
until midnight, and female employees after an interval of about 
two hours from 6 p.m. for the eveninj meal again return to the 
factory and resume work. Extra payment at enhanced rates,
however, is given for this night work. Children work durine; the 
day time for the same hours as adults. 

Hand or Treadle Printing Presses. 

The hours of work vary with tlie amount and urgency of the 
work in hand. The usual maximum is 10 hours except for 
compositors who are on an 8-hour basis. ·These presses do not 
work at night except when urgent work comes in. 

In view of ihe long hours of work, the employment oi 
children, many ohwhom are below 12 years. of age, and the 
employment·. of v. omen at night, a strong case exists for the 
regulation of hours of work in the establishments mentioned in 
.this section of the report. . .. 



CHAPTER XI-SPtCIAL QUESTIONS RELATiNG TO 
WOMEN, CHILDREN, ETC. 

FACTORIES. 

The Effect of Act of 1922-on employment. 

The only effects of the Act of 1922 brought to notice are · 
that it has by reducing working hours to ten per day made 
labour more permanent in the textile industry, which as a result 
attracts labour from other industries. · 

The number of women and children employed daily in the· 
various industries was as follows in 1928 :- , 

Female and child labour in cotton spinning mid weaving mills. 

Females · .. : ·.- 3,696 
Boys 1,198 
Girls •. • 76 

Total f,970 

" Female and child labour employed itz all factories under the 

Females 
Boys 
Girls 

Indian Factories Act. 

Total 

Female labour in mines. 

24,591 
1,346 

93 

26,050 

No children under 13 years are employed. 
Manganese 
Coal 
Other mines 

10,504 
2,075 
2,880 

Total 15,459 

Total of Jemale labour. ... 40,050 
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Admission of infartts to factories. 

The practice of female workers bringing their infants into 
the mills is discouraged, but still exists. Creches have effected 
considerable improvement in this respect in some of the larger 
mills. A circular under section 19 (a) of the Indian Factories Act 
has been in force prohibiting the admission of infants into the 
ginning and pressing factories. But children sometimes of not 
more than five or six years of age often bring meals for their 
mothers, and remain on the premises of the factory. The 
Empress Mills opened primary classes for these children as it was 
not found possible to stop the practice. Fortunately few 
::ccidents are reported to have occurred among these children. 
Hut it is obviously desirable that the practice should cease and 
the- only satisfactory remedy _is the compulsory provision of 
creches and nursery schools at the factories: 

Suitability of regulations for women's work. 

The Act of 1922 has prescribed a limit of 11 hours a day 
for both male and female workers, with a proviso that women 
shaH not be employed before 5-30 a.m. and after 7 p.m. The 
management of Empress Mills considers that with these hours 
(or the commencement and cessation of work there is a ri~<k 
th:Jt women will be molested on their way to and from their 
homes. For this reason, the hours of attendance have been so 
fixed for the last 12 years that women arrive after and leave 
before the men. As a result women cannot be employed 
jointly with men in departments where the machines must be 
in. operation as long as the factory is working. 

_ The regulations, however, are generally satisfactory, and 
sexual offences are extremely rare particularly among the 
working classes. 

The suitability of the regulati_ons affecting children. 

Many factories have recently come into existence in remote 
places where provision for the certification of children is not 
available and inspecting staff is finding increased difficulty in 
verifying the age of employees suspected to be under 15 years. 
The employment of children, however, is gradually diminishing. 
In some factories children have to work continuously for five 
hours. It is desirable to make a recess compulsory after every 
2! or 3 hours' continuous work, as is the practice in the Empress 
Mills and ·some other factories. Apart from this there 1s no 
Deecl to amend the regulations. 



The simultaneous employment of children. 

The simultaneous employment of children at more than one 
factory is prohibited by section 25 of the Indian Factories Act, 
but offences • under this section are difficult to detect. : The 
practice, however, is believed to be for practical purposes' non-' 
existent in the mills and is rare even in seasonal factories 
situated in the moffusil. 

Tile extent of "Blind-alley" emplo3•ment. 
The employment of boys in occupations which offer no 

~cope fur their making a livelihood on attaining maturity is 
rare in this province. Boys are seldom recruited as messengers, 
peons, or call-boys in mills or factories. The. d~ffer-boys and 
half-timers in the textile mills are gradually absorbed in the 
spinning department as siders, piecers or duffers. 

Comparati't·e merits of double and single shift s:ystems as affec.ting 
health of women, young adults and children. 

Wherever the shift system is in force (vide Chapter VIII) 
double shifts for women and young adults are usual. Half
timers too arc frequently employed in dobule shifts. No exact 
data, however, are :available. From the point of view of 
llc;;lth ·the double shift system is preferable, but it causes incon
venience to the workers who frequently live at some little 
distance from the factory . . 

The 'ii:ork of 'icomeu and children in factories not subject 
to the Act. 

A reference is invited to the rem~rks at the end of Chapter 
\"III. The regulation of the employment of women and 
children in these industries is certainly desirable and the Local 
Government has considered from time to time the advisability · 
c,f extending the Indian Factories Act to these establishments 
wu1er section 2 (3) (b) of the Act. The question of extending 
the Act to bidi and shellac factories is still under consideration. 
As yet the Act has not been extended to these industries because 
mechanical power is not used in any of them and because they 
o.re little organised. The ar~ument has been advanced that 
strict regulation would ~esult in loss. 

MINES. 

Effect of the Act of 1923. 

The effect of Act of 1923, so far as hours of work ia con
'-crned, has been salutary, and no difficulty is experienced in its 
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operation. lt is reported that as the result of the enactment of 
section 26, child labour between the ages of 8 and 13 has ceased 
to be employed. 

The provisions for the certification and for prohibition of 
employment of women underground in coal mines appear to be 

. suitable.· · 

EXCLUSION OF WOMEN. 

Suitability of regulation. 

Mine managers consulted report the provisions of the Act of 
1923 to be suitable. The regulations introduced by the Govern
ment of India's Notification No. M-1055, dated the 7th March 
1929, are intended to eliminate gradually all women labour under
ground in coal mines by the end of June 30th, 1939. The practical 
effect. of the prohibition is not yet known as the regulations came 
into force o~ly on the 1st July 1929. 

The probable effect on the industry. 

The mine owners are unanimous that the exclusion of women 
(rom underground working has increased the cost of production. 
They assert that any extension of the regulations so as to exclude 
women from open cast mines would be disastrous to the man
ganese mining industry. The women on the mines form 
large . percentage of the labour force and are in all 
cases employed on work suitable to them and not 
suitable to men. Two large maganese mines, in which there is 
under ground working, owned by the Central Provinces 

. Manganese Ore Company, Limited, one in the Balaghat district 
and the other in the Nagpur district, have been hard hit by the 
new regulations regarding the exclusion of women. 300 women 
were suddenly discharged causing reduction in the output as 
well as discontent among the labour force. The company has 
attempted unsuccessfully to have these mines classified as 
exempted mines so that the reduction in the number of women 
workers might take place gradually over a number of years as 
in the case of coal mines. 

Other establishments. 

This question has already been discussed in the earlier 
portion of this chapter and in Chapter VIII. 



CHAPTER XII-WAGES . . ·. 
PREVAILING RATES OF WAGES AND EARNINGS. 

Beyond the average figures of monthly wages of various 
classes of labour, submitted by the factories ev~ry year for inclu
sion in the Annual Report on the Administration of the Indian_ 
Factories Act no regular and detailed statistics of wages are avail
able. On the basis of these figures and such information as it has 
been possible to collect for the purposes of this enquiry, the . 
average wages of the various classes of workers are indicated in 
the statement below. It will be seen that the rates of wages v~ry 
in the different industrial areas of the province. Broadly speak
ing, wages are highest in the cotton area of the province. Even 
in this area wages are higher in the districts of Berar (Amr~oti, 
Akola, Ellichpur and Khamgaon) than in the cotton districts of 
the Central Provinces (Burhanpur and Hinganghat). The rates 
of w-ages at Nagpur are higher than those in other cotton 
districts in the Central Provinces. This is due to Na~pur being 
the Provincial headquarters and the largest town with six textile 
mills, the wages in five of which (constituting the Empress Mills 
group) have been higher for years. But even the Nagpur rates,
particularly for unskilled labour, are generally lower than the 
rates prevailing in the larger towns of Berar like Amraoti and 
Akola. In Berar the supply of agricultural iabour is inadequate 
and in consequence wages have been 'high for many years. 
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The rates available for mining areas are as follows :-
, 

l Coal. Man&aneae. 

/ Cla11 of obbour. 
c .. ;.~/ c I I I wara banda Nagpur Bbandara Balagbat 
diatriet. ; district. di1triet.• di1triet. distric:L 

Per day. 
i 

Per day. Per day. Per day., Per day. 

RJ. a. p. R.s. a. p.' R.. a. p. RJ. •· P· RJ ••. p. 
Slrilletl. 

or{ 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 12 .o 012 0 012 0 o .. ermen, urdar1 to to to to to 

mate1. 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 8 0 1 6 0 1 6 0 
( 1 0 0 0 8 0 l Coal-cutten ···l to to ... . .. ·-1 6 0 1 0 0 

... { 0 8 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 
Minen to to ·to to to 

1 0 o· 0 10 0 0 12 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 
Urulralled. -

oiL 
. -

... ~ 
0 8 0 0 9 

l.oaden to to ... ... ... 
0 12 0 0 12 0 I, 

... { o•1 0 0 6 0 0 8 0 0 6 0 0 ' 0 
Male c:oolie1 to to to to to 

0 9 0 0 -8 o! o 9 0 0 8 0 012 0 

... f 
0 4 0 

~0 0 110 .! 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 
Female c:ooliea to 4 to to 

0 9 0 1 o 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 
I 

... 

},f ot•ements in recent }'ears. 

The average monthly wages for the whole province, as given 
'" the annual factory reports, are tabulated below:-

Yeare. -.. 
1922. I 1923. I 1924. I 1925 I 1926. I 1927. I 1928. 

R,. R.e. RJ. Ra. RJ. R.a. RJ. 
Slrilletl. 

Fitter ... 47 48 49 so 51 47 52 
Boilermaa ... 27 31 30 29 ·29 28 29 
Weaver .. 31 28 

I 
37 34 31 31 31 

Spinner ... 15 15 17 16 16 15 IS · 
U.slrilled. 

Coolie (male) ... 17 18 17 17 16 15 IS 
Coolie (female) ... 10 11 10 10 10 9 9 

The table shows that there has been a general reduction 
during the -last five yean, the wages of unskilled labour having 
fallen steadily &ince 1923. The year 1928 marks a ·slight increase 
in the v.·ages of &killed labour: otherwi&e a general decline i• 
JJOticeable 1ince 1924, 
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It is difficult to draw any deductions regarding tht' move-
mejlt& of wages in recent years for such data as are available 
ar·e co,nflicting. The figures of average monthly wages for the 
whole province, as published in the annual factory reports, 
indicate, a definite decline in the wages of unskilled labour 
since 1923. Whit~ such inform~tion as we have been able 
'to collect for the present enquiry from some of the mills, mines 
and other works indicates a definite rise during the last five to 
eight years. Figures of s.uch increases are as follows:-

' 
Areas. Percentage of rise 

in wages. 

Nagpur, Bhandara and Chhattisgarh 
Division. 

Per cent. 
20 to 25 

Balaghat manganese mines 5 
Gondia (lac factories, etc.} 15 to 25 

It is difficult to reconcile the results obtained by enqumes 
made for the purpose of this report with the figures embodied in 
the annual reports. The latter are calculated on the basis of the 
fig~ res of average wages prevailing in. ·about SO of the leading 
industrial undertakings of various classes, cotton concerns of 
Berar predominating. The only reliable information available 
is in the Cost of Living Index Numbers prepared by the Depa.rt· 
ment of Industries for Nagpur and Jubbulpore since. January 1925. 
These show that real wages have on the whole varied with the 
rise and fall in the cost of living. • _. . .. 

Comparison o/ Nominal and Real Wages ·with' Cost o/ 
Living (Base, July 1914). 

1914.
1 

1 

. CINTRAL PROVINCE!. 
Atoeraga monthly tllll)les. 

IRs. a. lp. 
. . I 
I . i 

Male (unskilled) 
Female· (u~killed) 

Irada~ aumbn~. 
C~t of. living 

· N omiraal t~~ages. 

i 

···' 11 0 0 
... 6 8 0 

•.. 100 0 0 

Male (unskilled) .,. 100 0 0 
Female (unskilled) ... 100 0 0 

; 
· ·Real•ages. 

Male (unskilled) ... 100 0 0 
Female (un1killed) ... 100 0 0 

rear. 

1925. 1 1926 .• I 1927. 1- 1928. 

Rs. 

17 
10 

149 

154 I 1S4 

103 
103 I 

Rs. 

16 
10 

147 

145 
154 

98·6 
'105 

Rs. 

1~ I 
i 

145 I 

R1. 

• 15 
9 

137 

136 136 
1~8 138 

93-8 99·3 
95·2 100·7 

! 
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l"ariation in Nominal and Real Wages at Nagpur (Base Period-

1914). 

' Year. . 
' ' 

1914. 
i 

1925. I 1926. I 1927 •. : t . 1928 .. 

i Rs. a. P· Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. a •P• 
. 

A veragl! mo11tltly 11111ges. 
17 

. 
19 19 19. 8 Semi-.killed ... ... 0 

Male (unskilled) ... 11 0 0' 16 11 17 17 0 0 
Female (unskilled) 6 8 0 9 . 10 10 10 0 i) ... 

INDEX NUMBERS. .. 

Nomi11al111"ges. 
154 154 154 0 0 Male (unakilled) ••. 100 0 0 145 

Female lunskillo:d) ... JIOO 0 0 138 154 "" 154 154 0 0 
Coat of Jiving ···roo 0 0 149 147 145 137 0 0 

Real.,ages. 
Male (um.killed) ..• 100 0 0 97•3 l.J4·8 106·2 112"4 
Female (unekilled) ••• 100 0 0 92·6 104"8 106·2 112"4 

I - -

Tl&e exte11t oJ remittances by u·orken to their villages. 
No definite information is available on this question. The 

practice of remitting part of the wage earned to the place of 
origin is most common among immigrants from the United 
Provinces, .n~arly 80 per cent of whom leave their families behind 
in their villages to look after their ancestral cultivation. The5e 
immigrants are said to remit nearly 75 per cent of their income 
in this way. It is also reported that a few ·workers who have 
immigrated from Central India and the Bombay Presidency remit 
to their homes about 25 per cent ol their earnings. 

'-
Payments in kind. 

Payment in. kind is not common in this province. Some · 
instances have, however, come to light. Fuel· and light are 
'upplied free to special classes of workers in some of the minor 
factories and to fitters in ginning and pressing factories firem~ 
and mechanics in rice and oil mills, Bhattawallas (lac melters) in 
shellac factories, blowers in glass works. kiln attendants and 
furnaccmen in cement works and potteries. Some oil mills supply 
the workeri with free oil for domestic purposes; and the extent 
to which housing accommodation is provided free or below 
the market rate has already been described in Chapter IV. 
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The method of fixing U.'ages. 
There is no organisation such as a Trades Union which 

intervenes between the employers and employee for the purpose 
of fixing wages. These are usually fixed by oral agreement. 

The Extent of standardisation. 

\Vages are not standardised in different industries or in the 
same industry. It is even found that different rates arc preva
lent in lhe same industry in the same locality for the ~S::tme work. 
This is illustrated by a comparison of the wa~es paid at the 
Empress Mills and Model Mills, Nagpur, or Burn and Company's 
Pottery and Perfect Pottery at Jubbulpore, or Reckchand 
Mohota Mills and Bansilal Abt!erchand Mills at Hinganghat. 

! 
Hinganghat. i Jubbulpore. 

'
i R-;;;-R .--S h-.b! 

B h d , a1 a 1 . 
I a a. ur -~ Reck- i Perfect 

1 I BansJ lal h d I B p 
1 

. Abeer c an urn oU.ery 

I • 
1 Nagpur. 

·---'---'-----:------1-

· I h d. Mohota and Co., Com· 
Cla11 ef workera. I Empress Mills. Model Mills c an 1 Spinnin<~ I Pott ry pony, 

- Spinning d " · W " · I and I an . j orks. Limit-
1
. W · \Veav1ng 1 ed. 

eav1ng M'JI I M'll I s. ' 
------' I s. i I 

.I 

: Mini Maxi- '1 Mini·/ Maxi- Average I Avera~!Averago 1A-ve-r-ag_e_ 
: mum. mum. mum. mum. wages. jl wages. ! wages. · wages. 
l I I I I --- ---- _..,:_ __ ;------:---';----'-----;----.-------
i 

Skillrtll .. bour. , 
Fitter .. . 
Blacksmith .. . 

• Carpenter .. . 
Engine driver .. . 
Boilerman .. . 
Mason .. . 
Weaver .. . 
Spinner ... . 
Dyer .. . 

'(Jnskillt~tllabour.,' 
Coolie (male) ••• 
Coolie (tamale) ... 

i 

Rs. I Rs. Rs. a. p)Rs. a. p.: Rs. a. P·l Rs. a. P: lb. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

62 • I22 20 0 0 I25 0 0 . 32 0 0 45 0 0 37 0 0 . 78 5 0 
71 92 30 0 0 85 0 0 . 47 0 0 43 0 0 25 8 0 : 45 0 0 
47 62 25 8 0 90 0 0 : 44 0 0 35 0 0 32 0 0 : 44 0 0 

24 
54 
22 
IS 
I8 

15 
II 

.. . 40 0 0 80 0 0 87 0 0 55 0 0 20 0 0 ,· 32 8 0 
32 22 8 0 25 8 0 : 32 0 0 3I 0 0 19 8 0 ' 22 8 0 
69 ... ... ... ... ... 1 .. . 
so 25 o o 5o o o ; 30 o ll 32 o o. ... 1 .. . 
24 16 8 o 19 8 o 

1 
1s I2 o 18 o o ... 1 .. . 

25 I8 0 0 24 0 0 70 8 0 I8 4 0 ... .. . 

29 IS 0 0 20 0 0 

1

113 0 0 15 0 0 14 8 0 16 4 0 
14 9001140 800 8!)0 7~01260 

MINIMUM WAGES. 

Adt•isability and possibility of statutory establishment. 

• The subject of minimum wages was considered hy the 
Local Government early in 1928 in connection with the ques
tionnaire issued by the Tenth International Labour Conference. 
Opinions then received including those of labour representative& 
were opposed to legislation to this end. 
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Demands for minimum wages of Rs. 30 per month have heen 

occasionally put forward at strikes, but such demands are usually 
made by leaders of the pleader class who are aware of the 
practice in more highly developed industrial countrie~; it is 
<-loubtful, however, whether any such demand exists amo~g the
labouring classes, who do not understand the implications 
of the proposal. It has already been shown- that wages are not 
standardised, and until in practice wages in the same or similar 
industries are more or less on the same level, it is difficult to 
see how a minimum . wage can successfully be brought into 
operation. A further d-ifficulty arises from the fact that the cost 
of living varies in different parts of the province. In the cotton 
districts to which food grains are imported the cost of living is 
definitely higher than elsewhere. Government has. recognised 
this fact by the grarit of dear district allowances to its lower paid 
employees. It follows that a minimum wage applicable to Berar 
or Nagpur would not be suitable for Jubbulpore; It is morc
uvci doubtful whether the fixation of a minimum wage would be 
beneficial to labour. There is always a tendency for wages to· 
gravitate towards a minimun1 fixed by law and where, as in this 
province, the organisation of labour is weak and consequently 
unable to combat this tendency, it is not improbable that legisla
tion of this nature would result in a decrease in the total earnings 
of labour. 

DEDUCTIONS. 

The extent of fining. 

Deductions do not appear to exceed the 5 per cent' of work
m(:n's wages. Fines are generally imposed for-

(a) breaches of discipline like late attendance, absenteeism, 
misbehaviour, etc., 

- (b) bad work, 
(c) loss of, or damage to, materials. _ 

All firms consider (a) as absolutely necessary for the maintenance 
of discipline, but the fines imposed are nprpinal. F"!Pes imposed 
for bad work or loss of or damage to materials are generally 
higher, but only a very small fraction of the loss incurred by the 
management is recovered.· In Bombay and other places the 
workman is compelled to buy the cloth or material ~poiled at 
the price, but this practice is not in vogue in this province; in 
the case of the Empress Mills, the fines under this head tange 
from 2 annas to Re. 1 (and average 1/ lOth of the loss caused). 
The practice of "double khada". i.e., the deduction of two days 
w::.ges for one day's ab~;ence, is recommendeg and adopted by the 
Mill Owners' Association of Bombay. It is, however, not in 
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operation in this province except at the Savatram Mills at Akola, 
and even there though nominally recognised it has not been 
':nforced during recent years. 

Other deductions. 
Articles requiring frequent replacement such as read-hooks, 

combs, split chains, etc., are issued to workmen and have to 
be regularly accounted· for. Deductions are made for loss ot 
these articles, which find a ready sale in the local bazars. 
Deductions under this head amounted to Rs. 825 in one year 
in the Empress Mills, compared with a total wage bill of 
Rs. 3,92,859. The average of the total fine on all accounts in the 
Empress Mills amounts to Rs. 2,600 per annum, and is equivalent 
to 0.12 per cent of the wage bill. 

The utilization o/ fines. 

These deductions are generally spent for the benefit of the 
workers themselves by crediting them to provident or 
recreation funds, but oce.tsionally are credit~d to the account 
of the firms themselves. The Empress Mills credit all unclaim
ed wages and fines to the Pension Fund. The Jubbulpore Gun 
Carriage Factory credits them to the Gratuity Fund. Burn and 
Company's Pottery and Perfect Pottery of Jubbulpore spend 
such fines on sports and prizes to the labourers. The Nagpur 
Automobile and General Engineering Company, Limited, refund 
deductions after a month if the conduct of the operative 
improves. 

Desirability o/ Legislation. 

The question of legislation for regulating deductions was 
investigated by the Local Government about two years ago in 
response to a reference from the Government of India. It 
appears that the system prevailing in the province is neither a 
source of profit to the employer nor a cause of harsh or improper 
treatment to the workers. It has, on the other hand, been 
effective in enforcing discipline, and preventing careless or 
negligent work. · In recent industrial disputes in the province, 
the subject of fines has not been brought up as a grievance, and 
no complaints from employees regarding excessive fines have 
been made to the factory inspection staff. The employers of 
labour are unanimous in opposing legislation on the subject, and 
having regard to the conditions· obtaining in the province, the 
Local Government has taken the view that it is unnecessary. to 
int~oduce legislation on the lines of the English Truck Act. It 
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is suggested. however, that it might be prescribed by a rule 
under, or an amendment of, the Indian Factories Act, and the 
Indian Mines Act, that the owners of factories and mines shall 
maintain a rl!gister in which the amount of fine or deduction 
from wages and the nature of the act or omission in respect of 
which such fine is imposed or deduction made should be entered. 
Such a register which should be open to inspecti.on by the 
Factory or Mines Inspector would furnish means for the 
verification of any complaints and would enable the Local 
Government to watch how far the system is -abused in practice. 

PERIODS OF WAGE PAYMENT. 

Periods for tt·hich tt•ages paid. 
In most cases wages are paid weekly, but sometimes monthly 

and occasionally fortnightly. - .., 
Periods elapsing be/ore pa)•ment . . 

Weekly wages are generatly paid on the hazar day; and 
payment is made as soon as the wages are earned for the whole 
week, but sometimes wages are calculated up to, the second day 
previous to the hazar day. 

The payment of monthly wa~es, however, is generally made 
between the lOth and 25th of the month- following the one to 
which the wages relate. Interim payments as advance~ against 
the wages earned in the previous month are, .however, often 
made according to the workers' needs in the first week of the 
following month. At one time interest was sometimes charged 
on these advances, but the practice has now ceased. The. larger 
mills take a week to 10 days to complete all payments. 

•• 
Desirability o/ legislation. · 

The question of legislation on this subject \\'as investigated 
hy the Local Government in 1924 in response to a reference. 
from the Government of India. It appears that in the case of 
monthly payments, delays for periods. exceeding 15 days are 
not usual, while in the case of payments on shorter periods than 
a month, the scale of four days' delay fpr fortnightlv wa~es~ 
two days' delay for weekly w~ges and one day's delay for daily 
wages, as suggested by the Government o{' India, is rarely exceed
ed. In the circumstances, therefore, and in view of the fact that 
no complaints on the part of workmen of delay in payment have 
come to its notice, the Local Government has so far concurred 
:ra the view of the managers of industrial concerns that the need 
for introducing legislati<;>n <;>n this !iUbject i!i nc;>t urgent. ShouN 
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it, howeTer,· be decided on general grounds to undertake le~isla
tion on the subject, it is suggested that the measure should he 
C'Onfined to payments made monthly and that a period of 10 
'days should be allowed for payment on this basis. 

The treatment oJunclaimed v:ages. 

Unclaimed ~ages are negligible in amount except in cases 
of textile mills where they are utilized for public religious 
celebrations by the work people. One or two mills pay them to 
claimants even if they turn up after a considerable interval. 

Indebtedness. 

A large percentage of labourers is indebted, but no reliable 
figures are available. Information received from employers puts 
this percentage between 25 and .. ~. The Emoress Mills, Nagpur, 
have a flourishing co-operative credit society. Out of 4,500 
members of the society, 2,431 are. indebted to the extent of 
Rs. 5,10,224. The report of the mills adds that borrowing 
from outside has not yet ceased. If any inference can be 
drawn from these figures, the percentage of labourers indebted 
appears to be more than 50. The rate of interest is sometimes 
as high as 37.5 per cent per annum. Loans are ~enerally advanced 
by the ordinary Marwari and Bania money-lenders and in a very 
few cases by Pathans. Indebtedness is-attributed m1inly to the 
improvident character of the labourers aggravated by customary 
ceremonial expenses. Employers deny that the low level of 
wages is to any appreciable exfent responsible for indebtedness. 

· Bonus and profit-sharinf! schemes . . 

There is no scheme of profit-sharin~ in force in any. industry. 
Some textile mills are reported to have granted bonuses from 
P.rofits. during the war boom, but payment of bonuses from profits 
is unknown at present. Some mills grant a regular :>ttendance 

-bonus to their. workers up to Rs. 2 a month. 

Annual leat·e. 
. Leave without pay is always granted by the employers to 
ordinary unskilled workers and the latter often avail themselves 

. of. it for visiting their native places or for ceremonial purposes. 
The clerical and sup·e:vising staff are allowed one month's 

leaYe every year on full pay, while in the textile mills the sub
ordinate staff is allowed leave up to 15 days. Other important 
indu6tries also adopt similar practices, but in smaller factories 
!IP4 minor industries no leav~ is recognised or countenanced. · 



CHA PIER XIII-INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY· OF 
WORKERS. • 

No syste:natic study of this question has· been made in the 
province and ,·ery few accurate data -are available c:m this sub
ject. The following views are based on information provided by 
the Empress Mills, Nagpur, and a few mining companies. 

Comparath:e clza11ges in cf]icicncy of lr1dian ~orkers in 
recent ~·ears. 

The Empress Mills report that the reduction in' hours of 
work has not resulted in any improverr-ent in efficiency in 
their spinning department and has effected only a slight improve
ment in their wea,·in.~ departmelff. The cost of production has 
nlso increased with increases in wages and' other charges and the 
r.et result is shorter working 'h~urs and more pay for the workers 
without any compensation to the employers. Although the 
increase in wages has tended to make the labour force of the 
textile industry more perm~ment it at the same time became more 
irregular in attendance•; for the workers absent themselves with
out permission whene,·er they like, being able to support them
tieln·s on the wages earned in a shorter period of work. Thi~ 
opinion of the Empress Mills is based on a careful study of the 
figures of production of their mills during the last quarter of a 
century. 

Some manganese mine owners assert that there has been no 
uppreciahle increase in the efficiency of their labour during 
recent·. y"ears., while the Central Provinces and Berar Mining 
A5sociati6n reports that employment has been stabilized in the 
l;;rger manganese mines and there has been an improvement in · 
the efficiency of miners; hut no noticeable change has occurred 
iu the efficiency of the workers in the coal mines. As, however, 
it has been reported in Chapter X, the Indian Mines Act of 1923 
did not make any practical change in hours of work, any increase 
(Jf efficiency must be due to other causes. 

. Cpmparatit·e e.fficierrcy of Indian aJtcf foreign trorkers. 

No systematic study ~f the questi~h.,; has been made in the 
province, but the Empress Mills report that although. the wages 
paid to individual workers in India are much lower 
than those paid to workers in Laocashire, it has to be borne in 
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mind that four to five Indian workers have to be employed on 
work which one Lancashire worker can do. The following 
figures from the report of the Indian Tariff Board (Cotton Tu
tile Enquiry Committee, 1927), which give only a \"ery rough 
idea of the relative efficiency of Indian and foreign labour, are 
quoted by the Empress ~iills :- · 

Number of Number of 
Name of country. spindles looked looms atteqded after by each 

operative. by one weaver. 

United States 1,120 9 

United Kingdom 54(}-6()() 4-6 

Japan 240 2-! .. 
India 180 2 

The manager of the Central India Manganese Company. 
Limited, is of opinion that compared to the efficiency of the 
Western countries, that of Indian worke~s is about 33 per, cent. 
The manager of the Balaghat manganese mines is of opinion th:Jt 
in hand-drilling and mining the average Indian miner has only 
10 per cent of the efficiency of \Vestern miners which he 
attributes mainly to the difference in skill and methods of work. 

ExTENT TO WIUCH COMPARISONS ARE AFFECTED BY: 

Migration oJ U'orke:rs. 

The Empress Mills .report that ;It hough the turnover of their 
labour has improved from 18 months to eight years and labour 
has become steady on their mills, there has been no increase in 
production worth the name. There is not that steady applica
tion of workers which one expects from shorter working hours 
and better working conditions now pre,:ailing in factories, and 
consequently production shows a fall in place of the expected 
increase. 

Use oJ machiner)'. 

The Empress Mills.report that the use of machinery has led 
to increased efficiency· .i>n. the part of workers. Such efficiency 
has ensued ·from Vacullm Stripping Plant, Automatic Looms, 
Ring Spindles in place of Mules and Throstles in the spinning 
department. Eccle's Drop-boxes have also given better result~ 
than Hacking's Drop-boxes. -.No other information is available. 
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Comparati'l.·e efficiency of plant. 

The Empress Mills report that efficiency of plant has im
proved the efficiency of the workers. 

Ph}·sique. 

The efficiency of workers varies with their physique. The 
Momins (Muhammadans) and Koshtis (Hindus) who have a better 
physique than Mahars (low caste Hindus) are more regular in 
attendance and produce better work as weavers. 

Health. 

It is obvious that the health of workers does affect their 
efficiency. but no reliable statistics of the incidence of sicknesS on 
the efficiency of workers are available. 

Education. 

Education is certainly a most important factor affecting the 
efficiency of the workers and it is reported that the maio reason 
why the efficiency of Indian labour is so much less than that of 
foreign labour is that the majority of Indian .labourers are 
illiterate. 

Staudard of lit•ir~g. 

There is no doubt that the inferiority of Indian labour is 
largely due to its low standard of living, but there is no definite 
information available. • 

Climate. 

. The climate in India is subject to such extreme variations that· 
the Indian labourer is handicapped in this respect as compared 
to his European .brothers. The excessive heat in summer 
decreases the efficiency of the workers. · The ventilating and 
humidifying systems at No. I Mills (the oldest) of the Empress 
Mills not being so up to date as those at their No. 3 and No. 5 
Mills, the warmth of the atmosphere in No. I Mills not only 
disturbe the evenness of the yarn made therein, but also decrease.; 
production and adds to the discomfort of the·workers therein. 

The effect on production of changes i11 working hours. 

The information supplied by the Empress Mills has already 
been referred to above. As a result of the reduction of hours, 
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there has been no improvement in production in the spinnin:; 
d(·p;utment, but there has been some improvement in production 
in the weaving dcpartmmt. The Ernpress ~lills report that an 
experiment was made at their mills about half a century ago by 
the late ~lr. J. N. Tata, the founder of the· mills, with the object 
oi imprO\·ing production. He started working the mills with 
two shifts, each working for 1.2 hours with h:df ;m hour's rc:-t 
p<:riod the day :md night shift men ch;m~ing places c\·ery fort
night. "The result was disastrous; for, the total production of 
the two shifts did not even equal that obtained by the usual day 
time working from sunrise to sunset." This was due to th..:: 
night ~>hift people not taking rest Juring the day time as they 
should, so that they were unable to keep awake at night, and 
their machines were left untended. 

Changes in other :•·orl-:ing conditions. 

Good light and ventilation and efficient humidification 
undoubtedly improve production. The effects of the atmospheric 
conditions in No. 1 Mills of the Empress Mills have been refer
red to above. In the weaving department deficient lighr, 
ventilation and humidification affect production by about 5 per 
cent. 

Expenditure 011 health and sanitation. 

A few mine owners report that expenditure judiciously made 
on health and sanitation repays itself by preventing disease 
and maintaining labour in a more healthy condition, enabling it 
to give i[\l.:reased production. The same applies to expenditure 
on housing of labour. 

ALTERATIONS 1:'11 l\IETHODS OF REI\IUNERATION • ... 
1U or.•e1nents of <;_·age ler.·els. 

The observation made by the Indian Industrial Commission 
of 191Cr-18 (paragraph 235) that "all authorities who are quali
fied to speak on the subject agree that Indian labour is content 
with a very low standard of comfort. This secured, the Indian 
workmen, speaking generally, takes advantage of the greater earn
ing power given to him by increased wages to do less work, and 
shows no desire to earn more money by \vorking more regularly 
or by improving his own efficiency" still generally applies to 
Indian labour. The mine owners report that the upward move
ment in wages tends to give a ·downward trend in production per 
head. The Empress Mills report that they cannot say that all 
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that they have done to improve the wages and remuneration of 
their workmen has induced in their work people a desire to put 
more energy into their work. - · · 

I. egislatit:e enact?pents. 

Mine owners report that the effect of legislation has been 
beneficial to workers, ·but has increased the cost of production. 
1 he Empress Mills report that while legislation has ameliorated 
the condition of the workers, it has also been ·exploited, by 
ngitators who emphasise the responsibilities of the employer, but 
are silent as regards any corresponding obligation ·on the 
employees to become more efficient. 

Dietary, alcohol and drugs. 

Reports re.ceived indicate that a liberal diet bri~gs abouUm 
improvement in production. The use of drugs by labourers. is 
very rare. The Empress Mills report that the drink evil is not 
so prevalent among their work people as to attract atten"tion or 
affect the production of their mills. 

Possible methods of securing incretlltie.d efficiency. 

All employers are emphatic that better education would be 
the most effective method hy which the efficiency of labour can 
be increased. 



CHAPTER XIV-TRADE .COMBINATIONS. 
. ~. . .. 

EXTENT OF~ ~RCANiiATION ~F: . ~ 
Employets. 

·The following associations_ of employers exist in the prov· 
ince·:-

(1) The Mechanical Engineers' Association, Akola. 
(2) The FactOTY Owners Association, Khamgaon. 
(3) The Central Provinces and Berar (Manganese) Mining 

Association, Kamptee. 
""\' (4) The Central Provinces and Berar Coal Mining Association, 

Chhindwara. 
(5) The Katni Lime Burners' Association. 

- (6) The Merchants' Association, Y eotmal. 
(7) The Merchants' Association, Jubbulpore. 

• Employed. 

The following associations of the employees exist in the 
province :- · -

(1) The Nagpur Textile Union, Nagpur. 
(2) The Model Mills Labour Union, Nagpur . 
. (3) The Press Employees' Association, Nagpur. 
(4) The Scavengers' Union, Nagpur. 
(5) The Textile Labour Union of Central Provinces and 

Berar, Nagpur. • 
(6) The Mo!or Drivers' Association, Nagpur. 
The above are registered in this province, .but the following 

outside organizations have branches at Nagpur :-
(1) The Railway Mail Service and Postal Union, Central 

Circle~ 
(2) The Great · Indian Peninsula· Railwaymen'a Union of 

Bombay. 
(3) The Bengal-Nagput Railway Labour Union~~ Kha~agpur. 
(4) The Clerks' Association. · 

EFFECT OF ORGANIZATIONS ON: 

Industry a11d conditions of ·workers generally. 

These associations, with the exception of the Central Prov
inces and Berar Mining Association, Kamptee, are of recent origin 
and cannot be said as yet to. have produced any appreciable · 
effect on the industries. These associations are, however, consult· 
ed by Government on all matters !lffecting the industries to 
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which they relate and the relations of the employers and the 
employed, and the views thus obtained are always considered. 
An Advisory Board of lndu'strie&. was established in the year 1914 
for giving Government the benefi.t- of its experience and bpinion 
on industri:.l and labour questi"hs- and some of the association!\ 
named above are represented on the.Board. At some cotton centres 
the owners of ginning and pressing factories form combines 
(locally known as pools) with the result that only a few of the 
local factories are worked in the season and the rest remain closed.· 
The total profits earned by the factories that work are distributed 
at the end of the season- amongst the owners of all the factories 
in proportion to the number of gins and presses possessed by 
each. These combines have been successful in enhancing the 
cost of gining and pressing at the expense of the cultivator. · The 
matter has been brought before the local legislature by a member 
of the Council and is now under the consideration of the Local 
Government. 

Owing to trade depression in the coal and manganese 
industries, the Mining Associations have recently oq. several 
occasions approached Government for assistance, and the Local 
Government has reduced the rate of dead rent on areas occupied 
by mines by 50 per cent. The Local Government has also 
approached the Railway Board in order to secure a reduction in 
railway freights. 

. The associations of employers appear codtpetent to safeguard 
the interest of their members, but trades unionism is yet in its 
infancy in the province, and Labour Associations have done 
little to improve the conditions under which their members work • 

. . ~atur~ of Trade Union actidties. 

Apart from' taking part in a few recent strikes, trade unions 
have not displayed much activity as yet. The Postal Union 
branch has established a co-operative society and a Mutual 
Ben fit Fund for its members· and the Clerks' Association branch 
hJs. a· Mutual Benefit Fund. 

· lndi'l!idual Trade Unions. 

The history of individual trade unions and the attitude of, 
employers to them are indicated below :·-

· "' (1) The Nagpur Textile Union. 
The above union came into existence on the lith December 

_1927 by a resolution passed by the executive of the union and 
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was registered under the Indian Trade Union Act, 1926, on the 
23rd December 1927. Out of 51 members of the Executive 
Committee, 39 are employed in )he Empress and Model Mills 
and the remainder .are professional· men such as pleaders anJ 

· doctors:' · · . · ·. ' 
. The attitude of the employers· has so far been conciliatory 

and both the Empress and Model Mills, Nagpur, have recognized 
the union.·· · 

" (2) The Modell\Iills l.abour Union. 

This union 'was brought into existence on the 5th December 
1927 by a resolution of a general meeting of the union and was 
registered on the 9th January 1928 . 

. Out of 17 members of the Executh·e Committe&, nine are 
directly <;oncerned with the industry. In February 1929 the 
operatives of the mills made representations formulating certain 
demands and pressing for the recognition of the union, but no 
decision has yet been reached . 

• (3) The Press Employees' Association, N agpur. 
The above union came into existence on the 5th February 

1928 following a resolution of a general meeting of the members 
anB was registered on the 11th February 1928. 

From the report of the association it will be seen that there 
were 236 members on the roll on the 31st December 1928. Out 
of 1i members of the Executive Committee, 12 belong to the 
industry. 

(4) The Scat•engers' Union, Nagpur. 
The above union came into existenc~ as a result of the 

recent strike of sweepers in Nagpur. It was inaugurated on the 
8th April 1929 by a resolution of a general meeting of it:> 
members and was registered on the 9th April 1929. 

Out of 15 members of the committee, 10 are working as 
sweepers. 

On the occasion of the recent strike, the district authorities 
and the municipal committee refused to hear the grievances of the 
sweepers unless they formed themselves an union and were 
registered under the Trade Unions Act. 

' 
(5) The Textile l-abour Union, Central Pro·rinces and Berar. 

This union was brought into existence on the 30th 
: .. September 1928 by. a resolution of the ~eneral meeting of the 
·members and was registered on the 11th April 1929. 
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TRADE UNIONS-ACT, 1926. 

Extent to '<>.·hich utilized. 
The Act .came into force on the 1st June 1927 and.sbc trade. 

unions have been registered up to date. - ' 

Effects. 
It is too early to judge of the effects of the Act.. Trade. 

unionism is still in its infancy in the province and is more under 
the control of politically-minded members of the intelligentsia 
than of genuine workers. The two or three most active leaden 
of the trade union movement in this province· belong to the 
lc.gal profession. The unions have all been recognized by the 
employers concerned, though the Model Mills refused to do so . 
for some time.· - ' 

No amendment to the Act has been suggested nor has any 
necessity therefor yet been experienceO. 



CHAPTER XV-INQUSTRIAL DISPUTES. 

EXTENT OF STRIKES AND LOCK-oUTS. 

Since 1921 there have been 36 strikes affecting the various 
industrial undertakings of the province. 29 being confined to the 
cotton mills. A statement giving details is appended ·(Appendix 
VIII). 

Causes. 

The causes which led to these industrial disputes may be 
classified generally as follows:-

(1) DC\mands for increases in wages and allowances. 
(2) Demands for bonuses. 

(3) Demands for shorter hours of work. · 

(4) Persona! causes such as the dismissal or refusal to rein-
state individuals. 

(5) Resentment at the adoption of disciplinary measures. 
(6) Resentment at reduction of allowances. 
(7) Political. 
(8) Others. 

It was only in the case of two strikes that political causes 
were operative. In ~ne (at the Pul~aon mills) in 1921 the 
management refused to close the mills on a hartal <lay (13th 
April); but these strikers also. put forward demands for raising 
their grain compensation allowances in the course of the strike 
The other strike on the Bengai-Nagpur Railway was a demonstra
tion of sympathy with an office-bearer of the Railway Union who 

. was arrested in connection with a strike outside the province. 

Outside influences were traceable in only seven out of 15 
strikes. Only three strikes, two at Nagpur and one at Puh!aon, 
were organised by labour unions. One strike at the Jubbulpore 
mitis in 1923 is reported to have been inspired by sympathy with 
strikers at Ahmedabad. - Otherwise, the strikes were for the most 
part local and did not present any special features though the 
demands of the strikers were occasionally extravagant, 
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In the following table the strikes are classified according to 

their causes:-

I I Re-~ Pa ' d.uc-
an~ B IHouf rs Perso- Disci- J.aofn Poli- · 

onus. o I 1 1. o · 1 ~ allow work. na • p me. atten- 1 he~ • _g. 
ance. I I ~ dan- I , -

ces. I 0 
-·--1·----l·--;-,-3-141_5 ___ 6 ___ 7_•_8_----;-

I 

A kola. 

Hukumcband Mills (5) ... 1 3 ... 1 ... ... ... , ... 
Savatram Mills ( 4) 2" 2" 1 ... . 1 ... ... ... . .. 

1 ubbulpore. 
2 1 1 1 2 Raja Gokuldas Mills (7) ... ... .. . ... 

Municipal sweepers (1) ... 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 
Nagpur. I 

Empress Mill (2) . ... 1" 1 (a) 1* ... 1 (a) . .. . .. .. . 
8.-N. Railway workshop (1) ... ... ... ... ... . .. 1 
Muncipal aweepen (2) ... 2* . .. 1" ... ... ... .. . ~~ 

Rajnandgaon. I 1 2 B. N. Cotton Mills {4) . ... 1 ... ... ... ... . .. 
! . 

Pulgaon. 
Mil lsi 1 (a) 1" The Pulgaon Cotton I• 1 (a) ... ... ... ... (2). 

H inganghat. 
Bansilal Mills ... 1 ... ... ... . .. ... . . ... Reckchand Mohota Mills •.• ... ... ... 1 ... <.. ••• ... ... 

Burhanpur. 
The Tapti Mills ... 1 ... ... . .. .. . ... ... ... 

Badnera. 
'Berar Manufacturing Co. 1 ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... Mills. . 

Murtizapur 
C. P. RailwaJ ... ... . .. ... 1 .. . ... . .. ... 

Yeotmal 
Taxi-driven ... ... ... ... ... 1 . .. . .. ... 

Kamptee. 
Municipal sweepers ... 1 ... ... ... . .. . .. ... .. . 

Damoh. 
Municipal sweepers ... 1 ... ... ... . .. ... . .. 

' -----~ --- --·--
Total ... , 16 6 5 5 3 31 2 

NoTE.-Where the dasputes are caused by more than one reason the combmed 
CBUiiea of dispu tu have been indicated by • pr (") over the figure,_ 
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Duration and character. 

The following is a tabular statement showing the duration 
of the strikes:-

Number of disputes lnsting. 

Locality. 

·~~I Above 2-7 8-15 1()......3() 
30 Total. days. days. days. days. less. 

Akola ... . .. 1 5 3 ... 9 

-
Jubbulix>re ... ... 3 1 1 3 8 . 
Nagpur ... ... 1 2 . .. 1 4 

' 

Rajoandgacn ... ... 2' ... . .. 1 3 

Hingaoghat ... 1 ... ... 1 . .. 2 

Pulgaon ... ... 1 1 .. -· . .. 2 
. - " Badnera ... ..• ... . .~ ... 1 . .. 1 

Burhanp1r ... ... ... 1 . .. . .. 1 
I 

I 

Damoh ... ... ... 1 ... . .. I 1 

Kamptec ... 1 ... ... . .. . .. 1 
' . i 

Yeotmal ' ... ... ... . .. 1 . 1 . .. 
I j --- I -----

iota I ... 2 8 uJ 6 6i 33 
-

The nature and methods of settlement. 
The results of the disputes ·may be classified broadly as 

follows:-
(1) Entirely favourable to workers. 
(2) Partially favourable to workers. 
(3) Entirely unfavourable to workers. 
(4) Results unknown. 
(5) Inconclusive, 
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The following table indicates the nature of the settlement of 
the strikes:- · . ' 

Entirely Partially Enlirely Results I neon-
Locality. favour- f&\'OUr• unfavour- unknown. elusive. . ·. able • able. able. ' I 

A kola ... 1 2 (· 21 ... 4 

Jubbulpore ... 2 . 4 ... 1 
I 

Nag pur ... ... 1 3 1 .... -· 
Pulgaon ... ... . .. 1 ... 1 

Hinganghat ... 1 1 ... ... ... 
I 

Rajnandgaon ... 1 . .. :I ... . ~ ·t 

Burhanpur ... ... ... - ... ... 
' 

' 
.• 

Badnera ... ... ... 1 .. . ... 
Yeo•mal 1 . ... ... ... ... . .. 
Kamptee ... ... . .. 1 ... 

I 
... 

I . 
Damoh ... ... .. 1 ... . .. 

About half tne strikes ended with results entir:ely unfavour
able to the strikers: abo·u.t one-s~ent!f yielded favourable results 
to strikers and seven were inconclusive. • 

The loss to industry and workers. 

No reliable estimate of the extent of loss resulting from 
these strikes is available. The loss in working days has already 
been indicated in the statement appended. The following state
ment, however, gives a rough estimate of the loss caused by 
some of the strikes. Jt will be seen that practically the .entire 
tncidence of the strikes and the consequent loss fell on the 
cotton textile industry:-

~ 
1921 .. 
1522 

The number of mills to 
which figures relate. 

Savatram Mills. Akola 

Tapti Mills, Burbanpur 

l 
Loss to 1

1 
employers. 

Rs. 

22.000 

·s.900 
1922 Bansilal Abeerchand Mills, ~inganghat 64.725 

1922 Empress Mills, Nagpur 1,16,263 

Loss to 
workrs. 

Rs. 

s.soo 
3,300 

12.968 

39.il91 
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Yur. The number of milia to which Lo.to Lon to 
figure. relate. employers. work era. 

-Ra. Ra. 

1923 ... { Raja Gokuldaa Mills. Jubbulpore ... 42,000 17.500. 
Do. ... 15,000 9.500 

~924 ... Empresa Mills. Nagpur . .. 5.74,482 2,64,651 

-·{ 
Raja Gokuldas Mill., Jubbulpore ... 15.000 14,000 

1925 Savatram Mills, Akola ... 12,000 6.000 
Hukumchand Mills. Akola ... 6,000 6,000 

1926 ... Raja Gokuldas Milia. Jubbulpore ... 13.000 14,000 

1927 
{ Savatram Mills. Akola ... 17,000 8,500 ... t Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore ... s.ooo 4.000 

1928 
The A kola Cotton Mills, Limited 40,000 30,000 ·- (formerly Hukumchand Mills). 

1929 ... Reckcband Mohota Mills. Hinganghat ••• 1,200 800 

The following extract from the census report of 1921 sums 
up the history of. the strikers prior to that year:-

"'With the rapid development of inaustrial organization in 
India it is not to be expected that any account of it can be any
thing but ephemeral. Just prior to the time of the census, 
ho~ever, there was a strike epidemic the force of which. 
possibly as a result of a fall in the price of the staple food-grains, 
has since diminished. The most important strikes occurred in 
the cotton mills at Akola, Badnera in the Amraoti district, 
Pulgaon and Hinganghat in Wardha, Nagpur, Jubbulpore and 
Rajnandgaon, and also in the Gun Carriage Factory at Jubbul
pore. The strike virus undo'ubtedly spread from the Bombay 
mills, and is evidence of the interchange of labour between the 
two provinces.. The first strikd occurred in two of the Akola 
mills in 1917, and ·were due to agitation for increased wages, 
which were granted after a few days, when work was resumed. 
These strikes were entirely due to the rise in prices. The next 
occurred in the Savatram mills in Akola in February 1919, 
and is said to have been organized by the local home rulers owing 
to a quarrel between them and the management of the mill. 
This strike was settled after one day by a further advance in 
wage8; in February 1920 the workmen of the Mid-India mills at 
the same place, fearing that a bonus which had been promised 
them would not be paid, as the ownership of the mill was about 
to change hands, ceased work for eight days, and a union was 
formed under the auspices of the local Home Rule League. \Vork 
was resumed on the bonus being promised. Towards the end of the 

· same month the Savatram mill hands formed a union under the 
· guidance of a prominent Bomhay politician, and formulated cer

tain demands, but a month later they went on strike w~thout 
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notice to the management or the union C?fficials. The workers 
obtained a substantial increase of pay varymg from 20 to SO per 
cent and a. reduction of the ·daily working hours to 11. The 
labourers in ,the Mid-India mills a!s? struck in sympathy .and ~ere 
given the same terms on prom1smg to abandon theu umon. 
At the Burhanpur mills a strike of 10 days' duration occurred 
in February 1920. It appears to have had no connec~ion with 
local IlOlitics but to have been influenced by labour Imported 
from Bombay. It was settled by a substantial increase in wdes 
and the reduction ef the daily working hours from 12 to 10._ 
In Badnera an unsuccessful strike occurred at the end of March 
1920 which lasted for a fortnight. At Hinganghat the workers 
of dne of the mills struck in January 1920 in order to obtain 
concessions which had been granted by the other miU at the 
same place. The local extremist leaders attempted to organize 
a regular union, but the workers were reluctant to pay even the 
~mall subscription of 1 anna a month, arid owing to lack of 
funds the union did not live long. It is significant that one of 
rhe demads put forward was for longer working hours in order 
to increa~e earnings. The demands of the workers were in the 
main conceded before work was resumed. In the Empress Mills 
in Nagpur the workers went on strike on Christmas day in 1919, 
apparently instigated by local politicians, but owing to the con
siderate treatment which the management had always shown to 
their work people the strike only lasted one day. Some con
cessions which wl(!re already under contemplation, when the 
strike occurred, were subsequently granted. The strike at 
Pulgaon occurred early in February 1920, and appear) to have 
been influenced by the news of-the strike at Nagpur. It was 
settled by the intervention of the Deputy Commissioner after 
six days. The workers obtained an increase of pay varying from 
33 to 50 per cent and a reduttion of the daily working hours to 
10. The longest strike occurred in Rajnandgaon, and lasted for 
44 days. This '"as largely political, owing to the fact that the 
rmnagement and owners of the mill are European. It was 
organized by the local pleaders, assisted and instructed from 
Nagpur, and was finally settled by an advance of 8! per cent in 
w:~gc~. a reduction of working hours to 10 and the payment of 
one month's bonus; the hands resumed work on the 6th April 
1920. In Jubbulpore at the Gokuldas Ballabhdas Mills one 
!'trike oc~urred in February 1920, which was settled by a 25 per 
cent inc_rease in pay, and another three months later, instigateJ 
by a discontented employee who had resigned. It was un-
8uccessful, and the strikers resumed work after a few days. Of 
the ~trikes outside th~ cotton mills, the most important was 
that 111 the Gun ~a mage Factory at Jubbulpore, ·lasting from 
the 12th February to the 15th March 1920. The strikers acted 
t~rough t.wo local legal practitioners, with whom the authori
ttes negotiated, and the final settlement the terms of which were 
!'ot to be published until the me~ resumed work, granted 
mcreascs of wa~t:s and of the rates for p}ece-work. Subsequent
ly~ the authonttes attempted to establish a permanent com
mittee elected hy the workers from their numbers, but found 
that there was great diffi<:ulty in securing perso~s t9 s~rv~ oq 
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the committee owing to accusations raised against them of not 
~ acting in the true interests of the workers. Among other 

industrial concerns, the most important strike was one at the 
.Katni cement works, where a lighting strike was declared on 
the lith October 1920. The strikers relied on imported leg:1l 
ad\·ice from Jupbulpore, but no permanent union has been 
formed. This strike was undoubtedly fomented by anti
European agitation. Apart from the instances quoted, strikes 
have not been of importance· although there has been an un
doubted wave of industrial unresr. The slipwriters in the 
census tabulation office at Jubbulpore were affected by the 
prevalent strike mania, but were content with very small con
cessions. The sweeper community, owing to the scarcity of its 
members and impossibility of replacing them, has organized suc
cessful strikes, particularly in the Nagpur Municipality, and it is 
probable that, owing to the favourable position for negotiating in 
which they are placed, they will succeed before long in materially 
improving their value in the labour market. The general cause 
of the outbreak of strikes undoubtedly was the rise in prices 
and the worldwide industrial unrest. This was exploited by 
political agitators, particularly where European interests were in
volved, but the subsidence of the movement when prices began 
to fall, and the fact that strikes were most common in the 
cotton mills, where the interests involved are largely those of 
Indians, indicate that a subsidiary· place in the causation of 
strikes must be assigned to political agitation. The day 
appears to be far off when trade unionism on a scale approaching 
that of most advanced countries will be a powerful factor in the 
industrial world." 

Conciliation aPld arf>itration "!.achinery. 

There is no .sort. of conciliation 'and arbitration machinery 
for the settlement of industrial disputes in the province except 
the formal pro\·ision for such machinery as will now be available 
by virtue of the Trades Disputes Act having come into force 
with effect from the 8th May of the current year. The necessity 
of some machinery for conciliation and arbitration has, however. 
hcen keenly felt in connection with one or two recent strikes. 
Leading industrialists like Sir Sorabji Mehta of the Empress 
Mills and leaders of the labour movement have made informal 
representations to Government for the establishment of concilia
tion and arbitration machinery. 

The local executive authorities have intervened in a few 
litrikes and succeeded in bringing about a settlement. The local 
authorities although they have no legal status in the matter have 
intervened in the interests of the maintenance of public peace. 

Although there is no machinery for settling disputes workers 
never experience difficulty in making representations to the 
Planagement Qf the industrial undertakings in the province, 
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Trade union leaders from Nagpur have on occasions interested 
themselves in strikes in the moffusil and have taken part in the 
negotiations for settlement. For instance, Mr. Ruikar, a Nagpur 
lawyer and honorary secretary of the Central Provinces and 
Berar Textile Union acted in this way in 1927 at Pul.!taon and 
in 1928 at Akola and utilised both the occasions for establishing 
local trade unions. 

Trade D:isputes Act. 

The Act came into force in this province with effect from 
the 8th May 1929·; but no experience of its working has yet been 
gained. 

ATTITUDE OF GOVERNMENT. 

Towards trade combinations. 

The Local Government has appointed a Registrar of Trade 
Unions under section 3 of the Trade Unions Act, 1926; and 
every facility is provided for the proper registration of all bona 
fide organization. In one or two recent cases the executive 
:mthorities have used their good offices and secured the registra
tion by the employers of such unions. 

In connection with. industrial disputes. 

Precautions to maintain order are generally taken by the local 
executive authorities in all cases of strikes in which the attitude 
of the strikers is threatening; but· Government officers do 
not in any way interfere in these disputes unless breach 

. of the peace occurs or unless both the parties to Jhe dispute seek 
their arbitration. The District Superintendent of Police settled 
one strike at Pulgaon in. 1921 at the request of the parties, and 
the District Magistrates settled two strikes, one at Akola 
last year and the other at Nagpur during the current year. Both 
parties voluntarily accepted the arbitra!ion of these officials. 



. CHAPTER XVI-LAW OF MASTER AND SERVANT. 

THE EFFECT OF THE REPEAL OF WORKMEN'S BREACH OF 
CoNTRACT AcT. 

No serious complaint has been received as a result of ihe 
repeal of the Act, but the Central Provinces· and Berar Mining 
Association reports that the effect of the repeal of the Act has 
been to lessen the hold of the employer upon his recruited 
labour and has en~ouraged labourlirs to take advances from 
employers without any idea of fulfilling their obligations. 
When the \Vorkmen .. s · Breach of Cbntract Act was in force, 
on satisfying a criminal court of their bona fides, employers 
were able to obtain assistance from the criminal courts to bring 
back labourers absconding while advances were outstanding 
against them.· They now find it impossible to recover dues 
of this nature, as the only remedy lies in the civil courts. 

The extent to which (i) ci·vil, (ii) criminal law is available and 
used jor enforcement oj the law oj ma~ter and sert•ant. 

No statistics are available to show the extent to which the 
civil or criminal law is used to enforce the law of master and 
servant. Criminal courts have no jurisdiction ad hoc; and it is 
believed that few cases occur in the civil courts. The Workmen's 
Disp'utes Act is in force in the province but is rarely used. 



CHAPTER XVII-ADMINISTRATION. 
t ', • I 

ACTION AND ATTITUTE OF THE PROVINCIAL LAGISLAT'ORES ON 
LABOUR tlUESTIONS. 

It is not necessary in this memorandum to refer to the labour 
legislation enacted- in th~ central legislature during. the . last 
eight years. Such legislation has ·been enacted on a very large 
scale. Mr. R. W. Fulay, a Nagpur_ pleader, who is assodated 
with several local trade unions and interests himself in the welfare 
of labour, has been nominated by Government to the 
provincial legislature as . a representative of urban factory 
labour. He and a few other members put several questions 
in the local legislatur~ in the years 1921, -1925, 1927, 1928 and 
1929 on various matters affecting. the welfare of industrial labour. 
Government always gave as· full , answers to these questions 
as were possible from the material available. In the session of 
the Council in January 1928, Mr. Fulay introduced a resolution 
recommending the appointment of .a -committee for an enquiry 
into the conditions of the working classes in the organized 
industries of the province such as mills, mines and workshops. 
Government opposed the resolution on the ground that. 
the working conditions in industries were not particularly un
satisfactory and the subject-matter of the resolution· came more 
within the purview of the central legislature. The resolution 
was, however, carried by the Council by 20 votes against 14 and 
the Local Government forwarded a copy of the debate on 

. it to the Government of India for information. Mr. Fulay has 
also introduced a Maternity Benfit Bill . and a Workmen's · 
Welfare Bill in the local Council, the details of which have 
already been referred to in this report. The commercial 
and industrial interests of the Central Provinces and Berar elect _ 
two members to the local Council, one from the Centra! Prov
inces and one from Berar, and the Central Provinces and Berar 
Mining Association also elects one member. The attitude of 
the majority of the members of the legislature is, however, 
markedly sympathetic towards any measure affecting the welfare 
of labour. 

Relations between Central and Local Governments. 

Relation between the Central and Local Governments on 
labour questions have been satisfactory. Under the Devolution 
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.lt.ules (Schedule I, Part II, rule 26) industrial matters included 
-under the heads factories and welfare of labour fall within the 
&COpe of the provincial legislature, but in all 11uch matters there 
has-been a tendency on the part of the Local Government to lea••e 
legislation more to the Central Government in order -to secure 
uniformity of law and practice. The Central Government has 
regularly consulted the Local GoHrnment in respect of all the: 
labour questions that ha,·e come up for consideration from time 
to time. 

Administratiu arltliorities in t•ariou! Go'L'crnments. 

The department of Commerce and Industry of the Govern
ment of the Central Pro,·inces is the administrative authority 
which deals with all labour questions; but the revenue depart
ment is consulted in all matters relating to mines. The Depart
ment of Industries under the Director of Industries, who is also 
Registrar of Co-operative Credit, is in immediate charge of all 
matters relating to labour. Under his general supervision the 
Chief Inspector of Factories with his staff of Inspectors adminis
ters the Indian Factories Act. The Director of Industries is also 
Registrar of Trade Unions .• All District Judges in the prO\·ince 
have been appointed Commissioners under section 20 of the 

· \Vorkmen's Compensation Act for areas within their jurisdiction. 

lV ork of special labour office or officers. 

· There is no special labour office or labour officers in the 
province. The factory staff is utilised for collecting such informa
tion on labour questions as is required from time to time; but the 
necessity of some regular organisation for the collection of labour 
intelligence has been keenly felt, specially in connection with the· 
enquiries which the preparation of this memorandum has involv
ed. \Vith the advent of unionism labour leaders have also urged 
on the Government the necessity of such an organisation. A Board 
of IndusTries, consisting of representatives of the employers anJ 
the employed, has been in existence since the year 1914 and all 
matters affecting the interests of labour are considered by this 
Board. The Board, however, acts in a purely ad,·isory capacity. 

EDect of diDerences in law or administration ill Indian States and 
British India. • 

This problem is not of importance in this province. 
The only industrial concern of any importance is one cotton 
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mill in the Rajnandgaon State. The Indian Factories Act does 
not apply to it, but the employees of the mill, who number about 
4,000, have by their unaided efforts secured conditions which are 
not dissimilar to those in similar concerns in British 
India. Receptly the leaders of the Nagpur trade union move
ment tried to. form a union of the employees of this mill, but 
did not succeed on account of the opposition of the State 
authorities. 

I 

Acquaintance of workpeople with factory legislatiof!. 

Every effort has been made by . the factory department to 
acquaint the workers with the provisions of the Factory Act and 
the Workmen's Compensation Act. Under the rules it is 
compulsory for a factory owner to place an abstract of the 
Factories Act translated into the vernacular in a conspicuous posi
tion in the factory premises. It must be remembered, however; · 
that this alone is not sufficient as the majority of the workpeople 
are illiterate. The prosecutions that have been launched in recent 
years against the owners and managers of seasonal factories has, 
it is believed, been instrumental not only in a!,:guainting workers 
with the law, but also in bringing home to them the fact that 
every effort is made to safeguard their interests both as regards 
safety and hours of work·. It is believed that failure on the part 
of workers to take advantage of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act is rare. 

ADMINISTRATION. 

FACTORY INSPECTION. 

Adequacy of staff. 

The factory staff consists of one Chief Inspector, whose duties 
are combined with those of the Chief Inspector of Boilers, and 
two Inspectors. In addition Sub-Divisional Magistrates ha~ been 
appointed as additional Inspectors, but have no power independ
ently to pass orders. They exercise, under section 5 (a) and (b)· 
of the Act, the power to enter and inspect a factory, reporting the 
result to the District Magistrate. · A number of medical officers 
have been appointed as certifying surgeons under section 6 of the 
Act for the certification of children in factories situated with
in the limits of the areas allotted to them. As far as the peren
nial factories are concerned, the staff would appear to be ade• 
quare, hut during the short cotton ginning season the· need of 
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extra assistance is keenly felt. These factories are often situated 
in remote places where communications are bad and it is extre· 
mely difficult to pay surprise visits with sufficient frequency. 
During the year 1928 there were 97 perennial and 659 seasonal 
factories at work. The perennial factories were all visited twice 
at least and in some cases three or more times; and with the 
exception of six newly registered concerns, all seasonal factories 

. were visited at least once during the short season of four months. 

V niformity of administration in different prot•inces. 

The Act is an All-India Act and the rules framed ,under it by 
the various Local Governments were modelled on the draft rules 
circulated by the Government of India. A Conference of Chief 
Inspectors of Factories was held at Simla in 1924, some two years 
after the advent of the new ;tct, with a view to securing uniformity 
in the ruler 

Rigour and e/ficieJzcy of adminisTration. 

The number of visits pa.id to the factories, together with the 
number of prosecutions, are indicative of the rigour of adminis
tration-

Factories on the re,ister
Perennial •.. 
Seasonal 

Total 

Factories inspected by Expert Inspectors-
One visit .. . 
Tw.o visits .. . 
Three visits 
More than 3 visits 

Total 

.,. 

1927. 1928. 

87 
617 

704 

274 
232 
103 
86 

695 

. 
97 

659 

756 

308 
229 
108 
105 

750 

The number of prosecutions has increased from 22 in 1923 
1after the amendment of Indian Factories Act in 1922) to 176 in 
1928 and convictions were obtained in practically every case. . . 
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Prosecutions and their result. -
The following table giving particulars of prosecution for the 

years 1924--1928 inclusive shows the nature of the offences that are 
most prevalent :- · · ! · 

I 

No. of Convictions unue: Year. prosecu· Results. sections. tions. 

-
1924 ... 68 66 convicted ... 26 under 41 (a) 

1 .. 41 (b) 
1 , 41 (c) 

13 .. 41 (f) . 
1 .. 41 (g) 
8 " 41 (h) 
2 .. 41 (i} 
3 .. 43 (a) 
1 •• 43 (c) 

1925 ... 63 61 convicted ... 24 .. 41 (a) 
._ 

1 41 (b) .. 
1 .. 41 (cl 

12 .. 41 (f) . 
3 .. 41 (g) . 2 .. 41 (h) 
1 .. 41 (i) . 3 41 (j) .. 
1 .. 43 (c) 

1926 ... 94 94 convicted . .. 26 .. 41 (a) 
1 .. 41 (b) 

30 .. 41 (f) 
4 .. 41 (g) 

12 .. 41 (h) 
2 •• 41 (i) 
9 .. 41 (j) 
1 .. - 43 (c) 

:-;27 ~ 

111 111 convicted 22 41 (a) ... . .. .. 
12 .. 41 (1) 
3. .. 41 (g) 

19 .. 41 (h) . 
·7 .. 41 (i) . 
6 .. 41 U> 
1 .. 43 (c) 

1928 ... 176 173 convicted . .. 21 41 (a) .. 
2 .. 41 (c) 

36 .. 41 (J) 
1 .. 41 (g) 

15 .. 41 (Ia) 
2 •• 41 (i) . 
7 •• 41 (j) 
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Fines ranged from Rs. ·15· to Rs: 400 ln 1928 against 

.Rs:. 15 ·to Rs; 300 in 1927. In some cases, particularly in 
those relating to the 'infringement of rules· reglJiating hours of· 
work, fines ar~ too low to have any deterrent effect, ··The fines 
levied form a very small-percentage of the profit earned by work· 
ing' the. operatives beyond the ·}ega) time limit. District Magis
trates have . been asked to e'nsure that adequate penalties are 
imposed in these c~ses. 



CHAPTER XVIII-INTELLIGENCE. 
EXISTING. STATISTICS. . . 

Exi~ting statistics on labour questions are ·extremely meagre. 
The only statistics that are available now are the following :-• : 

(1) C~ns~s repo~t of 1921; .which co~tains. i~formatiori .on· 
the general conditions of labour and an industrial . . . 
census. ; _ . .. , . . . . 

(2) Annual.reports on the administration of the .Indian 
Factories Act on questions relating to factory labour.' 

(3) An aniwa! statement of 'rural and 'urban wages of agri- ~ 
cultural labourers and workers employed in cottage 
industries. · • ··" ' 

( 4) Annual reports on the administration ·of the Indian 
Mines Act, ·which contain information • on 'ques-
tions relating to labour in mines. · · 

(5) A buUetin on index numbers for· the cost of living at ' 
Nagpur and Jubbulpore, specially 'prepared during 
the years 1926 and 1927. . . ' · · · · 

(6) A certain amount. of information reg~rding" health,, 
housing, welfare and vital statistics is. also available. 

·from the annual reports of the Departments of Public 
Health and Civil Hospitals. 

111 etlwd of co1lection. 

The statistics in the census report were collected by the census 
staff by personal enquiry as well as from. returns made by the 
managers of. industrial concerns. The st-atistics _in' the annual . 
report on the Factories Act are based: on returns received 
from . factory managers and on a certain · amount of 
personal investigation made by the inspecting staff. The 'state~ 
ment of annual rural and urban wages is prepared from informa-. 
tio'n supplied by the revenue ·authorities of the districts after 
general enquiries made through Tahsildars. · The statistics of the 
cost of living index numbers were collected by an officer of the 
Provincial Service, placed on special duty for 'the purpose, by 
personal enquiries in the labour colonies of Jubbulpore and 
Nagpur over a period of one yeat. The annual reports· of the 
Departments of Public Health and Civil Hospitals are prepared· 
from the registers maintained in the public hospitals in the 
interior and in municipal offices, 
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Degree of accitracy. , . 
~ -The Superintenrlent of· .Census operations remarks in the 

1921 r~port that the accuracy of the industrial census was not ideal 
811 the investigators often did not u-nderstand the exact character 
of the enquiries to be. made and there was a distinct tendency on •. 
the part oL the enumerating· staff to t,ive inadequate information. 
Further errors ·arose in tabulatio-n as the low paid staff to whom 
it .had to be entrusted wns· not in spite of supervi~ion sufficiently • 
intellig~nt • for the ·task; . It .is helicved that the percentage of 
error \vas not very great. . · · 

... .-. , . 
~ -.The .same remarks a~ply "to .t.he statistics prepared every year · · 
for t_he annual report ·on the Factories Act from· the returns suh- ·~ 
mitted by fac.tories. This wotl( is often left to clerks of low edu- :: 
cati~n who cannot be exp'ected ·to . notice that a return is; 
obviously incorrect .. \Vhile statistics regarding the number ~f .. 

·operatives· and· hours of work ·are· generally accurate those of • · 
~ageS" leave. much to be desi~ed. · The statement of rural and.·. 
urban· wages is· based. on ·very rough and ready enquiries made · 
at ·tahsil headquarters. The· special officer deputed to prepare . 
the Cos! of Living Index Numbers had to contend with diffi
culties .arising from the aversion of workers to supply true infor .. 
'm~!ion about tbeir ~flairs.· But it is believed that the margin of . 
;·errpr is n'ot great/. and the. investigation ·. disclosed sufficiently • 
. _accurately the trend of the cost of living. _ · . · 

'.., • 4' 

. : · ·: :. · · • Possibility of improt•ement in ~tatistics. 

· · .. Th~ .oniy: metnoci by. which more ~ccurate and complete· 
: statistics can be se.cured ·is hy the work . being undertaken by; 
· GovernmeQt. · This \\·ould invofve the creation of ·a t~eparate 

department in the charge of a trained statistician. Power would· 
ha~e to be -taken to enforce employers to give information, but 

:car~ should be taken that they are not compelled to give informa
tion the disclosure of. which would be injurious to their. business. 
It is not anticipated t~at .Trade Unions '\\·ill be in a position to 
assist in the compilation of statistics for a very long period .. 

-
Th~ lm:-estigation into the cost of lit·ing. - .. 

An officer .of the ~rovincial Service ~vas placed on special· 
duty in 1927 and he conducted enquiries at Nagpur and Jubbul-

. po.re: The re~ults of his labours have now been published in the· 
· form of a bulletin .. These fi~ures for the two towns are now· 

being kept up· to date every month. A copy of tbe bulletin has. 
already been submitted to the Government of India. • 
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APPENDIX IV. 

I.-GINNING PRESSING FACTORIES. 

A t•er/Jge daily number of persons employed 39,500. I 
No regular housing arrangements are provided. Le~s than 

one per cent of the operatives who belong to· certain class of 
mechanics, such as engineers, fitters, etc., are provided with 
free quarters. 

H.-Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills. · 

At•erage daily number of persons employed 19,500. 

Name ol factories. 
Description 
and number 
of rooms. 

I 
Accommo- ' Accommodation 

dation : utilized and 
available. I rent paid. • 

i 
i 

Approxi-· 
mate 

number of 
operatives 

ho.used. 

. , .. 
The Empress Mills ... 108 houses in 

Indora settle
ment. 72 rooms, 
i.e., 6 chawls of 
12 rooms each. 
60 surervisors' 

quarters. 

72 rooms ... Owned by work 
l..ers, 56 rooms 
Re. 1 per • 
month. 

Free 

The Model Mills, 600 rooms with -600 families 297 rooms. Re 1 
Limited. verandah and . per month. 

path. 

Rai Bahadu~ Bansilal 
Mills. 

f 
Burhanpur Tapti J 

Mills, Limited. 1 
l 

Akola Cotton Mills, 
Limited. 

Berar Manufacturing 
Company. 

Vidarbha Milia 

Raja Gokuldaa Mills 

do. 

Kutch a 
Now 

Old pucca. 

-·Total 
4 

. . . ... 

••. 50 families Re 1 per month 

232 
31 

185 

... • 448 -----
jre~nn;s~ . •p;; I 

month. •. -
6 annas per 

moQtb. ;. • • . . . 
"' I 

.• ! .. 

• 4 • 

· • ·- _-_ · 4~~ili~aa. · p~r l: 
·• ' 6 annal per 

330 rooms .. :! month. • 
' ... • ! 8 annal ,,per 

. t mon~~- • .· .. 
... • 

1 12 anri;.-• per 
j mo~th. • • •• • 

:·:.::~·~:-:::~;; .z. 
· . .month •• • • . . . 

294 -
. 

~ 

... 

600 

~ 

100 

. . 
• 950 .. 

. . .,.· 
......... , .... 

: .• .t' 
~ 

- , 

wq· -
; 

. 558 • 
• . 

45~ 
"-. .. 

112 .. 
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111.-0ther industries registered under the I naian Factories 
Act- • 

Average number oj PeTSons daily employed-12,180. 

' Approxi· 
lJescription Accommo· Accommoda- mate 

Name of factory. and number of dation lion utilized number of . rooms . available. and rent paid. operatives 
housed. 

I 
{a) Gun Carriage 775 quarterl ... ... 12 anna• to 666 

Factory. Rs. 4 per 
month. I 

(b) Bengai-N a g pur 127 quarters ... 97 occupied 8 annas to Rs. 2 97 
Railway Work oer month. 
a bops • . 

{c) ... ... ... . .. . .. 
' 

(l) Laxmi Oil Mill, Huts are built on factory's land. 33 
Akola. 

i 150 """"1 F'" 
"Amrit Match- Fac- ... . .. 25 

tory1 Kola. lives • closed .. 
(e) Central Prov- 240 ... Free . .. 350 

inces Portland -
Cement Works. 

United C.ement Provide quarters ... Free -. .. 150 
Company. 

• Burn and Company Provide houses ... I .. 100 

Perfect Pottery Brick built ... r Free ... 500 
Works, Jubbul- rooms. 
pore. 

Katni Cement 15ft quart~rs : .. , ... Free ... 200 
Company. . 

! 

• IVv-:-There is practically_ no information ex.cept f?r a few 
shellac factories, where imported labour is. provtded wtth free 
_quarters. 



Serial 
No. 

Classification of induatry. 

APPENDIX V. 
Statement of Accidents from 1924 to 1928. 

Total number of accidents in 5 years. 
Incidence of accidents per 100 persons of average 

daily employeea. 
-----·-·------··-- ---------..,.------ --

1 Im.: I I Due to Caus d 
Due to fall of b tie Miscel-
moving i persons or 1 ~ • r~t laneous 1924. 1925. 1926. 1928. 

.ery. . flytng hemicals transport. 
· chips. c • · 

mach in-~ objects or e ec nct Y including 

I 
· . or 

----~------~----------------~·~-------~-----~-----~---~-----~~---.-----:-----
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

. . 1 
2 
3 .. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

. • 16 
17 
18 
19' 
20 
21 
22 

• 23 
'24 
25 

Spi~oing and weaviug milia ... 
Motor works ... 
Electric power houae ... 
General engineering • ••. 
Railway workshop ... 
Tramway works •.. 
Distilleriee .•. 
Flour mills ., •.. 
Ice factories ... 
Rice mills ... 

239• 

3 
27 

. 
' 

2 
Water pumping atationt .. . 
Dye works ,. ... , ••• 
Gas works • • .. 
Oil mills ... , 
Match factories - .. . 
Paint worka • .. . 
Printing Presses · • .. . 
Brick and tile works •.• 
Cement works and potteries .. . 
Glass worka .. . 
Saw mms ... 
Forage press . •·· • 
Ordnance faetoriei ••• 
Ginning ancl presaing factoriell .. ; 
Miecellaneoua • • . . ,, . 

2 

47• 

2 ... 
86 

109• 

65• 
4 
4 
3 

96' 

1' 
1 

1 

24 1 

3 

1981 

33• 

13 
1 
1 

7 

1 

1 

1• 
1 

27• 

24 
4ft 22' 

65 1 

5 

1 
61 

1 

1 

0·40 
0•84 
3-85 
1·21 
2'!1.1 

0 56 

0·94 

.... . 
··4·70 

0·10 

0•38 
1•72 
5·0 
1·25 
3•86 

o'7o 

0•81 

2•62. 
0·138 

Nor£.-lndicea in email number• give the number of accidents that resa.ted fatally. 

C·46 
098 

0·42 
2•63 

.. ., 

1·20 

1-43 

0·82 

4•88 

2•77-
o·072 

0·44' 
2·54. 

3•53 

1·07 
o·41 

1·22 

···-, 
3•961 0·09 . 

5·86 

3·33 
0·34 

0•56 

.. ~ 
0•33 

'fo8 

s·66 

4:41 
0·137 



Incidence (•]•) 

5 

4 

2 

0 .. 
Yeal's .. 

0•2 

Percenfage 
l11cidence. 
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APPENDIX VI 

lti,C.lDENCE Of AC:C\DENT 
PER 100 PERSONS DAILY EMPLOYED 
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AV:D•ilg 
lr! of per.sonr 
emflhgetl. 

Incidence 

pt:rTDD dt:tif.!J 
emploJit:d. 

811-0DO 

Tol-tzl 
ltcciclenl-5. 

70•000 '350 

60•080 '300 

50•000 2.50 

40•000 aoo 

JQ•OQO 150 

10•000 IDO 

10•000 50 

0 

0·4 

0•2. 

No of 
St:rlous 
llcciderrfs. 

70 

60 

IV!!o£ 
40 To fa f. 

20 

IS 

2.0 10 

10 5 

1824 

( 138 ) 

APPENDIX 1lli. 

ACCJDIENT CHART. 

o cr 

"' .. 
0 

-~ ,. ..... 

r 

~,..,. 

'£..CJ ~,.;. 

191& 182.10 192.7 1!128 



. ... 
• J. 



Year. 

1

Nu:
1
ber 

disputes. 

1921 

·,. 

1922 6 

1923 5 
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~PPF.N 
Statement ol !latistics in· the Ce11tral 

Number ', 1 
of work Numb~ 0 

people 1 workmg 
involved. day• lost. 

Particulars. 

3,870 ,_ 29,690 

f 

I 
I 

I 
14,680 I 1_70,877 

6,719 58,255 

(1) Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbul-
pore. The strike lnsttd for four 
days. • 

(2) Sir Hukumchand and DAimia Mills, 
_, Akola. Strike lasted for nine 

daya. 
(3) J>ulgaon Cotton Mills, Pulgaon. 

· . Strike lasted .for seven days • 

....... . .. 
(4) -Savatram Ram- Prasad Mills. 

Akola. Strike iasted lor eleven 
, days, 

(1) Burhanpur Tapti Mill. The strike 
lasted for 11 days . 

• (2) Raja Gokuldas Mill~. Jubbulpore. 
·The strike lasted for 12 days. 

(3) 'Bengai-Nagpur Cotton Mills. 
Rajnandgaon. The strik~ lasted 
for three days. 

(4} Rai Bahadur Bansilal Abirchand 
Mills;· Hinganghat. The strike 
lasted for 23 days. 

(5) Bengai-Nagpur Cotton . Mill•. 
Rajnandgaon. The strike lasted 

1 for ten days. 
The i (6) Empress Mills, Nagpur. 

strike lasted for 12 days. • 

(1} Raja Gokuldas Mills. Jubbulpore. 
The strike lasted for 43 days 

(2) Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore. 
The strike lasted for ( 5 days. 

I {3) Sir Hukumchand Dalmia Cotton 
Mills, Akola. 

(4) Murtiupur-Eilichpur-Y e o t m a I 
Branch Linr. 

(5) Bengal-Nagpur Cotton MiUs 
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DIX VIII. 
Prot'ined and Berar }rom 1921. 

. 
J 

Settlement. Cause. ,. -... 
.. '. . . 

(1) lnade<JUO<"Y of wages. Jl) t·y raising the grain'coiiJ6 
pensation· allowance 
from 40 to 50 per cent. 

{2) Bonus demanded. . (2) ·Bonus and Rf. 1,000 as 
• '·reward paid.· . . 

• .. ~ • ... ~ i- , .. 

~<3) Non observan:e of •'har- .. (3) Resumed unconditional· 
tal" by the • p~jll.. • ly . and graill" was 
coupled with demand • •. cheapened ·.from Jt 
for grain compefl<alion • •" pailies 'o 4! pailiel'; . 
allowance at ·15 'par ' , •. · · ·'<.:.: • ~- ' 

'cent and: grain .. at • ~. ·• : • • t. 
cheAper tate: " '- · ·: ;,. · " ':' · "'.. _. •·• •; ~ · 

· (4) Demand of·. de a roes (4) .,Piiytni:mt of one month's 
allowance. reduction in·. · ·· . bonus,,. •"'.di~harged 
worki11g • hours, ·extra ·. · •. · per;onl! to.. receive 

• pay for ulra work and · . · boomi for day& worked, 
• full wage• for· dosing ·~ ·increase: io dearness 
·themillon account.of .. ~ allowan'ce.and pay.•of 
engine~onp!e.· : ·. .machine and bo.iler 

. · · .t ~·. '· • depSJrlmenl meft 'o b 
· ~ calculated on the basis 
- .. ~ of 26 working days •to 

constitute 8 month.: 

.(1) lncreaBe 'in wuges. (1) Demand f'efused • and 
'· · 'Workers resumed un 

(2) Not known. 
, cohditionally. 
(2) •Resume~ unconditional

• .ly.. • .. 
(3) Increase in wages:. (3). Do. do. ~ 

(4) 

(5) 

{6) 

(1) 

' ' .... . . ' ~ 

Increase in wages and1 (~) The_ wage, oi- piece 
. dearne&S allowance. I • • workers· increased .by 

• . . . • -12! per cent. 
Reins~tteinent • ol .di;. '(S) Resumed unconditional-

missed worker~a Remo- Jy, 
val of weaving master. 

Demand for early pay- (6) 
ment of bonus and 
alle~ations of ill-treat 
ment by ovenee'rs. 

Extra wages. 

do. 

(2) Owing to trade depres
sion bonus paid ae half 
rate. 

{If Resumed unconditional
ly. 

(2) The workers got a dhoti 
•• in addition to bonus. 

(3) Demand for payment of 
bonus in before 2nd 
Much. 

(4) Resentment at a reduc
tion in thenumber of 
firemen. -

(3) Resumed unconditional
ly. 

(4) Fresh men were employ
ed. 

(S) In continuation' ofj (5) Resumed work uncondi-
rrevious strike. ' tionally. 

I; Rem~rka. · 



Year. 

1924 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

13-t 

APPEN 
Statement o/ stati~tics in the Central 

. I 

Number! Number , Number : 
of ! of work , of . 

d's 1 I· people r working l 1 pu e~·: involved.\ days lost. 1 
f':trticulan. 

3 ·10.1831 606,062 (1) Sir Hukumchand Mills, Akola, 
The strike lasted for 24 davs. 

·. 

7 4,759 

... 

4 1,514 

4 2,000 

1 1,287 

(2) Bengal-Nagpur Cotton Mills.-Raj
nandgaon. The strike lasted lor 
69 days. 

-- (3) Empress Mills, Nagpur. The 
llrike lasted lor 62 days. 

128,252 (1) Bod~er:1 \1 ills. The strike lasted 
• , for 77 d:•ya.. •· 

(2) Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore 
. The strike lasted for 33 days. 

(3) .Jubbulpore · sweepers. I' ive days 
strike. 

(4) Savatram Mills, Akola. Twelve 
· · days' strike. 

(5) Taxi drivers, Yeotma( Forty-six 
.. days: strike. <· • • 

(6) H~kumchand Mills. Akola. Six 
. days' strike. -

(7) Municipal sweepers, Nagpur. Five 
days' strike. 

105,298 · · (1) Municipal sweepers, Kamptee 
Three day's' strike. 

, < • (2) Municipal sweepera, Damoh. Ten 
. days' strike.· 

(3) Savntram Mills, Akola. Strike 
" lasted for SO d11ys. 

I .
(4) Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore 

Work stopped for 10~ ~ays. 

82,350 (1) Savatram Mills, Akol:l. ~trike 
lasted for 18 dnys. 

(2) Bengai-Nagpur Rnilways. 

(3) Pulgaon MiliL Strike lasted for 70 
days. 

(4) Raja Gokuldas Mills. Jubbulpore 
Strike lasted for eil!ht days. 

19,305 (1) Akola Cotton Mills. ~trike lasted" 
for 46 days. 
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DIX Vlll-contd. 
Provinces and Rerar from 1921-contd. 

Catisr. Settlement. 

(1) Non-payment of bonus I (1) Resumed work pncondi-
1 tionolly. • •. , 

(2) Demond for reduction (2) Agreed to wor~ f01 10 
in working hours;· I hours. • • 

• 1 .. ~- ... "' .. 
(3) Demand for incref!Se !n

1 
(3) Rt;sumed -work uncon4i- ' 

wages and reducuon tn· ,. Uonally,. •· 
working hours. : · ·: 

(1) Demand for increase in (1) Resumecfwork uncondi 
j!rain compensationl ·. tionally~ ...., 
allowance. '· I · ·.; · 

(21 Owing to reduc;tion ·in (2) Allowanee raised •. 
grain allowance. • i • · ' 

- (3) Non-payment of huttinl!! (3) Resumed ~orft uncondi 
allowance.·- · ·1 tionally •. • . 

(4) Demand for payment ofj (4) Resumed.work uncondi-
wa,!!es for closing the . tion41ly. 

· mill on a working day; j· . • · • 
!5} Ohjc.-ction to monthly (5} Strike .-ended· with on-. 

inspection o~ -taxis andj · \:onditionalaurrender. 
demand for appoint·~ • : ~ : • · 
m"nt of a local inspec- · 
tor. ·· · • 

(6) On account of dispensing/ (6) Resumed work 
wi1h thr ~ervices of/ . wages wc.-rr. paid. 

and 

some mill workers. • 
(7) D<"mnnd 1o.r .incre&se inl(7) .. R~sumed .work uncondi· 

pay, pnVIIf'ge leave . uonally. -~ 
and provident fund, 
etc. 

(1) Demand for increase.- in (1) Resumed work uncondi· 
tionally. pay. 

(2) Demand for increase in (2) Resumed work uncondi 
tionnlly. P"Y· 

(3) Owing to reduction 
ollowaace. 

in (3) Resumed work when 
account was settled. 

(4) Closing of mills owing; 
to plague and . trade/ 
depressions. 

(1) Demand lor increase in 
wages and reduction In 

' working hours. I 
(2) Political rea&ons-sym· 

pathetic strike. 
(3) Discontinuance c.f bonus 

and reduction in ·allow. 
once. 

(4) Resentment at issue of 
passes to regulate 
1bsence. 

(1) Demand for increase in 
wag.,s. 

(I) Mill resumed work on 
the 15th January 1927. 

(1) No demanda were 
granted. 

(2) Not known. · 
... ~ 

(3) Strik~· ended and the 
workmen were givenl 
adv.ances for purchasing 
grams. 

(4} Resumed unconditional-
ly. ' 

(1) Strike ended as certain· 
concessions were grant
ed. 

Remarks. 

... 
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APPEN 

Statenrent of statistics in the C entrat 

Number Number I Number 

Year. of of work 1 of Part·iculars. people working disputes. involved.! days lost. 
' 

·1929 ... 2 1,650 13,980 (1) Municipal sweepers, Nagpur. 
Strike lasted for 13 days. 

i 

(2) Rai Sahib Reckcharid Ml:ta 
Mills, Hinganghat. Three ays 

I 
strike. 
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DIX Vlll-co,clJ. 

l'rr.J't:inets and Bcr.Jr from 1921-c\lnciJ. 
' 

Caus~. 

! 
(1) Demanda for increase in (1) 

,..al!es. ahortn hours 
and annual len·e. 

Settlement. 

' Resumed •·ork on old• 
terms of ,..ages, bours

1
1 

and l~ave. No striae~ 
pay, but couideration 
of compassionate allow 
ance for tb~ diac-harg~d 
,,.·eepers was pro
miaed. 

~ G. . . I (-) ne\'ancel agaanu tame,' (2) Grievance• reJre:.sed. 
office and accounting 
ayat~m for v.·ages. l 

I 

i 

R~m.arb. 


